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1. Introduction

1.1 Why an exercise in argumentation techniques – even if aged 67?

In 2019 something strange happened: A former Turkish neighbour, at moment as lecturer in German at Oxford University, visited his sister here in Neuss and insisted, that we should have a „long coffee break“ on the marketplace in Neuss. This was not going to be an exchange of the heavy academical stuff, but rather more tale-telling from his „adventures in searching“ and „journeys to sources“, including his visits to somewhere some OLD Iranian places, to sit down and read ORIGINALS from poetry and philosophy – which is: IN MIDST of the TURMOILS of our somewhat running mad times, with all the war rhethorics and all the dying and all the poverty.

What was felt so much OUTSTANDING in such unspectacular coffee break was, that we both really had a CONVERSATION, no exchange of arguments, no HEAVY debate.

Well, you see, I am a solo fighter since 40 years now and used to solitude. But at this occasion I suddenly remembered my young years, where we had very similar talking all night long till morning, when stars faded and the sun rose.
And we both agreed, that the today situation in any professional European university surrounding, to watch the competition under working conditions of „compartmentalization“ and „need-to-know“ clearance, but not longer to have those harmless exchanges, not aimed directly to any career-issues is a pity, not quite normal – plus superfluently making things difficult more, than they should.

I thought this strange tendency of SILENCE without VERBAL COMMUNICATION in the academical everyday-life -experience over and over – and finally came across the question of my youth, WHY Plato wrote Dialogues¹ / (DIALOG²) – which are „dia-logs“, in which is applied „dia-lectics“ of some sort. We may say: The characteristics of application of DIALECTICS of some sort may be attached correctly to the GREEKS – whereas we have in the OLD Jewish „art of learning“ Thora in the „Schul“ (as for instance among Chassidim in Eastern Europe), would set an accent on PERSONAL MEETING via „given texts“, by which SOMETHING from the SPIRITUAL CONTENT of texts debated should arise and become such VISIBLE and MORE EXPLICIT. Which is special: to have conversation for probing REASON and conversation to meet something from the DIVINE.

Well, thinking hard, I eventually remembered another special type of literature from medieval ages, which were the „Questiones quodlibetales“ - so to say: „debating questions on this and that – and whatever“ - of Thomas of Aquinas, in which Thomas in more INFORMAL way picked OCCASIONAL „problems of actual interest“, to just „probe them little bit“ - but WITHOUT starting HEAVY BOOKS about them, leaving the audience to wait for years for ANY answers! Such my motivation derived from historical examples above may be condensed to the following:
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This EXERCISE is PROBING like we do in REAL LIFE and – figuratively speaking – NOT simply on „dead paper“ alone, the style is „little bit spicy“ – to cope especially with these INTERESTING and SPEEDY times of GREAT TRANSFORMATIONS EVERYWHERE, where not everything is „set in stone“.

Within this „changing by learning“ process of today, replacing the „good“ with the „better“ with no hesitation, if needed, my actual stand in learning may be roughly speaking described, as follows:

I just this year finished the book „Geschichte vor dem Katalyosmos“ („History at the eve of Katakalysemos“) and started the next book, which will be mainly on „Hitler in Argentina“. Both books have as underlying problem the question:

WHAT IS HISTORY?
Is history MADE BY THE OLD GODS of Sumer and Egypt and before that by OLD „God“s“ preparing the planet, coming perhaps from the PLEIADES and / or the „Cygnus-constellation“ („Swan“ over the North Pole) or other constellations like „canis major“ (with Sirius) and so forth?
Or shall we assume, that history is MANMADE, following LONG-RANGE PLANS of just „human“ POWER ELITES – (in which some perhaps may suggest the survival of some sort of OLD HALF-GODS, as for instance NIMROD in the Rothschild family – as has been really debated within Farrell, „Babylon Banksters“)?
What ever history might be or not, however, these questions imply, that history IS NOT „arbitrary“, as they today are telling in lots of academical quarters!

„Trials for rethinking“ may not be mixed up with elaborated philosophy nor with academical course books. But luckily THIS essay will be worthwhile nevertheless – if not in parts SHOCKING!

So this „VIRTUAL debating“ of a „synthetic group with locally absent participants“ may be opened – until our era may return to have re-invented „Plato's academia“ or the fully evolved thriving of life „science apparatus“ of the „Library of Alexandria“ or the efforts for „cultivation“ as in the living family surroundings of Master Kong in China, better known in Europe under the name of „Konfuzius“.

---XXX---
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1.2 EXPOSITION of problem: A short quotation from Brzezinski

During work for an upcoming research book I stumbled upon the following quotation in a book by world-analyst F. William Engdahl:

"Die technetronische Ära ist gekennzeichnet durch die schrittweise Entstehung einer stärker kontrollierten Gesellschaft. Dominiert werden wir eine solche Gesellschaft von einer Elite, die keiner Beschränkung durch traditionelle Werte unterliegt. Schon bald wird es möglich sein, eine fast ununterbrochene Überwachung jedes einzelnen Bürgers zu gewährleisten und aktuelle Akten zu führen, in denen sogar die privatesten Informationen über den Bürger verzeichnet sind. Auf diese Akten können die Behörden jederzeit sofort zurückgreifen."⁴

Author Engdahl is presenting here an OWN TRANSLATION of a Zbigniew Brzezinski quotation in source GOODREADS, as he has in his footnotes, where however the CORRECT PAGE-NUMBER is missing. To put it politely: We really like authors, imposing such verification effort on the researcher.

Now we read in GOODREADS the ENGLISH ORIGINAL, used by author Engdahl – even without page-number given:

"The technotronic era involves the gradual appearance of a more controlled society. Such a society would be dominated by an elite, unrestrained by traditional values. Soon it will be possible to assert almost continuous surveillance over every citizen and maintain up-to-date complete files containing even the most personal information about the citizen. These files will be subject to instantaneous retrieval by the authorities."⁵

As said before: Goodreads is hinting to the original printed source, which is Brzezinski, Zbigniew: Between two ages, 1970 – however without the complete bibliographical information, which I reconstructed and put in my footnote below.⁶

Now I got curious, because my suspicion was raised and I really went, to check the BRZEZINSKI BOOK ITSELF, for to implement the pagenumer – and in this stage of verification found out, that GOODREADS gives a SLIGHTLY OTHER TEXT, not really identical with the book itself – which should rise eyebrows!

We read from the Brzezisky-BOOK in a searchable-pdf on page 97, from a POLISH download-page without „impressum“:

---

⁴ Engdahl, F. William: Die Denkfabriken, Rottenburg: Kopp Verlag 2019, 2.Aufl., S. 20:
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Another threat, less overt but no less basic, confronts liberal democracy. More directly linked to the impact of technology, it involves the gradual appearance of a more controlled and directed society. Such a society would be dominated by an elite whose claim to political power would rest on allegedly superior scientific knowhow. Unhindered by the restraints of traditional liberal values, this elite would not hesitate to achieve its political ends by using the latest modern techniques for influencing public behavior and keeping society under close surveillance and control. Under such circumstances, the scientific and technological momentum of the country would not be reversed but would actually feed on the situation it exploits.  

And this version of text shall be our problem, to delve into! And no, we are not pleased by poor level of scientific quotation leading to additional effort, imposed by other authors!

---xxx---

Perhaps lots of readers now will ask, what may be the importance of this Brzezinski-statement? Have we nothing else and better to do?

Well, if we have elites, those would have advanced capabilities – and if those capabilities would include certain technologies, the conventional reader used to conventional theories of state, with the old antique categories of order and justice applied, would expect that those dangerous elites under some sort of public control, exercised for instance by state-government, the old-fashioned type. This however today is not the case!

Today we have especially in the U.S. - but in some other countries as well – large private capitals controlling even never seen before advanced weaponry, as for instance for technically triggering earthquakes and „space war“, to be combined with finance market operations within scheduled plans!

This is stuff, normal people hardly can believe – and because of this, I implemented in chapter „10.3 Killing humans large scale with artificial / technical triggered earthquakes“ a detailed quotation from a Farrell book taken from an interview with Catherine Austin Fitts of 26th of Nov. 2011 revealing some really shocking coherences from times of the Bush jun. administration.

Better fasten seat-belt, before advancing that interview!

---xxx---

We may note right from the takeoff, two little things:

---
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1. “Life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness”\(^8\) as in the US “declaration of independence” of 1776 are NOT giving the CLASSICAL ROMAN-GREEK understandings of State, we are used to especially in GERMANY, where we, where ever we are walking or sitting, are told, that “power needs a back-tie to law”, not to change and deviate to dictatorship.


Or to put it other: We ought to be prepared, that the “definition of happiness” will differ heavily, if asking a BUDDHIST – as for instance from Bhutan, where they have as “index of happiness of people”, the “gross national happiness”\(^10\) - German: “Bruttonationalglück”\(^11\) - in the public administration - , a HINDU or a PHILOSOPHER coming from the school of Greek EPICURE and therefor tending to “epicureanism” or a philosopher coming from ROMAN times entertaining the idea of “bread and games”.

We are touching here the theoretical problem of “LIST OF GOALS OF STATE “, which since the times of Romans has DEVELOPED heavily, at least in the European discussion on the ORDER-function of State, which is little bit beyond just “law and order”. (One of those MODERN “goals of state” may be defined for instance as some sort of “circling the square” - socalled “magical square” or “Magisches Viereck”\(^12\) according to Keynesian theories of “business cycles” [German: Konjunkturtheorien].)

Or again put the words other: HAPPINESS is EXACTLY the thing, one with Continental European socialization in studies would NOT EXPECT to be mentioned, if dealing with all the EARNEST tasks assigned to STATE and MILITARY and the LAW DEPARTMENT. The ROMAN teaching is, that the GOAL of STATE is ORDER to prevent CHAOS – something the Greek and the old Egyptians really ABHORRED – so to prepare JUSTICE - “order” in the ANTIQUE sense with connotations from Greek “KOSMOS”, which may be in the Indian Vedas near to “DHARMA”.

To put it bluntly: MODERN people very probably would NOT expect anything like “Kosmos” and “Dharma” and “Chaos” as components within the problem of JUSTICE!

Well, we cannot SOLVE such DISCREPANCIES – but are REALLY SURPRISED, that Mr. Brzezinski is NOT EXPLICITLY REFERRING to the underlying problems. Or should we assume, that Brzezinski is SKIPPING such problems coming from the CLASSICAL THEORY of and TEACHING on STATE, BECAUSE he thinks, he will escape unnoticed with that, BECAUSE his listeners in the U.S. NEVER EVER HAVE BEEN THOUGHT OTHER and simply DON’T KNOW – as would be similarly the case with people coming with the today level in German or French education?

---


\(^11\) See „Bruttonationalglück“ in Wikipedia DE URL [https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bruttonationalgl%C3%BCck](https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bruttonationalgl%C3%BCck)

\(^12\) See „Magisches Viereck“ in Wikipedia DE URL [https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Magisches_Viereck](https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Magisches_Viereck)
2. Embarrassment

I FRANKLY was SHOCKED by this statement – on „privileged legal position of a technotronic elite“ - , because it is in SEVERE ways CONTRADICTING NEARLY EVERYTHING we in CLASSICAL CONTINENTAL-EUROPEAN history courses and in THEORY OF STATE until today are taught: Is this a recommendation for „benevolent dictatorship“ as Mark Shuttlewood from the company behind Ubuntu is propagating – or is this PURE MACHIAVELLISM – or something even more suspicious?

It seems at first glance, that here is suggested, that a „special ELITE“ SHOULD BE not just OUT-SIDE the law like any OUT-LAW, but is put ABOVE the law – BECAUSE of claimed „superior scientific know-how“?

This would be LAUGHABLE at once, because, IF SO, every attempt for to have REASON and LEGITIMACY trying ORGANIZATION and ORDER in human society with such approach would become SHAKY and SENSELESS from the OUTSET – even giving the impression, AS IF Brzezinski here is recommending ANARCHISM and/or the ARBITRARY USE of POWER by principle, so that we suddenly become UNSURE, whether the FIGHTING AGAINST DICTATORSHIP and even TOTALITARIAN DICTATORSHIP as seen especially in 20th century against Hitlerism and Stalinism should NOT COUNT any longer.

BUT given in, I am reacting from the angle and view of CONTINENTAL EUROPEAN „classical education“ and „continental socialization“ - which MUST NOT BE AUTOMATICALLY similar nor compatible with reactions coming from the U.S. – as may be shown by an unforeseen EXAMPLE for the BRZEZINSKI-position, which is the affair of Mr. Donald Trump, who quite recently CLAIMED, that the PRESIDENT of the United States CANNOT BE put to court trial for legal accusation – and may pardon himself!

Readers who just cannot BELIEVE this POSSIBLE at all, may have a look at my short elaboration below in GERMAN on such INCREDIBLE Trump-claim, which however in the UNITED STATES seems a POSSIBLE LEGAL POSITION not only in Brzezinski and Trump, but even in the U.S. Government apparatus, which produced an ASSESSMENT on paper on exactly this question, WHETHER THE PRESIDENT of the UNITED STATES MAY be REALLY „somehow“ ABOVE THE LAW – at least during holding office – being NOT ACCUSABLE and even PARDONING HIMSELF.

Which latter would be linguistic nonsense: Nobody can forgive his sins by himself!

---xxx---
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3. The TRUMP-claim of a „President not accusable“ and „self pardonning“

Readers in a hurry may skip the German remark following, but others may become SHOCKED, what REALLY is POSSIBLE in the U.S.!

Exkurs / Digression START

„Steht Trump über dem Gesetz und kann sich selbst begnadigen - Fragezeichen“
- Posted on 09/24/2018 by bbuike

>> Trump hat sich selbst ZUM GOTT ernannt, der SEINE EIGENEN SÜNDEN vergeben kann, indem daß er sich selbst "interpretiert" als AUSSERHALB DER NORMALEN STRAFVERFOLGUNG STEHEND.

Source/Quelle: Experten sehen USA auf dem Weg zur Tyrannei – Trumps neuster Tweet bestätigt sie Der US-Präsident glaubt, dass er über dem Gesetz steht.; in: Huffington Post vom 04-06-2018 URL https://www.huffingtonpost.de/entry/experten-sehen-usa-auf-dem-weg-zur-tyrannei-trumps-neuster-tweet-bestatigt-sie_de_5b154607e4b010565aae0d03 (Addendum by author: In 2020 Huffington-Post is out of business, so that the original weblink does not work.)


Zitat 3: >> Die ehrlichste Expertenaussage über Trumps gewagte Rechtsauslegung stammt deshalb von Samuel Gross, einem Juraprofessor an der University of Michigan. Der sagte zu “Vox”:
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absurdes Theater. Die Tatsache, dass wir darüber überhaupt reden, zeigt, wie tief wir unter Trump bereits gefallen sind.” <<

Mein Vernichtungsurteil lautet hier: ICH GLAUBE AN GOTT DEN ALLMÄCHTIGEN VATER – aber ich glaube NICHT an Donald Trump den ZWEITEMächtigsten VATER!
HÖRE und LERNE, Donald Trump: DU BIST NICHT GOTT, DU BIST STERBLICH und kannst vor Gericht gestellt werden, wie jeder andere auch!
Du bist noch nicht einmal MEIN Präsident – und was ihr in den USA irgendwo im Wilden West GANZ TOLL findet, das finden Kontinentaleuropäer in letzter Zeit ziemlich oft BLÖDE und DOOF!<<

Exkurs / Digression END

---xxx---

4. Assessment / Memo of U.S. Department of Justice: Self-Pardon of President – spotlight on Brzezinski’s context “of legal philosophy”

We must not repeat here the PRINCIPALLY differences between the LEGAL SYSTEMS of Continental European GERMAN – stemming in parts from ROMAN times - and the Anglosaxon LAW TRADITIONS, not to speak of incompatibilities coming from the NAPOLEONIC FRENCH legal traditions (“Code civil”\textsuperscript{15} etc.). Putting here an assessment / memo form the times of the NIXON – IMPEACHMENT at around 1974 may however indicate the GRADE or LEVEL of STRANGENESS, the HANDLING of “Presidential Self-Pardon” as part of “Presidential NON-ACCUSABILITY” may provoke.

And this FEELING OF STRANGENESS is something different, than just wonder, how it was possible, to call the “general declaration” of the U.S. Founding Fathers a “constitution”\textsuperscript{16}, which is such SHORT, so that a long list of “amendments”\textsuperscript{17} since was ADDED, which is quite something VERY different, if compared with the FAMOUS “Weimar Constitution”\textsuperscript{18} in Germany, which was the blueprint for the today German “Grundgesetz” in function of “German constitution”.
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I had to get to know this STRANGENESS first, to understand better my alienation by the Brzezinski legal positions, which are BEHIND our problem-quotation, dealt with in this essay. After reading this assessment/memo we seem to understand better, that Brzezinski’s “mentality in legal affairs” is just WITHIN the range of topics, that are discussed in the U.S. legal system – but little bit OUTSIDE my Continental European horizon!

If I may say so: The DIFFERENCES in LEGAL SYSTEMS are SUCH FUNDAMENTAL, that we would not have WORKING BUSINESS RELATIONS, if not “somehow” the U.S. legal concepts given some sort of PRACTICAL PREFERENCE in all international operations! But even if given in this PRACTICAL necessity, I very firmly would insist, that especially the German-Roman law traditions from PHILOSOPHICAL FOUNDATIONS cannot be dispensed nor spared, and especially so, if we think of the legal foundations to cope with the EURASIAN context of RUSSIAN and CHINESE law traditions! “Sportive battling of wits, not too much concerned with LOGICS and ILLOGICS, forming eventual CASUISTIC COLLECTIONS” as in the U.S. type of Anglosaxon tradition is just NOT SUFFICIENT, if dealing with HIGHER concepts of JUSTICE and LAW and LEGISLATION, leading to a better distinction concerning GOOD and EVIL, which is – at least in the OLD metaphysics – the distinction between GOD and DIABOLOS – and I am really not sure, whether it would be possible, to convince Germans and Russians and all the others anchored in the OLD ROMAN mentality OTHER!

- continue next page ---
Presidential or Legislative Pardon of the President

Under the fundamental rule that no one may be a judge in his own case, the President cannot pardon himself.

If under the Twenty-Fifth Amendment the President declared that he was temporarily unable to perform the duties of the office, the Vice President would become Acting President and as such could pardon the President. Thereafter the President could either resign or resume the duties of his office.

Although as a general matter Congress cannot enact amnesty or pardoning legislation, because to do so would interfere with the pardoning power vested expressly in the President by the Constitution, it could be argued that a congressional pardon granted to the President would not interfere with the President’s pardoning power because that power does not extend to the President himself.

August 5, 1974

MEMORANDUM OPINION FOR THE DEPUTY ATTORNEY GENERAL

I am forwarding to you an outline on the question whether the President can receive an executive or legislative pardon, and several substitute measures. Please advise me whether you require a more definitive memorandum, and, if so, which portions should be expanded upon and which may be dealt with summarily.

I. Executive Action

1. Pursuant to Article II, Section 2 of the Constitution, the “Power to grant Reprieves and Pardons for Offenses against the United States, except in Cases of Impeachment,” is vested in the President. This raises the question whether the President can pardon himself. Under the fundamental rule that no one may be a judge in his own case, it would seem that the question should be answered in the negative.

2. The necessity doctrine would not appear applicable here. That doctrine deals with the situation in which the sole or all judges or officials who have jurisdiction to decide a case are disqualified because they belong to a class of persons who have some interest in the outcome of the litigation, thus depriving the citizen of a forum to have his case decided. In that situation the disqualification rule is frequently relaxed to avoid a denial of justice. Evans v. Gore, 253 U.S. 245, 247–48 (1920);" *Tumey v. Ohio*, 273 U.S. 510, 522 (1927). It is, however, extremely questionable whether that doctrine is pertinent where the deciding official himself would be directly and exclusively affected by his official act. See *Tumey*, 273 U.S. at 523.

"Editor’s Note: A hand-written note in the margins of this memorandum in the OLC daybook states that the memorandum was “Hand carried by Lawton to Dep AG 8/5/74.”

"Editor’s Note: A different aspect of the holding in *Evans* was subsequently overruled by *United States v. Hatter*, 532 U.S. 557, 569–70 (2001)."
3. A different approach to the pardoning problem could be taken under Section 3 of the Twenty-Fifth Amendment. If the President declared that he was temporarily unable to perform the duties of his office, the Vice President would become Acting President and as such he could pardon the President. Thereafter the President could either resign or resume the duties of his office.

II. Legislative Action

1. Legislative pardon. The question whether Congress has the power to enact legislation in the nature of a pardon or of an amnesty has not been authoritatively decided. However, recently, in connection with several bills pertaining to an amnesty to Vietnam War resisters, the Department of Justice has taken a very strong position to the effect that Congress lacks the power to enact such legislation. See Hearings on Bills and Resolutions Relating to Amnesty Before the Subcomm. on Courts, Civil Liberties and the Administration of Justice of the H. Comm. on the Judiciary, 93d Cong. at 29–36 (1974) (testimony of Deputy Assistant Attorney General Leon Ulman, Mar. 8, 1974) ("Ulm Testimony"). It would appear to be questionable whether the Department should reverse its position now and establish an embarrassing precedent.

   It should be noted, however, that Deputy Assistant Attorney General Ulman's testimony was based on the theory that Congress cannot enact amnesty or pardoning legislation because to do so would interfere with the pardoning power vested expressly in the President by the Constitution. This would permit the argument that Congress can enact such legislation in those areas where that power is not vested in the President. A congressional pardon granted to the President would not interfere with the President's pardoning power because, as shown above, that power does not extend to the President himself.

2. Enactment of a plea as bar to criminal prosecution. The suggestion has been made that Congress could enact legislation to the effect that impeachment, removal by impeachment, or even a recommendation of impeachment by the House Judiciary Committee could be pleaded in bar to criminal prosecution.

   While it has been the position of the Department of Justice that Congress cannot enact pardoning legislation, it has conceded that Congress has the power to enact legislation establishing defenses or pleas in bar to the prosecution in certain circumstances. However, in the present circumstances it would seem that such legislation would be identical with a legislative pardon unless it is of fairly general application. The proposal of such legislation by the Administration therefore could undercut the sincerity of its opposition to legislative pardons.

   Moreover, it could be argued that such legislation would be inconsistent with the language, if not the spirit, of Article I, Section 3, Clause 7 of the Constitution pursuant to which in case of impeachment "the Party convicted shall nevertheless be liable and subject to Indictment, Trial, Judgment, and Punishment according to Law." In our view this clause does not require subsequent criminal proceedings; it
merely provides that they would not constitute double jeopardy. To read this clause as being mandatory would, of course, preclude any kind of pardon.

In any event care would have to be taken in drafting such legislation to have it cover all prosecutions and not only those offenses which are the subject matter of the impeachment proceedings. This may be important in view of the tax delinquenties not included in the proposed articles of impeachment.

3. Concurrent resolution requesting the next President to grant a pardon. Inasmuch as such a concurrent resolution would be only hortatory and have no legal effect, it would not interfere with the future President’s pardoning power; hence, it would be acceptable. The Department of Justice took that position with respect to the Vietnam amnesty bills. See Ulman Testimony at 31, 33–34.

4. Immunity resulting from testimony before congressional committees. Title 18, section 6003 of the U.S. Code (1970) establishes a procedure to grant immunity to witnesses testifying before congressional committees. That immunity, however, is limited to the use of the testimony or other information given by the witness or to any information directly or indirectly derived from that testimony or information. 18 U.S.C. § 6002. It does not bar prosecution with respect to the subject matter of that testimony. The scope of 18 U.S.C. §§ 6002 and 6005 therefore would not bar any prosecution based on evidence other than that obtained from the witness.

MARY C. LAWTON
Acting Assistant Attorney General
Office of Legal Counsel

DOCUMENT END Memorandum Opinion ... Pardon of the President
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5. The CORE of problem: HOW TO CONTROL POWER for to give power LEGITIMATION and ACCEPTANCE?

After this short sidestepping we suddenly understand, WHAT seemed at first RIDICULOUS to the observer coming from good old EUROPE:
It suddenly turned out, that we have here NO far fetched idea of Brzezinski, NO SINGLE STRANGE BEHAVIOR of President Donald Trump, but a LEGAL POSITION based on EARNEST DISCUSSIONS within the U.S. GOVERNMENT – which however from the quarters of RESEARCH in U.S. ACADEMICAL LAW SCHOOLS has been HEAVILY debated – with however the good chance, that we will perhaps see exactly that, that Donald Trump will be allowed exactly that behavior, that would MATCH THE BRZEZINSKI proposal for a „PRIVILEGED POSITION“ of some „technotronic ELITE“ - AS IF WE ARE BACK in times of POWER PREFERENCES for the ROYAL NOBILITY, which we so far THOUGHT IMPOSSIBLE in the U.S.!

In one word: WE SUDDENLY ARE ON ALARM!

But even US-folks by now may have got it, that Brzezinski and Trump are placing a REAL problem for POLITICAL ANALYSIS demanding some PHILOSOPHY to be attached – even if it seems, that this SPECIAL POSITION concerning the proper LEGITIMATION OF POWER better could be detected by observers coming from outside the U.S. - a problem, that NORMALLY in the Angloamerican traditions should raise the question of implementation of sufficient „checks and balances“, as they call it there, which is in more general terms, that POWER SHOULD BE NOT ABSOLUTE, BUT RESTRICTED by DECISIVE mechanisms by the society SUBDUED to such power!

We REALLY WONDER, that Brzezinski here is COMPLETELY SKIPPING, what otherwise is STANDARD in the U.S. discussions on preferable structures of political systems, which is CONTROL of POWER, ESPECIALLY if deployed by MORTAL HUMANS on other MORTAL HUMANS!

6. The counter-argument of „authority“ and „double standards“

Now we are going to CONTRADICT, if not oppose, Mr.- Brzezinski and his EQUALS from „technotronic ELITES“!

We start with the observation, that Brzezinski‘s ELITE-friends CLAIM to be FREE OF ANY OBLIGATION, that they must FOLLOW STANDARDS WHATSOEVER, and especially NO CONVENTIONAL LAWS and REGULATIONS for „common folks“ from normal human mortals. WHICH SHOULD RAISE EYEBROWS!
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Those „technocratic ELITE-friends“ of Brzezinski CLAIM as EXCUSE for their BRUTE FORCE APPLICATION of their POWER some sort of „SUPERIOR SCIENTIFIC KNOW-HOW“ (as is the wording in the CONTROLLED COMPLETE quotation from book - pdf above!)

Now we may remember school-times and childhood struggles, to IMPOSE on a GROUP with adversary MEANINGS the VALIDITY of a single-man position, which of course has nothing to do with SCIENTIFIC REASONING but with USE of AUTHORITY – and, may be, physical force!

Now the HARD question goes to Mr. Brzezinski and his ELITE-friends, that they SHOULD KNOW BETTER from HITLERISM, from STALINISM, from Communist and Fascist methods for „BRAIN WASHING“, from „breaking prisoners psychologically“ and from CHURCH-HISTORY – see the „case of Galileo Galileo for which Misjudgment Pope John Paul II delivered FORMAL EXCUSE in 1992!20“, that CLAIMS for BETTER or SUPERIOR KNOWLEDGE may turn out FALSE, that secondly AUTHORITY MAY BE and OFTEN IS BLUNTLY MISUSED, resulting in the well known problem in history of „leaders misleading“ in FALSE directions!

Actual examples for „leaders misleading“ may be:
- LEADING mankind into space, where humans cannot survive longterm without application of GREAT effort,
- LEADING for the sake of BUSINESS-MODELS people to MASS-AIR-TOURISM and CRUISE-SHIP-tourism,
- LEADING the WORLD to MASS ELECTRO - mobility with electro-cars,
- LEADING markets to a FOOD-industry, that has massively increased the number of people with morbid obesity (German: krankhafte Fettleibigkeit) and diabetes type 2,
- LEADING to the OPIATE CRISIS in the U.S. with KNOWN companies involved,
- and so forth!

To just SKIP these EARNEST CONCERNS of „leaders misleading“ and „false authority“ and „scientific failures“, well known from history, simply moves Brzezinski’s proposals from the philosophical and scientific level to the level of „political agenda“ - and even a DANGEROUS agenda for the common people!

---xxx---

We may proceed to worse! Brzezinski sets FREE of ANY obligations his „technocratic elites“ - but ALL OTHERS have to OBEY LAWS and RULES of society. It is felt STRANGE, that Brzezinski seems, not to be AWARE, that this is INTRODUCING „double standards“, even in type of the BANALITY from history, the banality, that the SMALL MINORITY of HIGHER UPS is set for ever ABOVE the SUBDUED MASSES, not counting really! Whereas the Brzezinski „technocratic ELITES“ may behave CHILDISH WILLFUL, as they like or dislike, ALL THE OTHER folks have to stay aware, that there might be LEGAL PUNISHMENT for their behavior and misbehavior!

---

20 See „Vatican admits Galileo was right“; in: New Scientist, 7.11.1992, URL
https://www.newscientist.com/article/mg13618460-600-vatican-admits-galileo-was-right/
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Insofar it seems PARADOX to me, that we have reports from the U.S., that especially this „truly FREE country“ of „truly free citizens“ holds one of the leading places with regard to legal punishment by penalty connected with imprisonment. Which I cannot BELIEVE! Well, here we perhaps have a SPECIAL CASE of „leaders misleading“, which is introducing „fake reality“ and „illusion“ (German: Täuschung): We only THOUGHT, that using the term „FREEDOM“ would imply, that only very few people are in jail – and just have learned, that REALITY in the U.S. is OTHER, in that they have „GREAT freedom“ combined with inexplicable GREAT number of people in jail!


pic: countries with maximum number of imprisoned people: FIRST PLACE United States!!

How to resume here? I really don’t know!

This example is coming near the „use of language“ as proposed in George Orwell’s horror-novel „1984“ on the future expected shortly after end of Second World War, where we read sentences, that otherwise are BLUNTLY NONSENSE, as for instance: „Peace is war!“ - as I just recently have learned somewhere in author F. William Engdahl. In this example of numbers of imprisoned people we would state consequently in the manner of the Orwell 2double-thinking“ with „double language“: „Freedom is lots of jails!“

---
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By now we seem to have learned: Mr. Brzezinski and his „technotronic elites“ very probably will NOT change the number of people in jail in the U.S. - NOR are they aware at all, that this MIGHT be a PROBLEM. Which problem? The problem, to have a AS CORRECT AS POSSIBLE DESCRIPTION OF REALITY AS IS AND NOT AS IS DREAMT ONLY – which would start with EASY but CORRECT sentences, like for instance using the PRINCIPLE OF LOGICAL IDENTITY, which would be in case given: Freedom IS freedom – NOT jail! And who is telling otherwise, should be accused of MISLEADING people by FALSE USE of LANGUAGE – may be with some sinister intent!

Because it seems to me, that „ELITE friends“ normally in the U.S. will never be accused of anything, because otherwise Mr. Henry Kissinger and Goldmann-Sachs managers of 2007-2009 very probably would be in jail – not to speak of Mr. Al Capone, who eventually was brought to court because of his TAX-problems, but NOT for all the other HEAVY crimes he committed, including MURDER.

IMAGINE, in the U.S. not only „crimes are paying off“ - as L.L. Matthias put it once little bit placative, if not polemic - , but the SYSTEM ITSELF could not accuse Al Capone of murder ... which with any continental European background would be felt STRANGE and ALIENATING, to say the least!

So in the end, we reach the conclusion, that „it is, like it is“: „U.S. elites have OTHER STANDARDS than the „democratic masses“, which latter especially lack „superior scientific know-how“. Leading perhaps to the problematical assumption, that those „technotronic elites“ of Mr. Brzezinski very well might be tempted, to take PRIVILEGES for themselves, which they are DENYING others – and especially the „uneducated masses“!!

---


We know may wonder, where Mr. Brzezinski got his audacity from, to paint a NEW picture of his NEW „technotronic elites“ - WITHOUT recurring to otherwise WELLKNOWN problems?! Is this just AUDACITY or STUPIDITY – or some sort of „educated SELF-BLINDNESS“???

But it gets worse!

---xxx---

7. The counter-argument of AGEOLD „kalokagathia“ or (philosophical) „catalog of virtues“

Now we have to ADD something, that Mr. Brzezinski has FORGOTTEN, perhaps because his „superior scientific know-how“ has some gaps! The MILLENNIA are telling us something QUITE DIFFERENT, with SPECIAL REGARD to „ELITES FROM NOBILITY“ by birth and cast, that they ARE obliged to FOLLOW a SPECIAL CODEX for „special people“, which is the „KALOKAGATHIA“^25, which is at first WIDE SPREAD from India to Egypt to Persia to the Medieval Ages of Europe und secondly shows something not expected, which is, a certain „UNIFORMITY“, meaning that „rules of wisdom“ and „catalogs of VIRTUES“ have a surprising GREAT SIMILARITY – so that they indeed could move from Egypt and India into European literature!^26

I may even go as far as to put the THESIS, that it MIGHT be, that „CATALOGS of VIRTUES“ and „Kalokagathia“ pertain to the so-called „philosophia perennis“ (the „eternal philosophy“ unchanged and valid for ever), so that we observe as THIRD characteristics, that KALOKAGATHIA is RATHER UNCHANGED and STABLE throughout the centuries and even millennia – except that „kalokagathia“ TODAY seems somehow „out of business“ or a „not longer valid currency“!

RIDICULOUS to only imagine trying Hitler, Stalin, George Soros or Henry Kissinger to explain something on ANTIQUE COMMON „Kalokagathia“ - because if „modern man of POWER“ chose Arthur Schopenhauer’s „Die Welt als Wille und Vorstellung“ („The world as WILL and IMAGINATION“) and Nietzsche’s „Übermensch“ (Nietzsche „superman“) as some sort of...
„ACTION PARADIGM“ not asking at all for RESPONSIBILITY, we may resign, that our time would need a RE-NAISSANCE – a “rebirth” - of some sort FIRST. We may set it in stone: Nietzsche's „superman“ not by false associations was appreciated by German NAZIS for to develop their SOCIAL DARWINISM - which was well appreciated in progressive circles of the US! – which latter surprisingly may have found since around the 1960ties a CONTINUATION in type of the NEW „transhumanism“\textsuperscript{27}, especially estimated in the English-speaking world, may be for a reason!
So I in very short may warn those „men of power“ feeling entitled to do what they want NOT asking, that it might turn out, that man by some sort of SUPERIOR MAGIC and POWER is FORCED to see „sun“ exactly there, where for MORTAL HUMANS was intended – by the „great COSMIC magician“ - , to see „sun“ - REGARDLESS of what „sun“ may be TRULY and REALLY – which might be some sort of „INTERGALACTIC GATE“ using TORUS-geometries for plasma-physics – OR NOT!

This would be another concern for another essay regarding the TYPE OF SCIENCE behind the Brzezinski proposals for „superior scientific know-how“: They TODAY give the impression of GREAT CERTAINTY if ASSERTING FACTUAL STATEMENTS on our SUN on STARS and even heavenly bodies in more than 1 million light-years distance – which I simply would not believe POSSIBLE, VERY sorry! Otherwise I in meantime have elaborated a lot in other studies based on Farrell books, that the „type of today science“ has CHANGED to some sort of „esoteric ether physics of sympathetic-alchemical magick“.

---xxx---

I perhaps cautiously should add: „Kalokagatia“ is DIFFERENT from, but connected somehow with the „catalog of philosophical virtues“ developed in THOMISM of the SCHOLASTIC era in history of philosophy and influencing the centuries afterwards, especially in using it as FOUNDATION for REASON (German: Begründung) within THEORIES OF STATE in the type of GIVING STATE A METAPHYSICAL REASON DEDUCED from „the highest GOOD, TRUTH and BEAUTY“, which just are other words for the ARISTOTELIAN concept of GOD.

We really should expect, that SCHOLASTIC PHILOSOPHY and their ARISTOTELIAN roots from GREEK ANTIQUITY may be RED FLAGS for TODAY „elites“ entertaining the TODAY „great game“\textsuperscript{28} for WORLD DOMINATION, so that the ABSENCE of anything like GOD – and therefor a METAPHYSICAL BASED NECESSITY FOR JUSTICE! - should be expected as the BASIC REQUIREMENT for those today GEOPOLITICIANS\textsuperscript{29} like Alfred Thayer Mahan (US- Contre-Admiral), Halford Macinder – who became one of the master minds behind the Versailles Conferences after World War and inventor of „containment“ and „cordon sanitaire“!!! - , Karl Haushofer (and his master-pupil Rudolf Hess, who very probably helped Hitler writing his „Mein Kampf“ during imprisonment in Landsberg!) , Nicholas J. Spykman (a pupil of Macinder


\textsuperscript{29} See „Geopolitik“ in Wikipedia DE URL \url{https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Geopolitik}
in times of World War II), Brzezinski, Kissinger, Fukuyama, Samuel P. Huntington. Please note: This is NOT critizising the ABSENCE of PROPER PHILOSOPHICAL EDUCATION among TODAY „POWER ELITES“, more interested in ACTING, than LEARNING! This is a very short trial for CHARACTERIZATION of today „Zeitgeist“ in „power elites“, especially those parts of which exercising „WORLD DOMINATION“ the U.S.-way, which is under pressure of its OPPONENTS from side of „NAZI-underground-empire“ and an „international FREEMASON fraction“, which latter indeed has „something to do“ with the foundation – or coup d'etat? - to bring the U.S. into existence – plus with the French Revolution!

There may be however a THIRD main player, which is some vague ASIAN fraction, so that we are NOT overly surprised, to find, that Mr. Brzezinski was the ORGANIZATIONAL MASTERMIND in the „Trilateral Commission“30, which was founded by DAVID ROCKEFELLER 1973 - which would be really FOOD for all those CONSPIRATIONALISTS suspecting everywhere black men or white mice, where there simply is just some sort of nebula overshadowing the brains!

To put it simpler: We really ought NOT to expect, that Mr. Brzezinski has ANY concept of „highest GOOD, BEAUTY and TRUTH“ he might think applicable in the HARSH and BRUTAL world of TODAY POWER POLITICS! This however would count normally as personal preference only, IF THERE WERE not the SEVERE CONSEQUENCES of this LACK in philosophy lingering around, that WITHOUT a REIGNING GOD any trial for „power play“ would become a GAME and ENTERTAINMENT only, with any DEEPER MEANING and FULFILLMENT missing! We may guess: There might be a MAJORITY out there, that will do just fine WITHOUT bothering with HEAVY philosophical stuff TOO MUCH – so that we suddenly may understand better this strange tendency for BANALITY in TODAY world -nearly – everywhere, for which BANALITY Brzezinski invented the word „tittytainment“31 - behind which we suddenly see re-surfacings the good old ROMAN principle of „bread and games“ - but THIS time managed by „technotronic elites“ with powers of planet-burst-capacity at their command – which should set us to ALARM!

---xxx---

Now go on: If Mr. Brzezinski is NOT referring to this „nearly“ WORLDWIDE HISTORICAL CONTEXT of „catalogs of virtues“ - whether from philosophy or ESPECIALLY the „kalokagathia“ for the „higher ups“ - we may start guessing, WHY Mr. Brzezinski and perhaps some others from his „technotronic elites“ ARE NOT REFERRING to this context in type of REFERENCE SYSTEM, giving ORIENTATION! This observation makes us WONDER especially, if we learn, that there are rumors, that Mr. Brzezinski’s family is from POLISH NOBILITY32 –

---xxx---
where they ONCE had CERTAIN KNOWLEDGE, what the NOBLE Lady and the NOBLE Gentleman should DO and AVOID!

---xxx---

8: The case of the „Mosaic 10 commandments“ - REVELATION for ALL, not ARBITRARY CONSTRUCTION „by elites for elites“

There is a SECOND SYSTEM OF REFERENCE Mr. Brzezinski is SKIPPING here, which are the MOSAIC TEN COMMANDMENTS, which are a REVELATION from ABOVE – because HUMANS not by themselves produced the insight, that - for instance - „man should not kill man“ - nor „desire his neighbors wife“ nor „steal the property of others“ - i tak dalej!
In other words – and against any impression Mr. Brzezinski is or may be giving here – HUMANS ARE INFERIOR and even would NOT KNOW, what is GOOD or EVIL – IF THIS WOULD NOT HAVE TOLD TO THEM BY HIGHER SOURCES FROM ABOVE, which are the OLD GODS of SUMER, EGYPT and Israel! (Which Old Gods by the way in a later stage of some sort of „decline“ often showed such „human-like“ misbehavior, that for instance the antique Greek literature is LAUGHING at them!)
The question now is: FROM WHERE MR. BRZEZINSKI GOT HIS OPTIMISM, that HIS „technotronic elite“, if it will come into existence at all, WILL BEHAVE OTHER THAN THE OLD GODS in their historical state of decline?
The counter-argument is clear: IF we are engaged in BETTERMENT for the FUTURE, we FIRST should apply some sort of SOBER REALISM: There are QUITE some things, that humans must be TOLD, because otherwise they would not know - among which especially, that man should not kill man, which we remember for later!

Now go on: IF Mr. Brzezinski is CLAIMING „superior scientific know-how“, would this imply, that HE thinks, that the Mosaic 10 Commandments are NOT BINDING for „technotronic elites“ and/or HIMSELF - say perhaps BECAUSE „they are too much conventional stuff“, not enough „outside the box“ assumed perhaps necessary for „innovation“ whatever?
This putting the words is near to misleading: IF ever there would arise for the Brzezinski-elites an alternative between a MORAL or IMMORAL „assumed progress“, would this ANTAGONISM NOT COUNT AT ALL for Brzezinski – as it very similar did NOT count within the SS-Kammlerstab NAZI-thinktank, who was detailed in Farrell books?
IF SO, this would NOT match with lots of stories within the lore of MYTHES and STORIES as revisited by Zechara Sitchin from old SUMER and old EGYPT GODS, which VERY WELL had to obey CERTAIN RULES, which were OVERSEEN by their Annunaki-HIGH-Gods (Enki and Enlil)!!!
So my question would be: Is Mr. Brzezinski in such case suggesting, that HE and his equals from „technotronic elites“ are ABOVE GOD or above the OLD GODS of history reports?

---

Roman geboren. Seine Familie, die zum polnischen Adel gehört, stammte aus Brzeżany in der heutigen Ukraine. Der Name der Stadt Brzeżany ist der Ursprung des Familienamens.“ - This information MISSING in Wikipedia EN on „Zbigniew Brzezinski“, chapter „Early years“ URL https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Zbigniew_Brzezinski#Early_years
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So the question remains unsolved: HAS THE WORLD TO ACCEPT FROM THE LEADING U.S:
WORLD POWER ARBITRARINESS BY PRINCIPLE – especially if following Brzezinski
proposals – perhaps intended for setup of a DESPOTISM even Machiavelli could not have had
anticipated?

It will get worse!

---xxx---

there are „too much“ people on this planet?

Among those friends of Mr. Brzezinski from „technotronic elites“ there are SOME – as for
instance Bill Gates Foundations and Rockefeller „Health“ Foundations – that ASSUME it
SUPERIOR KNOW-HOW, that there are TOO MUCH PEOPLE LIVING on this PLANET.
Meaning in effect, that those foundations feel themselves entitled to engage in „birth control“
„planned parenthood“, „contraception“, „propagation of abortion“ and other thinkable means
to bring numbers of humans on this planet down, perhaps even by installing this strange new
„GENDER“-politics within the U.N. and the European Communities.
How shall I say: GENDER is similar to TRANSHUMANISM an „idea out of the blue“, everybody
is talking about, but nobody knowing WHO EXACTLY is behind it and therefor would be
RESPONSIBLE in this old and HARD sense of „legal liability“ (German: juristische Haftung).
Well, in the attached essay by Eric Wagner below we will come across strange allegations,
that among all those „measures“ to bring down the numbers of humans on this planet may be
something similar to „FORCED contraception by FAKE-vaccination campaigns“ (especially
among uneducated colored folks).

To make it short here: Gates-Foundations are under accusation, that they are funding the –
totally CORRUPT! - WHO (not showing enough sensitivity to costs of AIDS-medication for
instance), John-Hopkins-University, Baltimore (actual engaged in worldwide monitoring of
Corona - pandemia – and otherwise engaged in a CONCISE TIME-ROW with PANDEMIA -
DISASTER -SIMULATIONS) and had personnel exchange with MONSANTO, which latter indeed
had an impact on entire populations elsewhere!

Don't believe me, believe Wikipedia DE where we read:
„Eine andere Kritik bezieht sich auf die enge Verknüpfung der Stiftung mit dem Agrochemiekonzern
Monsanto, der seinerseits in der Kritik steht, die angestammte Landwirtschaft in Afrika zu bedrohen
und vor allem über die Patentierung von bestimmten Pflanzen-, Gemüse- und Getreidesamen
(Saatgut) in wirtschaftlicher Abhängigkeit zu halten.[29]“

We read again: : So wurde die WHO 2018 nur noch zu einem Fünftel durch Beiträge der
Mitgliedsländer finanziert, die weiteren Mittel stammen aus Spenden. Die Gates-Stiftung ist mit fast

%26_Melinda_Gates_Foundation#Kritik
210 Millionen Euro dabei der größte WHO-Spender. Sie legt dabei fest, für welche Programme ihre Spenden verwendet werden sollen.[36]

Although Gates Foundations are engaged in the U.S. as well, the suspicion did not cease, that activities in Africa show an underlying „racism“ towards COLORED people. The question, why not starting „population control“ with global-player families within the U.S., to bring their number down, normally is overlooked!

We such may say: IF „technotronic elites“ try to CONTROL the START-POINT of human life, are they perhaps influencing the END of human life as well? Bluntly put: ARE THEY FROM TECHNOTRONIC ELITES KILLING HUMANS BY PURPOSE and PLANFULLY? We will have subsequent chapters suggesting just that: „SOMEONE“ on this planet is KILLING HUMANS by PURPOSE!

Even worse: If technotronic elites by „superior scientific know-how“ propagate, that there are TOO MUCH people on this planet, may they proceed one day asking, whether there are too many stars in the skies, so that we suddenly get another understanding of TODAY struggles for developing weaponry with PLANET-BURST-capacities?
NO JOKING here: Destruction of planets and stars is in the screenplay-books of highly advanced scientific strategists whatever TODAY!

We however may note at this early stage of problem-analysis, two strange things:

a) ALL CLAIMED EFFORTS for REDUCTION of number of humans on this planet in 20th and 21st century so far have FAILED, because numbers of humans so far in this SHORT TIMESPAN have doubled – with tendency to tripling! , which is just the EXACT OPPOSITE of REDUCTION!!! But IF SO, we should become very SKEPTICAL, what might be REALLY behind all this PARTLY CAMOUFLAGED efforts, not shying away from QUESTIONABLE methods, such as for instance using DECEPTION and even FORCE. We might perhaps ASSUME, that all this MANMADE EFFORT by „CLAIMED elites“ whatever, may in the end be some sort of „harvesting“, say in type of „profitable business“ or – even worse – some sort of SACRIFICE to FALSE GODS, We for instance have in the old legends some GIANTS, that were fond of especially „virgins“ and „children“ ... never to be seen again ... We perhaps should add, that there TODAY are RUMORS, that there seems to be ONE FAMILY – perhaps – CLAIMING BLOOD RELATIONSHIP with one of those OLD figures from OLD Testament of Jews and Christians, which is the U.S. branch of the ROTHSCHILD family claiming perhaps DESCENDENCE from no other than NIMROD, which is someone, the old taletellings would not recommend for „social intercourse“ with, at least not on a daily basis!!

---
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b) In all this effort for „birth control“ seems a PATTERN of „WHITE RACISM“ exactly in the sense of „Anglosaxon“77 superiority - which would be a SHAME not in accordance with ANYTHING from history of EDUCATED HUMANISM, stemming from ANTIQUE times and especially from the old GREEKS. To have it put more balanced: IF there is some sort of EDUCATION behind the BIG „foundations“ in „birth control“ from BIG money at all, we should NOT HESITATE to QUALIFY such „education“ as ANOTHER TYPE of „education“ DIFFERENT from the SO FAR VALID PARADIGM, so much valuable throughout the EUROPEAN history so far. And we have as INDICATOR for this OTHER type of „education“ the use of the word „philanthropy“, which for instance in Greek East-Christian Orthodoxy of today is RESTRICTED to the „TRUE PHILANTHROPY“ of the DIVINE JESUS CHRIST – and such FUNDAMENTALLY within ANOTHER CONTEXT than the „philanthropy“ of Rotary Clubs and Freemasons. We may continue saying especially: The „philanthropy“ of Jesus Christ was NOT BASED on BIG MONEY nor „big technology“ effort.

I at this point may recall from memory, the at first STRANGE statement, that AFRICA would be helped MUCH MORE EFFICIENT, if all the OFFICIAL DEVELOPMENT ASSISTANCE with GOVERNMENT FUNDING would STOP at once – BECAUSE what „they“ call development assistance truly is a BUSINESS, where 1 dollar input will create 7 dollars money return flow, which we under ANY standards would call a REALLY GOOD BUSINESS of 700 percent, NOT considered the NORMAL percentage in NORMAL business conduct, especially NOT in business conduct coming from the HANSEATIC traditions of Northern Europe!

So we would have to conclude: The BEST way for RESPONSIBLE „birth control“ would be perhaps, to STOP IMMEDIATELY ALL EFFORTS of international foundations backed by big money and heavy scientific technology!

Please note: This is a CONCLUSION, not an ASSUMPTION!
NOT to INTERFERE with Africa from OUTSIDE interests, would lead to RECOVERY of Africa „from within“ in estimated FEW years of perhaps 10 year’s-period!

The problem would be, to tell such consideration the in 2007 newly setup military headquarters of U.S.-AFRICOM near Stuttgart/Germany: They not even would listen!

---XXX---

We in chapter 15 will return to the interference of Gates- and Rockefeller-Foundations with the VERY surprising role of the John-Hopkins-University in Baltimore, to learn something about the question, whether there is installed a DISASTER-RESPONSE-facility or rather more a COMMAND-CENTER for CONDUCTING „pandemia - campaingns“ in ways making us curious, whether this PRIVATE HEALTH COMPLEX in the U.S. might be engaged in some sort of PRIVATE BIOLOGICAL EXCHANGE OF BLOWS very near waging BIOLOGICAL-WARFARE, which is „warlike action“ OUTSIDE the LEGAL REGULATIONS of International Law!

---XXX---

77 „Anglosaxon“ in the sense of the „BLOCK of Anglosaxon states“: Britain, U.S., Canada, New Zealand, Australia, which have „specialy relations“ among them, „installed“ after World War I, for setup of British INFORMAL RULE.
Now I may present the essay of Eric Wagner on „forced sterilization“ by „fake vaccination“ on COLORED people / women, rising the well known old question, whether it it allowed, to use BAD methods aimed at GOOD goals. This question today has become a rhetorical question, not meant really earnest, because lots of states AGREE, that undercover-state-agents are ALLOWED to commit even „legal crimes“ in the pursuit of socalled „higher goals“ for the „public good“!

WHICH IS OF COURSE MISUSE OF LANGUAGE to camouflage BAD PHILOSOPHY – even if this MY PERSONAL only understanding in this matter!

However in Germany it is NOT completely forgotten, that especially this „using BAD methods for – claimed only! - GOOD goals“ massively contributed to the MINDSET, that ENABLED and CEMENTED the NAZI-DICTATORSHIP.

---xxx---

DOCUMENT START – special aspects Gates-Foundations ENGLISH

>> The Gates Foundation's Vaccination Activism

In the corona crisis, billionaire Bill Gates makes a high-profile appearance as a vaccination activist. The essence: a vaccine is the solution, it is only a matter of implementation. According to Gates, the G20 should now "address the logistics of a global immunisation project". There seems to be little interest in further discussions and the consideration of alternatives. Time is pressing and people are relying on Gates, who had identified the danger of a pandemic early on and would therefore know what to do. How justified is this trust?

ERIC WAGNER, 16. April 2020, 0 Kommentare

The foundation of former Microsoft CEO Bill Gates, the "Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation" (BMGF), is controlled by its three trustees: Bill and Melinda Gates and hedge fund manager Warren Buffett. The foundation holds assets worth about $50 billion – about half of which originates from Buffett – and finances a large number of charitable projects.

Second only to the USA, the BMGF is one of the largest donors to the World Health Organization (WHO) and paid it more than $200 million in 2018 – more than Germany, France and Sweden combined in the same period. But this is not the only way in which the WHO is financed by Gates. GAVI, formerly known as the "Global Alliance for Vaccines and Immunisation", provided the WHO with an additional $150 million in 2018.

One of GAVI's main donors is again the BMGF, with $1.5 billion in 2016, for example. It can therefore be said that the BMGF and thus the Gates family and Warren Buffett are the main source of income for the WHO through direct and indirect channels, which raises questions about its independence from these sources of finance. In addition, the BMGF also provided funding for the establishment of the "Coalition for Epidemic Prevention Innovation" (CEPI), which is concerned with the research and development of vaccines, amounting to around $100 million in 2017. In addition, the Foundation regularly supports non-governmental organisations such as PATH, which are involved in the development of vaccination technologies, with millions of dollars in funding. The list of BMGF's beneficiaries also includes the largest global pharmaceutical companies, such as Pfizer, Novartis, GlaxoSmithKline and Sanofi Aventis. The comprehensive influence of the BMGF in the vaccination sector is therefore obvious.
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"Crisis-related" funding

In the Corona crisis, it is striking that institutions that currently play an important role are likewise supported by the BMGF. For example, Johns Hopkins University which maintains the worldwide corona statistics that are disseminated in all media, regularly receives large donations. In the last ten years only, more than $200 million have been transferred to the university by the Gates Foundation. The purpose of the donations was family planning programs.

In Germany, the Robert Koch Institute as the responsible national epidemiological agency received $250,000 in November 2019. The Charité in Berlin (employer of Prof. Christian Drosten, one of the most important government advisors during the crisis) received a total of more than $300,000 in 2019 and 2020. As with the WHO, the presumption of a conflict of interest is obvious if these institutions or their employees make policy recommendations that have an impact on companies that the Foundation sponsors or in which it invests for financial purposes.

In the meantime, the German website “Frag den Staat” (“Ask the State”) has been used to enquire about contacts and financial connections between the Federal Ministry of Health or the Charité and the BMGF, the results of which could be revealing.

The Foundation’s activities in Germany are not limited to health aspects. It also provides financial support to established media. For example, Germany’s leading news magazine DER SPIEGEL received $2.5 million in December 2018 and the leading weekly newspaper Die ZEIT received $300,000 in December 2019. One may assume that this is not happening for nothing and that as a result critical research by these media regarding the activities of the Gates Foundation is not necessarily more likely.

Furthermore, the Foundation is one of the organisers of the pandemic simulation known as "Event 201", which took place in October 2019 shortly before the outbreak of the corona crisis. Other participants were – again – Johns Hopkins University and the World Economic Forum.

Given the many financial connections to influential institutions in the health care industry and the media, the BMGF and its associated institutions should be given special attention. This applies in particular to the prominent role that Bill Gates wants to assume in crisis management and which he is also offered without any critical consideration.

Why the vaccination activism?

On the question of the aim of Gates’ vaccination activism, it is worth listening to Gates himself. At a TED talk in 2010 he stated the following regarding the CO2 problem and a possible part of its solution:

"The world today has 6.8 billion people. That's headed up to about 9 billion. Now, if we do a really great job on new vaccines, health care, reproductive health services, we could lower that by, perhaps, 10 or 15 percent."

He thus says that vaccinations and reproductive health services can contribute to a reduction in population, which in turn helps solving the climate problem, even if only to a small extent. Now there are probably various viewpoints on this statement, which we shall not discuss further here. However, one could agree that such steps should only be taken in cooperation with the people involved and with their explicit consent. This includes, above all, complete information about the consequences and risks of such interventions. That this is not the case with the projects of the BMGF and the institutions financed by it is illustrated by the following case.

Vaccination abuse in Kenya

In October 2014, the Catholic Health Commission of Kenya raised accusations in the context of the tetanus vaccinations carried out by WHO and UNICEF. This was done because there were differences compared to previous vaccination campaigns which seemed peculiar to the people in charge. For example, the Catholic Church, as the provider of many medical facilities, was not involved in the campaign, and publicity was very limited, unlike previous polio vaccination campaigns. Furthermore, the tetanus vaccinations were administered
without any particular health necessity and only to women between the ages of 14 and 49, which gave rise to the suspicion that they might be covert vaccinations for birth control. These are related to human chorionic gonadotropin (hCG), the hormone responsible for the onset and maintenance of a pregnancy.

In February 2015, the gynaecologist and obstetrician Dr Wahome Ngare, on behalf of the Kenyan Catholic Medical Association, published an article in the Catholic Medical Quarterly of the Catholic Medical Society of Great Britain, in which he explained the accusations. According to his article, the vaccine was deliberately imported and had a different batch number for designation than usual tetanus vaccines. In addition, five rounds of vaccination were planned, each with intervals of six months, which is unusual for tetanus but normal for hCG vaccines to prevent pregnancy.

He also referred to such “hidden” and methodologically similar sterilization measures in Mexico in 1993 and in Nicaragua and the Philippines in 1994, where girls and women were unknowingly sterilized. He described how the Catholic Church complained to the Kenyan Ministry of Health after the accusations became public and demanded a test of the vaccine, which was rejected. In the further course of the case, the Catholic representatives then succeeded in gaining access to some doses of vaccine and having them tested by an independent party.

According to Ngare, the vaccine contained the suspected pregnancy hormone, which in his opinion proves the leading role of the WHO in deliberate mass sterilizations for birth control. Before the secret vaccine analyses were made public, the World Health Organization expressed its “deep concern” about the “misinformation” of the Catholic Church, for which there would be no evidence. After the results were published, it agreed to submit the vaccine to a joint commission for re-analysis.

Confirmed by scientific work
A scientific paper published in October 2017 by the Universities of Louisiana (USA) and British Columbia (Canada), together with Dr. Wahome Ngare, confirmed the allegations made. The planned five vaccinations instead of the usual procedure for tetanus were identical to those for population control and the exclusive composition of the target group of girls and women of childbearing age could not be convincingly justified. Moreover, the campaign was coordinated from a hotel rather than a medical facility, and the delivery and collection of the vaccine was carried out under police protection. The work of the nurses was also monitored by WHO and police. Pregnancy hormones were detected in the secretly tested vaccine doses, while the vaccine doses delivered later by the WHO tested consistently negative, the scientists said. The suspicion of an attempted manipulation by swapping the vaccine is therefore obvious and would also explain the extensive and unusual safety measures taken when handling the original vaccine. The essential role of the WHO in covert measures of forced sterilization and thus population control could therefore be proven for Kenya.

Planning for population control in the WHO since 1972
In this context, the scientists also looked at the history of population control measures within WHO, which has been operating under the euphemistic name of “family planning” since the organization was founded in 1945. The WHO research programme on vaccine development for population control started in 1972 and a study was published in 1976. According to the scientists, the WHO “services” of sterilization without the consent of those affected have been known since the 1970s, while the cases mentioned by Dr. Ngare also caused outrage in Mexico, Nicaragua and the Philippines in the 1990s.

The Gates Foundation, originally established in 1994 by Gates’ father William Gates Sr., still funds family planning activities today. As mentioned above, Johns Hopkins University has received more than $200 million for this purpose in the last ten years. In addition, the BMGF also funds the Planned Parenthood organization, which was led by Bill Gates’ father when the younger Gates was a teenager, and which originally emerged from the American Birth Control League. The funding of the WHO and the vaccination activism of the Gates Foundation, also in the name of population control, seem to be the continuation of a family tradition.
Vaccination abuse not an isolated incident?
A direct involvement of the BMGF in vaccine abuse was not proven. However, questions remain open, as a case from India in 2009 shows. There, the Foundation-financed organization PATH conducted a study of 16,000 girls between the ages of 9 and 15 with a vaccine against cervical cancer. Afterwards, many of the girls fell ill and five died, while elsewhere, out of 14,000 children, two did not survive the consequences of the vaccination. PATH and the BMGF were accused of not having informed the children's parents, most of whom were not literate, about the vaccine, its risks and its objectives.
The lawyer and vaccination critic Robert F. Kennedy Jr. lists in an article a whole series of abuses in projects supported by Gates. His organization "Children's Health Defense" urgently warns against a Gates vaccine in the context of the corona crisis.

ID 2020 – the digital identity
With regard to other projects financed by Gates, an even more extensive misuse of vaccination is conceivable. The "Digital Identity Alliance", or "ID 2020", says it is concerned with the creation of a digital identity that will enable people to identify themselves across borders while retaining control over their personal data. The founding partners of the project are Gates' company Microsoft, the Gates-sponsored vaccination alliance GAVI, the management consultancy Accenture and the Rockefeller Foundation, one of the oldest and wealthiest foundations in the USA.
Since September 2019, the "Digital Identity Alliance" has been cooperating with the government of Bangladesh to introduce digital identities. This involves combining vaccinations with the recording of biometric data, such as fingerprints, to enable digital identification of the respective person.
By February 2020, 100 million digital identities had been created, as the responsible minister reported in an article for the World Economic Forum. This collection is marketed as "digital inclusion", supposedly to include disadvantaged people in the benefits of the modern world.

Traveling only with a "digital immunity proof"?
Also in Europe, the first approaches to establish the technology are emerging. Journalist Norbert Häring, for example, reports on an application within the framework of the "Known Traveller" program of the World Economic Forum, which provides for an initially voluntary data release for preferred handling in air travel. In the long term, however, a mandatory regulation also appears possible, once the system has been established.
Gates explained on 24 March in an interview with TED host Chris Anderson:
"Eventually what we'll have to have is certificates of who is a recovered person, who is a vaccinated person, because you don't want people moving around the world where you have some countries, that won't have it under control, sadly. You don't want to completely block off the ability for those people to go there and come back and move around. So eventually there will be sort of this digital immunity proof, that will help facilitate the global re-opening up [after the lockdown]."

The last – very explosive – sentence was cut out in the official TED version of the interview (minute 33:55). Norbert Häring comments on this:
"Having the proof in digital form sounds practical because it's faster and easier. But if a digital proof for international travel is to be globally applicable, it needs a storage location for the receipts that is considered secure and generally accessible, a standard for data exchange that works everywhere, and a global standard for certifying the authenticity of such a proof. The Known Traveller Program, which is being driven by the US Homeland Security and the World Economic Forum, wants to develop and implement all of this. Bill Gates is one of the most influential members of the World Economic Forum, if not the most influential. The current cooperation between Google and Apple in providing a unified corona app to identify possible Covid-19 infected individuals for the two all-dominant mobile phone operating systems
Android and iOS could create the globally accessible storage location. (...) And already the Known Traveller program is ready with a first application. (...) Everyone can decide for themselves whether they want to travel and use the app, or whether they prefer to stay at home. Since Google and Apple are working closely and trustfully with the security authorities and intelligence agencies anyway, it will not be a problem to add further application areas. First of all, the security authorities can check the box "may not travel" or "to be watched closely" if necessary. After that, the system could be further refined at will (...) Thanks to Covid-19, the Brave New World is approaching in giant strides."

In the long term, the measures allow for comprehensive control to which anyone who still wishes to participate in any way in life is to be exposed. The current crisis situation now appears to provide a suitable pretext for accelerating the implementation of such plans.

"We will give this vaccine to seven billion people"
Fittingly, the leading German TV news program "ARD Tagesthemen" offered Gates a platform on 12 April to present his project to the German public. The host, Ingo Zamperoni, acted as Gates' assistant in a discussion which resembled more a press conference of the BMGF than a news programme interested in clarification. Fully in line with Gates, Zamperoni came to the conclusion that "despite all our efforts, we will only be able to control the pandemic if we develop a vaccine".
Gates agreed and stressed that we could only return to normality "when we have either found a miracle cure that works in 95 percent of cases or when we have developed a vaccine". He also emphasized that "we" (!) will ultimately administer the vaccine to be developed "to seven billion people". The question arises as to who Gates is thinking of when he speaks of "we" in this context. One may assume that it is also the institutions supported by his foundation.

A more critical approach to the Gates Foundation and its activities as well as thorough information on the developments already underway, especially in the combination of vaccination activism, digital identity and far-reaching control and surveillance, seems urgently necessary.

Which measures have meanwhile become possible is demonstrated by the legal permission of forced testing, forced vaccination and forced treatment in Denmark. The failure to make such measures and structures known to a wider public could, in the current crisis situation, result in a society sleepwalking into a police and surveillance state, about which it may not become fully aware until the digital handcuffs have already closed.

About the author: Eric Wagner, born in 1990, studied education, history and political science in Leipzig, followed by Southeast European studies in Belgrade and Ljubljana. He works as an educator at a free community school in Germany.
10. Is there an interest of technotronic elites in PERMANENT HIGH DEATH TOLL on humans?

Well, coming from good old Europe this would count as HEAVY STUFF, IF there would be ANYBODY to continue, where HITLER, STALIN and MAO STARTED, which is for instance EUTHANASIA, which was NO idea of Hitler himself, but an idea percolated in PROGRESSIVE CIRCLES OF US PSYCHOANALYSTS as for instance on their CONGRESSES in the U.S. at around 1932.

How shall I put it politely? For an European with normal socialization it would be strange, to IMAGINE, that there might be people, getting CONcerned, that humans should die a) from „certain“ reasons and b) in great enough numbers.

But given in, I only recently recognized, how the following keywords may be or are connected, which is by a) death of humans from b) not natural causes in c) surprisingly HIGH numbers, which d) has not seen so far EFFICIENT counter measures:

- Indian farmer suicides,
- management of diseases,
- „artificial earthquakes“,
  – bringing back the „Islamic belt“ from Algeria to Egypt, from Lebanon to Aserbaidschan to Afghanistan to „modified stone-age“,
  – multiple HOLOCAUSTS in Africa (Kongo, Rwanda (Ruanda), historical slave-trade of West-Africa)

And this list we may elaborate retrograde from end to start!

BUT: There is something in the following elaborations on special methods for killing humans scientifically and by intent, which is, that all this killing has not brought down the TOTAL numbers of humans on this planet, which indeed since World War I has DOUBLED AT LEAST, showing a tendency for TRIPLING of the world population – which SEEMS little bit STRANGE if compared with all the PROPAGANDA for birth-control and contraception. It's little bit PARADOX for me: All this killing and PERMANENT killing is SHOCKING in numbers, but has NOT THE EXPECTED EFFECT of changing the TENDENCY for increase of total numbers of humans on this planet. The SUSPICION therefore is, that behind all this killing might be something else, not openly declared! The second suspicion however is, that they from Gates- and Rockefeller-Foundation simply are LYING and giving CRIMINAL ACTIONS a CLOAK of „scientific nebula accompanying“.

So sadly I have to hint to OTHER SCENARIOS of MASS-KILLING humans, which are in the books already, namely
- the scenario of a GENETICALLY MODIFIED DISEASE, say for „use of disease as biological weapon“ in type of willful „laboratory escape“,
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- especially production of a modified virus out of the FLU-viruses, say for instance, killing CHINESE ONLY, which INDEED is in the scenarios of the ANGLOSAXON MISSION\(^{40}\), which is from the roots RACIST aiming to „WHITE SUPREMACY“, 
- the SCENARIO of „technical triggered“ - what they call – a „small asteroid impact“,
so that we as RESULT may come near REALLY a DECIMATION of mankind by 30 – 50 – 70 %, 
depending on INTENSITY and COMBINING methods and scenarios. 
Please note: This is no tale-telling about „VAGUE apocalypse“ in enigmatic religious books no one so far could decifer with common acceptance; this is talking MANMADE KATAKLYSMOS (Greek for „breakdown of everything“) by TECHNICAL MEANS AND METHODS - and the Greeks have it proverbially, that there have been SEVERAL „kataklysmoi“\(^{41}\) in THEIR history reports already ... which normally is referred by the proverbial „outcry“: „Pir, Thalassa, Gini“

Now, IF SO, if we have an ongoing „killing of humans NOT leading to REAL depopulation of the planet“, this should trigger a search, WHAT may be BEHIND this „constant killing“, we will report in chapter below? In this question however I have no better GUESS as for instance Farrell, who has outspoken on the idea of „SACRIFICE“, which of course would come near the practice of Neanderthals or the Aztecs or other „OLD practice of SACRIFICE by BLOODSHED“ - which, as most authors are missing or willingly skipping, since the appearance of Jesus Christ we thought SUPERFLUENT and MEANINGLESS!

So in a certain sense, we are dealing here with OUTDATED metaphysical-religious concepts, with is: with ANACHRONISMS of some sort, so to say, FALLING BACK in malpractise of times BEFORE Jesus Christ, which is just the OPPOSITE, to their „new type of progress“, they are CLAIMING ...

---xxx---

11. AFRICA MULTIPLE HOLOCAUSTS

The HOLOCAUST of estimated 30 to 60 million dead black people shipped from WEST-AFRICA to the United States and Middle America - with estimated DEATHTOLL of 50% at least - by COLONIAL POWERS (Portugal, Spain, Britain, others, „triangle trade“) – may be outside my arguments against Mr. Brzezinski’s „technotronic elites“, because it is too early in time of history.\(^{42}\) Secondly we are not sure, whether it would be possible, to establish a theorem, that


\(^{41}\) Greeks told me regarding „kataklysmos“, that the causes of those proverbially are supposed to be „Pir, Thalassa, Gini“ (classical Greek: Pyr, Thalatta, Gynaiki = the fire, the sea, the women ...)

\(^{42}\) We read: „In American Holocaust (1992), David Stannard estimates that some 30 to 60 million Africans died being enslaved. He claims a 50% mortality rate among new slaves while being gathered and stored in Africa, a 10% mortality among the survivors while crossing the ocean, and another 50% mortality rate in the first “seasoning” phase of slave labor. Overall, he estimates a 75-80% mortality rate in transit.“ page-title „Selected Death Tolls for Wars, Massacres and Atrocities Before the 20th Century Page 2“ in web-
TODAY „technotronic elites“ are RELATIVES OF LEADING FAMILIES FROM COLONIAL POWERS – NOR that they are COPYING those methods of Colonial Powers BY INTENT!

Our next candidate in the list of MASS MURDER BY ELITES is King Leopold II. of Belgium, who, starting at around 1888 is PERSONALLY RESPONSIBLE for the DEATH TOLL in Belgian Congo / „Congo Free State“ – today Congo Kinshasa – estimated between 1 to 15 million black people.33

From ACTUAL and TODAY CONSTANT MASSACRES in Africa we may select and report the RWANDA Holocaust, behind which perhaps was a power struggle between France and the United States. The Rwanda Holocaust of 1994 had a death-toll of 1 – 1,5 million dead in only 100 days and TUTSIS were decimated by estimated 70%.44

But here we may proceed to worse, because West-Sudan (Dafur) was only one part breaking away from the old Sudan. I’m talking here about the CIVIL WARS and MASSACRES in SOUTH SUDAN, which show a VERY IMPRESSIVE DEATH TOLL if compilations starting with 1955!

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>First Sudanese Civil War (1955-1977)</th>
<th>casualties and losses (fromt able): „500,000[17]–1 million[18] killed“48</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Second Sudanese Civil War (1983-2005)</td>
<td>casualties and losses (from table): „1–2.5 million dead (mostly civilians, due to starvation and drought)“48</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


South Sudanese Civil War (approx. 2013–2020)  

| death-toll and casualties: 190,000 violent deaths (April 2018)[50] - 193,000 nonviolent war-related deaths (April 2018)[50] - 383,000 total deaths (April 2018) - 1,500,000+ civilians had fled South Sudan and 2,100,000+ civilians internally displaced (as of 2017)[51] |  |

To understand, what the CONSTANT KILLING in Sudan did REALLY to the populations, I may add here, that the new splitted off parts of the old Sudan in Darfur and in South Sudan TODAY have a population with an AVERAGE AGE of 18 years - which means that the killing there was VERY EFFECTIVE – indeed! (Someone recently said bitterly: Europeans should not send troops to – certain areas of - Africa, but NURSES for to comfort CHILDREN!)

From this SELECTED list on Africa Holocausts and MASSACRES we may better understand, what may be the task assigned to the NEW US-AFRICOM[51] headquarters (since 2007) in Stuttgart/Germany, which is, to implement an ORGANIZATIONAL BACKBONE-STRUCTURE for AFRICA for – perhaps - EXPECTED INCREASE of massacres?!

Slightly put other the words: Setup of US-AFRICOM is WITHIN the TIMEFRAME of BRZEZINSKI trials on „technotronic“ GEOPOLITICS, because Brzezinski was „active“ until around 2014!

I may add before going vomiting: The world should know for the FINAL BILLING, that here in Germany are SOME people, that would like, to see the US-AFRICOM Headquarters CLOSED, so that the world better may understand, who REALLY is RESPONSIBLE for all the TERRIBLE KILLING in especially Africa!

BETTER AMI GO HOME!

You see, we here in Germany of today have nothing of the PSYCHO-PATHOLOGICAL IDEA to KILL PERMANENTLY AFRICANS just because of black skin – and because of GREAT und HUGE and BIG business!

You know, I personally remember the „human rights“ initiatives of Mr. George W. Bush, the younger, concerning „poor black Christians“ (partly from those strange U.S. evangelical missionary) in South of Sudan, which however, as we now have learned, were ALL FALSE PROPAGANDA for camouflaging CRIMINAL INTENT large scale. However there is NO JUSTICE COURT, to bring anybody from the George W. Bush, junior administration to JUSTICE.

We close here with the NEW understanding: PAX AMERICANA of „full-scale dominance“ is not just „mad“, as author F. William Engdahl suggests, because „mad“ would imply, that they are NOT FULLY RESPONSIBLE.

ON THE CONTRARY, the Bush-jun-administration KNEW EXACTLY, what they DID, and how they MISUSED all their „technological superiority“ - and there are NO EXCUSES!

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Second_Sudanese_Civil_War

50 See „South Sudanese Civil War“ in Wikipedia EN URL  
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/South_Sudanese_Civil_War

51 See „United States Africa Command“ in Wikipedia DE URL  
https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/United_States_Africa_Command
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Well, perhaps someone gets such upset, that they will start thinking hard, to „patronize“ people from Africa, to prevent them falling victim to „mass-murder“ by INTENT and by SYSTEM-FAULT?! 

---xxx---

12. TURNING THE „ISLAMIC BELT“ from Algier to Aserbaidschan to Afghanistan into a STONE-AGE ZONE with WILLFUL POVERTY, HIGH DEATH-TOLL and great CAMPS for originally „free“ people

What I call here the „ISLAMIC BELT“ is something, which nearly escaped my attention, because we all are focused too much on actual incoming news not showing cohesion at first glance, which of course are diligently orchestrated to influence the public perception of ongoings. But during work on this essay it emerged with sufficient clarity the following twofold pattern:

ONE „event row“ was the socalled „Arab spring“52, which was the overthrow of governments from Alger to Egypt, and even in some parts of the Arabian Peninsula like Yemen, starting shortly after 2010. After meeting with Engdahl, Secret dossiers of NGOs („Geheimakte NGOs“), 2018, there by now are only little rest-doubts, that the „Arab spring“ was brought on stage by CIA and its socalled „apron organizations“ (German: Vorfeld-Organisationen), which are socalled „NGOs“ (Non Governmental Organizations in type of „pressure groups“ for lobbying) – even with Mr. George Soros involved large scale.53

I perhaps should add: IF and whenever afterwards the IWF was called, to step in, we have to witness the well known IWF strategy, which is again and again an economical „shock-therapy“, which simply means imposing AUSTERITY and LOWERING the GENERAL LEVEL of prosperity for ENTIRE POPULATIONS.

To make it short: In my perception we have NO OTHER ALTERNATIVE, than to admit, that the TODAY situation from Algeria to Egypt is WORSE than before – and EVEN NO INTENT to offer something other, than the IWF „austerity-strategy“, which in effect may come near brute force „money drain operations“.

This observation would be BAD enough! But at some point of research, it made „click“ within my brain – and I recognized, that we have a SECOND LINE of ISLAMIC nations in GREAT troubles, which is the WAR-DESTRUCTION ZONE from Lebanon, via Syria, via Irak, via - newly added – Aserbaidschan, to Afghanistan.

How shall I put politely the words: In IRAK we today have some sort of „MODIFIED STONE-AGE“ - at least for the common people, and NO INTENT to change this by anybody!
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In my horizon it now would be nearly natural, to CONNECT the BREAKDOWN of NORTH-AFRICAN Islamic states with the WAR-DESTRUCTION-ZONE in Islamic states in Asia, so that we may conclude and derive the assumption of a NEW and devastating GEOSTRATEGIC PATTERN:

„SOMEONE“ was CRUEL enough, to bring down the Islamic Belt from Algeria to Afghanistan, which are 7.916 kilometers distance in direct line with car according to google maps, so to help the imagination to understand, what we are dealing here with, which is a MONSTROSITY.

( The devastation aerea may be geographically considerably GREATER, than I cautiously defined!)

Of course it now would be EASY to make responsible for these 8000 kilometers of PEOPLE in POVERTY and in great parts in HUGE, if not GIGANTIC refugee camps, the usual actors, which are the CIA, the NGO's, George Soros, the Rockefellers, the oil-industry – and even Israel (sic!) - , but I may hint to the possibility, that this is thought too short: This GIGANTIC MONSTROSITY is BEYOND ANYTHING, this planet has seen in centuries – so that it should be QUESTIONED, WHAT SENSE for WHOM such incredible and WILLFUL destruction may have, can have – or not!

Again, to take the oil out the countries and NOT allowing the people to PARTICIPATE from the RICHES in rough materials, would be just the normal accusation.

In one word: because it is SUCH EXTRAORDINARY BIG, there might be behind the SACRIFICING of this ISLAMIC BELT something else, which might be exactly that, a SACRIFICE – and IF a sacrifice FOR WHAT GODS - or WHAT DEMONS OF HELL?

Or some vague „allies from space“ especially in the U.S. - that by nobody human can be mastered?

So I am really HORRIFIED, what I had to report here from research, I may add a JUDGEMENT:

1) The BLACK-Islam invented by CIA and Israel has NOTHING TO DO with the REAL Islam BEFORE – and this everyone can check in books of his own language, which would be in my case the books of German Islam-scholar Annemarie Schimmel54, which had us to tell a LOT about something, that today seems to vanish from surfaces, which is a LOVABLE ISLAM contributing to the CULTURE of MANKIND – exactly that type of Islam that was at the roots of shaping Europe starting in Spain and Sicily! To put it more bluntly: WITHOUT the „development assistance“ in the Arab-Islamic Spain and Sicily there would be no Europe at all today!

2) The NEVER SEEN BEFORE DIMENSION of HORROR under whatever PRETEND imposed on this – above defined - ISLAMIC BELT cannot have ANY HUMAN reason within HUMAN strategies for whatever – at least in my understandings – and hopefully in the understandings of every professional military!

Nevertheless I herewith suggest, that THIS TERRIBLE SUFFERING imposed on ISLAMIC states on a coherent line of nearly 8.000 kilometers has to STOP – even if the Arabian states, Indonesia and Pakistan at moment TOO WEAK to act an such STOP effectively!

To prevent, that I may be misread here, I may add:
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WHAT HAS DONE FROM ALGER TO KABUL in especially ISLAMIC STATES is without PRECEDENCE in history – and perhaps even would SHOCK HITLER and STALIN! But IF so, WHY we hear nothing of the United Nations stepping in – to STOP that?
And IF this should be an example of U.S. new „full spectrum dominance“55, we should not hesitate, to call this BARBARIC – and even probably MORE BARBARIC than Hitler, Stalin and Mao!
But IF this sufferings would be called a „necessity“ in „oil-business“, we should kindly in softened language repartee: NO, this is a NONSENSE-argument of PROPAGANDA, because in the last decennia SUCH a lot of NEW gas- and oil-reserves have been explored, not to speak of the large new energy quantity coming from FRACKING technology, so that a cup of oil should not be more expensive than a cup of water!
Really, on this planet is ENOUGH OIL for EVERYBODY and for several centuries to come!
So we have a great silence since years on the SAD FATE of the „Islamic Belt“, we could not find anything related to that in Brzezinski proposals of „technotronic elites“, which so far seem not bothering with such „tittytainment“!
Which they however REALLY SHOULD!

So to avoid too VAGUE arguments, we now may have a little table, showing - selected only – PARTIAL HARDCORE FIGURES, to think and talk about! If needed, prepare for vomiting first!

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Wars and periods of unrest</th>
<th>Casualties and losses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Libyan Civil War (2011) (Frist Lybian Civil War)</td>
<td>- detailed numbers skipped here, but may be added from sources quoted -</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011 military intervention in Libya (by NATO)</td>
<td>- detailed numbers skipped here, but may be added from sources quoted -</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Factional violence in Libya (2011–2014)</td>
<td>- detailed numbers skipped here, but may be added from sources quoted -</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Libyan Civil War (2014–present) (Second Lybian Civil War)</td>
<td>- detailed numbers skipped here, but may be added from sources quoted -</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lebanese Civil War (1975–1990)</td>
<td>- detailed numbers skipped here, but may be added from sources quoted -</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hundred Days' War 1978 (part of the Lebanese Civil War)</td>
<td>61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1982 Lebanon War (part of the Lebanese Civil War, also known as the First Lebanon War)</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mountain War (Lebanon) 1983–1984 (part of the Lebanese Civil War)</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>War of the Camps 1984–1989 (part of the Lebanese Civil War)</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006 Lebanon War Casualties of the 2006 Lebanon War</td>
<td>66-67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Syrian Civil War spillover in Lebanon (since 2011)</td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Syrian civil war (since 2011) Timeline of the Syrian Civil War</td>
<td>69-70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iran–Iraq War (1980–1988)</td>
<td>72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Persian Gulf War (1990–1991) (Kuweit war)</td>
<td>73</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

63 See Mountain War (Lebanon) in Wikipedia EN URL https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mountain_War_(Lebanon)
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### Casualties of Wars Involving Iraq

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>War</th>
<th>Casualties</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First US-Iraq War</td>
<td>(military) - 5,000 - (civilian) 80,000–230,000 - from list 75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iraq War 26 (2003–2011)</td>
<td>(military) 17,690 - (civilian) 151,000–1,033,000+ - from list 76 - see Casualties of the Iraq War 77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>War in Iraq 78 (2013–2017)</td>
<td>(military) 25,000+ - (civilian) 67,000+ - from list 80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iraqi Insurgency 81 (2017–present /2020)</td>
<td>None from list 82 - but see Casualties of the Iraqi insurgency (2011–present) 83 with different estimations peaking at 80,000+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yemen - “Yemeni Civil War (2014–present)” 84</td>
<td>112,000+ killed overall in Yemen (12,600+ civilians) 152</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Afghanistan I - Soviet–Afghan War 86 (1979-1989)</td>
<td>Selected infos from more detailed table 87:</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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This may be enough, to update the unaware audience worldwide, what we are talking REALLY about, if engaged in „intelligentsia small talk“ on some „oriental countries“ far away, so to avoid, that HENCEFORTH not ANYBODY may CONTINUE, to SELL the public, that, what WESTERN STATES are producing „over there“, should be interpreted as „outcome“ from „engagement of superior civilization“ - may be tending to deployment of „technotronic elites“ of Mr. Brzezinski!

It is my FIRM CONVICTION – especially if coming from Continental European intelligentsias socialized within the CLASSICAL paradigm - , that a zone of 8000 kilometers of POVERTY and WAR-DESTRUCTION covering the ISLAMIC BELT from Maroc to Afghanistan is a CRIME AGAINST MANKIND and should be STOPPED without further delay!

If GOD has created the Muslim countries at stake here and their inhabitants, then there is NOBODY HUMAN entitled to EXTINGUISH, what GOD has had GOOD REASONS to call into existence!

Or should we assume - may it be -, that exactly the fact, that Muslims BELIEVE IN GOD might be the REAL REASON, WHY GODLESS and ATHEIST WESTERN - EUROPEAN intelligentsias and the U.S. are SUCH „angry“ with them, so that we have their ANNIHILATION ahead?

And there is a little detail, I really cannot just BELIEVE: HOW CAN IT be, how could it be, that something AS BIG AS 8000 KILOMETERS could ESCAPE the attention of all those SENSITIVE and INTELLIGENT observers in the news-rooms worldwide???

For the sake of chevalresk defending and protecting: This bringing 8000 kilometers of ISLAM countries near to EXTINCTION is REJECTED, because it is BARBARIC – whatever folks from the quarters of „geopolitics“ may object! There is NO „old codex of war“, in which such INCREDIBLE CRUELTY may be excused!

---xxx---

13. Killing humans large scale with ARTIFICIAL / TECHNICAL triggered earthquakes

---e16---
Recently arrived here a new book of Farrell, on „Covert Wars“, 2012, which has a chapter on ARTIFICIAL, technical triggered EARTHQUAKES.90

Missing within that are the numbers of casualties and dead, which will be here my main concerns. Farrell's main concern is to deliver RATIONALES and CONCEPTS to help the audience to gain understandings in fields of EARNEST concerns, this planet in known history records of several millennia before, not has been confronted with.

To stay short here, I will not delve into all the details hinting to the possibility, that we TODAY have SEVERAL methods READY for technical triggered earthquakes, among which

- a RESONANCE-method from TESLA-physics (which is similar to the resonance-disaster, that would be caused by soldiers marching step in step on bridges) – indeed those Tesla-apparatus if AMPLIFYING „pulsed waves“ may be used for BREAKING THE ENTIRE PLANET (sic!), to which must be added, that technologies applied may even have an backfiring effect on the SUN91 (sic),

- a planful placing of nuclear-tests, say for screening and tomography of the interior of the planet plus a planful placing of double nuclear tests causing INTERFERENCE and RESONANCE of opposite forces, which both has nothing to do with the GENERAL RAISED LEVEL of NUMBER of earthquakes since the decennia of nuclear testings, as reported in Whiteford, 198992,

- earthquakes as backfiring effects from manipulating the IONOSPHERE and the MAGNETIC field of the planet, those ANTECEDENTING ENERGETIC EFFECTS namely delivering possibilities for to distinguish „natural“ and „triggered“ earthquakes with more ease, namely by observation of „certain“ ELF - low-frequency-events, and the different „initial P-wave“93 in such artificial earthquakes.


91 Compare Farrell, Joseph P.: Covert Wars and breakaway civilizations; Kempton/Illinois: Adventueres Unlimited 2012, p. 274 – We read: „There is one final implication of the technologies and concepts briefly reviewed in this chapter, and it is the stellar, or solar one. We have already noted that a rotating plasma medium, such as would be obtained by the ionization of the Earth's atmosphere either in localized cyclonic systems, or in the more generalized heating of the atmosphere as it rotates and blows around the Earth, is an ideal medium for the creation of longitudinal from transverse waves, and vice versa. Given Bearden's speculations that scalar waves “travel” in +3-space, their resonance effects could therefore effect the activity of the Sun itself, implying a commensurate expansion of the methodology outlined in the previous section.“
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We read regarding DECISIVE signals for DETECTION and distinguishing technical triggered events including regarding earthquakes „initial P-waves“, „depth of epicenter“ - say 5 – 10 kilometers under surface - and other NON TECHNICAL indicators:

„From all that has preceded, we conclude that any such method of detection would in effect be an interdisciplinary effort, coordinating the following two broad classes of data:

1) In the occurrence of any natural disaster, such as a tsunami, earthquake, or severe weather storm, were there antecedent technological signatures, such as extremely low frequency broadcasts, unusual activity by HAARP or other ionospheric heaters, or nuclear tests? In the case of earthquakes particularly, how deep or shallow was the epicenter, and how sharp was the initial P-wave?

2) Was there unusual stock, bond, or currency market activity in the area, country, or region affected prior to the event? or, similarly, or in conjunction with it or shortly thereafter, was there stepped up or unusual political activity prior to the event in question? In either case, who was behind the activity? Or have any nations made public statements to the effect that such events are engineered?

So I could not find any method, to compress for didactic use those THEORETICAL aspects reasonably from reading in Farrell, I now will go as far, as to present here an INTERVIEW, Farrell is quoting in FULL TEXT, which will shed light on something not expected, which are

- that the CONTROL of those technologies for WEAPONIZATION of earthquakes is NOT COMPLETELY in the hand of state governments, but partly in the hands of super-rich PRIVATE companies, which MAY NOT OBEY any OUTSIDE ORDERS,

- that this ECONOMICAL SUPER-RICH sector of PRIVATE COMPANIES has developed a METHOD of LINKING between earthquakes and FINANCIAL OPERATIONS preceding, which both are in a TIME SCHEDULE, to make MAXIMUM PROFITS from this combination,


Farrell, Joseph P.: Covert Wars and breakaway civilizations; Kempton/Illinois: Adventueres Unlimited 2012, p. 271
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which is PROFITS OUTSIDE the NORMAL state-governed economy, say for instance for
PRIVATE COMPANY SPACE ACTIVITIES including PRIVATE SPACE WAR (sic!).

After those not stomach-friendly information, I will go and explain, WHY I am interested in
DEATHTOLL ciffers from triggered earthquake events, which otherwise seem of NO
PRACTICAL INTEREST FOR ANYBODY, in spite of the fact, that we NORMALLY would expect,
that someone bringing in a twinkling of the eye hundred-thousands to unforeseen
DEATH, should be brought to court trial for CRIME AGAINST MANKIND – even WORSE than
Hitler and Stalin ever could have had imagined!

---XXX---

DOCUMENT START „interview“ out of Farrell, Covert wars 96, 2012

>> In this respect, there is one “hugely stunning” example of exactly the kind of pattern that this methodology
implies, and this comes from former Bush Administration Assistant Secretary of Housing and Urban
Development, Catherine Austin Fitts, in an interview on November 26, 2011 with Bonnie Faulkner entitled
“Unpacking Mr. Global.” There Ms. Fitts put the connection of the methodology with hidden technologies,
black budgets, disaster-and-market manipulation with some force:

Catherine Austin Fitts (11:25): “Right. And I think the biggest problem is starting at the end of World War II,
we created a financial mechanism through the CIA Act and the National Security Act in combination and then
with a variety of Executive Directives that allowed private corporations to be the beneficiary of that money. So,
you’ve created between those steps, you created a financial mechanism where Government can borrow
money and use that money to give money to private corporations on a non-accountable basis to own and
control the most dazzling newest, hottest technology on the planet. And Government and elected
representatives lost control of the technology. And as frustrated as we can sometimes get with Congress
or the Federal Government, the reality is the Federal Government and Congress do not control that
technology. We now have private corporations in control of that technology. And we have what I call a
Breakaway Civilisation. We have a group of people who have so much money and so much power and,
literally, don’t feel under any compunction to obey the laws of the Constitution or any other
laws for that matter.”

Bonnie Faulkner: “And what kind of technology are we talking about?”

Catherine Austin Fitts (12:43): “Well, that’s the question. We can only speculate. But I think we have the
technology to control the weather or influence the weather. I think we have technology that can trigger
earthquakes and tsunamis. I think we have invisible weaponry, certainly, that can basically invade any and all
privacy. And we have computer systems that can hack banks and on and on and on. We have
very, very powerful technology.”

Bonnie Faulkner: “Yes. And I’m sure they’re rolling a lot of it out in these wars that we’re not even aware of.”

96 Farrell, Joseph P.: Covert Wars and breakaway civilizations; Kempton/Illinois: Adventures Unlimited 2012,
p. 272-273 – quoted according to: Catherine Austin Fitts and Bonnie Faulkner, “Unpacking Mr. Global, Part
Two,” http://mediaroots.org/mr-transcript-unpacking-mr.-global-part-2.php (weblink is not directed to
article, but to hosting web-project)
Catherine Austin Fitts (13:16): “Right. Well, I’ll never forget. I have a wonderful friend who wanted to buy a world bond fund, and this is many years ago, and they asked me to do a search. And I looked and I looked. And finally I found two that I could kinda stomach. And, at the time, I wasn’t big on world bond funds, but, so they bought them. One of them had 15% of the money in Indonesian sovereign debt. And they bought them. And then, about a week after they bought them, the one with the Indonesian sovereign debt dropped by 15% overnight, massive insider trading. The market’s calm. Interest rates are the same. There’s no reason, nothing. And we called the sponsor. And we try and ask questions. We were like, ‘What is going on?’ I couldn’t fathom it. It was like the strangest thing I’d ever seen. A week later the Indonesian Tsunami happened and I realised they knew. They knew it was coming. They knew. How’d they know? And it’s funny ‘cos I’m a very happy person. I literally lay down and thought for a week. I thought, ‘How do you manage money in a world where people know that a tsunami’s gonna happen a week later and just keep it to themselves and just trade on the inside information?’ 67

Fitts’ remarks return us once again to the implications of the first part of this book, namely, that if there is such insider trading, it is based upon access to the knowledge that such technologies exist, and will be scheduled for use. 68

[footnote] 67

[footnote] 68
This author has entertained the suspicion that the Haiti quake was not only the product of a technology, but that the subsequent earthquake near the region of Paral, Chile—close to the area of the ex-Nazi compound of Colonia Dignidad, was a response, and thus, that this was an "earthquake" war. Similarly, I have maintained a similar possibility existed for the devastating earthquakes that his the southern Soviet Union just prior to the German reunification, and I have maintained similar suspicions that the Fukushima earthquake and tsunami may have been induced by a technology. In the case of Haiti, it was a well-known haven and money-laundering point between the West and various other factions, and striking it could conceivably have dealt a blow to some activities. The earthquake in Chile, and its location, speaks for itself. In the case of the Soviet earthquakes prior to the reunification of Germany, the possible political background speaks for itself. In the case of Fukushima, the Japanese government had, prior to the event, sent clear signals to the USA that it was moving toward a greater opening to Asia and particularly China, while simultaneously “requesting” in strong language that the USA shut down its base in Okinawa. Since the Fukushima tragedy, tensions in Japanese and Chinese relations have risen again in response to the Japanese government’s inexplicable reversal of its prior policy.

---273---

DOCUMENT END „Interview“ out of Farrell, Covert wars, 2012

---xxx---
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Now I took from quoted Farrell\(^9\), 2012 source selected desaster-events, which I may be allowed, to quote here not each single but in a general manner, because my intention is, to ADD and focus on NUMBERS of DEATH TOLL, which of course may be and in cases are debated:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Deaths</th>
<th>Injuries</th>
<th>Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Earthquake in Tangshan, China</td>
<td>1976</td>
<td>600,000 dead directly, 650,000 injured</td>
<td>(in the quoted interview in Farrell above)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Earthquake in Tabas, Iran</td>
<td>1978</td>
<td>25,000 dead</td>
<td>mentioned Farrell(^10), 2012, p. 260</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Earthquake in Tabas, Iran</td>
<td>1978</td>
<td>25,000 dead</td>
<td>LOW ESTIMATION, 15,000 injured, perhaps that one „triggered before German reunification”(^?)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Great earthquake in Indonesia</td>
<td>2004</td>
<td>300,000 dead</td>
<td>(in the quoted interview in Farrell above)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Earthquake in Haiti</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>315,000 – 500,000</td>
<td>(perhaps an exchange of blows (German: Schlagabtausch) between the U.S. and France because of newly found great new gas/oil-fields near Haiti and offshore Kuba - in the quoted interview in Farrell above)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Earthquake, tsunami and nuclear disaster of Fukushima / Sendai</td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>30,000</td>
<td>“Tohoku-quake”(^105) - official death-toll 30,000, which</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^101\) Compare Farrell, Joseph P.: Covert Wars and breakaway civilizations; Kempton/Illinois: Adventueres Unlimited 2012, p. 260
\(^103\) Compare Farrell, Joseph P.: Covert Wars and breakaway civilizations; Kempton/Illinois: Adventueres Unlimited 2012, p. 268
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should be HEAVILY debated as possibly FALSE by intent NUMBERS – REAL numbers are EXPECTED in DIMENSION as high as in Tangshan 1976 event, because Sendai/Japan – near the epicenter of quake and tsunami – has / had one million inhabitants.

Now the question is: WHAT TO DO WITH SUCH NUMBERS, if those earthquake- and tsunami-events were MANMADE and TRIGGERED by human TECHNOLOGY?

The easy solution would be: IF such great numbers of death-toll „produced“ by fellow HUMANS, this would be within the range of the psychology of Hitlerism and Stalinism – and it would add to the moral recklessness, IF such actions organized by some SUPER-RICH PRIVATE SUBJECTS OUTSIDE ANY STATE-CONTROL and / or in the „black world“ of „black budgets“ of the „deep state“ or „shadow government“ of the state-administration itself, in which we should expect PRIVATE actors and contractors again!

To AVOID UNILATERAL SIMPLIFICATIONS however, we have to add here from Farrell 2012, something, that may be felt STRANGE at first: Farrell puts an ASSUMPTION, that it MIGHT be, that indications to a certain COOPERATION between Russia and the U.S. in the TYPES OF TECHNOLOGY suggested or hypothesized for such TRIGGERED earthquake-/tsunami-events, MAY be interpreted in such way, that BOTH – Russia and the U.S. - are DEVELOPING AN WEAPON ARSENAL directed against ANOTHER OPPONENT, not coming from THIS planet, but from SPACE.

We read from Farrell, 2012: „Such levels of cooperation on technologies with a distinctive geophysical warfare implication, and as we shall also discover later in this chapter, an off-planet capability as well, suggest that the technologies themselves might ultimately be being developed for use against another kind of potential threat entirely.\textsuperscript{109}

(I may add especially for all those folks, NAZI or NIMROD-Rockefeller-type, searching for ALLIES FROM THE SKIES: Never remembered your parents, that you should pick your friends – and allies - with consideration?)

To close this chapter, we may summarize, that suddenly not the „technotronic elites“ of Brzezinski are the problem, but INTELLIGENT OBSERVERS AROUND THE GLOBE DOING NOTHING, including GOVERNMENTS ELSEWHERE „in the know“ DOING NOTHING – if confronted with such CAUSES for high death-toll!

I may add a JUDGMENT: IF this death-toll from triggered earthquakes TRUE, we then would NOT have, what Mr. Brzezinski is supposing and CLAIMING, an „elite“ SUCH developed, that ANY CONVENTIONAL HUMAN categories would be too NARROW, but what we see here, is the TOTAL ABSENCE of MORALS: They are KILLING, because it SUITS them ...and because it’s MADE „profitable“ ... which is not that far away from the MINDSET of Hitlerism!

---


\textsuperscript{109} Farrell, Joseph P.: Covert Wars and breakaway civilizations; Kempton/Illinois: Adventueres Unlimited 2012, p. 252
I may go as far as to CONTRADICT the argument, that these terrible death-toll numbers should be interpreted as some sort of NECESSARY „sacrifice“: Since the appearance of Jesus Christ on this planet has been RE-ESTABLISHED something, may be from MEGALITHIC STONE - AGE, which is, THAT ANY BLOODY SACRIFICE of living beings whatever henceforth IS NOT NECESSARY ANY LONGER – BECAUSE the gateway to „SPIRITUAL sacrifices“ for development of MIND and SPIRIT has been opened AGAIN. In a HINDU- and BUDDHIST-context we for instance would hint to the NON-BLOODY „puja - offerings“ of „lit fire-lamps“ combined with sung prayer-offerings – which BOTH are NON BLOODY sacrifices AGAIN! In other words: IF we detect BLOODY SACRIFICE, these may be intended for FALSE GODS, mankind has FOUGHT DESPERATELY and BITTERLY, to OVERCOME!

Insofar I am CONTRADICTING ESPECIALLY the STRANGE Farrell-speculations on the topic of „eternal debt“, which CANNOT be paid off, such leading to „ETERNAL SACRIFICE“ for counterbalancing, derived from a POOR, if not queer understanding of the „proof for the existence of God“ delivered by Anselm of Canterbury, normally referenced as socalled „ontological proof for the existence of God“. The Farrell-MISUNDERSTANDING here would be the MISUNDERSTANDING of the „perfect sacrifice“ offered by Jesus Christ, paying off ALL OLD DEBTS from the millennia ONCE AND FOR EVER, as is CLEARLY STATED in the writing of Apostle Paul in New Testament. It is felt really STRANGE, that Farrell, who holds a degree in ORTHODOX THEOLOGY, should have MISSED SUCH IMPORTANT THEOLOGICAL ISSUE, which even in a certain sense is explaining, WHY Jesus Christ may be seen as a so much SPECIAL GIFT to ALL MANKIND, not just restricted to the restricted – and in cases problematical! - understandings of his own followers!¹¹⁰

---xxx---


I may be allowed, to add above 2 events here, because I think, they are instructive, so to learn something from them. Such we may have now in timely order:

Chernobyl¹¹¹ 1986 - Tschernobyl¹¹² 1986

Blow up of the Ukrainian/Russian reactor with estimated only high death-toll among 600.000 „liquidators“, that were people called in by the government, to „deal“ with the disaster POORLY equipped and even POORER protected. However it seems, that there is NO consensus, whether we shall take a number of 4000 „more directly dead“ among liquidators
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or better up to 1 million dead casualties from long-term consequences, as for instance cancer - or not.113 What they normally don't tell, is however, that it seems, that we have in the entire population of the approx. 10 million people of BELARUS only FEW families, in which there is TODAY – 2020 - NO victim from different sort of CANCER. It is self evident: If this true, we should expect in the direct surrounding of the nuclear blast in the Kiev – Metropol - region with few millions of inhabitants dramatic increase of numbers with CANCER as well!

But this HEAVY long-term death-toll is not the reason this time, why I mention the Chernobyl - event, I recall the Tshernobyl event mainly because of the STRANGE speculations on the PROBABLY CAUSES of incident, especially told by Tom Bearden and by Joseph P. Farrell. Well, Tom Bearden is U.S. general and I would not expect, that he is telling more, than he thinks appropriate, which in the end turns out „not enough information“, to understand anything of the REAL stuff behind it!

We such may GUESS the following: It might be possible, that the U.S. and the Soviet- Union had in the 1980ties a series of „exchange of blows“ engaging several very advanced technology, not fully understood yet by the public audience. It especially seems, that both sides EXPERIMENTED with „certain“ application derived from MIGHTY „radar-installations“ consuming and sending GREAT amount of ENERGY.

The (one near Tshernobyl) ) Soviet-Russian station had the name „Woodpecker“ given by the Americans for public consumption, because the audible impulse wired sounded SIMILAR to the „woodpecker noise“, but more technically should be described as „10-hz-signal“ - which is in the DANGEROUS ELF114-range and even in the range of human BRAIN-WAVES, ups! The more scientific information however would be: The „Woodpecker“-wave-signal was produced by the DUGA-overhorizon115-radar NETWORK of the Soviets, which had ONE installation in the town Duga in 10 km distance to the Chernobyl reactor.116

115The „overhorizon-radar“ was conceptualized by NAZI-research and there for is dealt with in several chapters of: Farrell, Joseph P.: the SS Brotherhood of the Bell. The Nazis incredible secret technology; Kempton/Illinois: Adventures Unlimited2006; chapter „Over-the horizon-radars and the Amerikarakete, p. 44 – chapter „Back to „Freya“ and „See-Elefant": The German over-the horizon-radars, p.p.229 -
The CATASTROPHE now seems – as the internet-narrative goes - to have been triggered by some sort of „energy-overflow“, possibly because the „security distance“ between the „woodpecker-radar“ and the Chernobyl reactor was NOT GREAT ENOUGH, simply because they had NOT SUFFICIENT KNOWLEDGE about processes involved – at least at that time. This sounding somewhat „queer and plausible“ at the same time, there seem to have been reported STRANGE INDICATOR-EVENTS, namely a „blueish energy-outbreak“ around the reactor‘ s control console plus a LOCAL middle-range earthquake in or around Tshernobyl. And as usual we end up, collecting some sources for further study – because – honestly – I don‘t know, what happened REALLY in Chernobyl and I am rather convinced, that NOT ANY of the involved parties was that talkative or outspoken on so-called „TRUE CAUSES“, like we are here at the moment! We especially should stay SKEPTIC with regard to Tom Bearden‘s trials on „woodpecker“ and the underlying TESLA-technology and/or SCALAR physics: Please keep in mind, the man was U.S. general!

---xxx---

Even if we cannot be absolutely sure, whether Tom Bearden is telling us the COMPLETE TRUTH or even if he in cases may be FAULTY, as debated from G. Bruhn from TU Darmstadt, as quoted already, I may put here the Tom Bearden „sketch“ for explanation of the Chernobyl blast, so to say a „science comic“.

TOM BEARDEN QUOTATION START
(science as comic strip?)

modernen Schreibweise URL http://www2.mathematik.tu-darmstadt.de/~bruhn/Original-MAXWELL.htm – I because of Bruhn, G., TU Darmstadt we should stay CAUTIONS if buying everything Farrell is telling about the Tom-Bearden critics on the „flaws in the EM-theory“ of Maxwell, which was originally in QUATERNION-equations and not in differential-analysis, see and compare: Farrell, Joseph P.: The SS Brotherhood of the bell. The NAZIS‘ incredible secret technology; Kempton/Illinois: Adventures Unlimited 2009, chapter „Beardens Reconstruction of the history of scalar physics, p.203-236
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Figure 7. Bottled up energy in a standing scalar EM wave is a potential.

Figure 8. EGP short-out. Transmitter failure and consequent discharge of a giant standing scalar EM wave potential caused the explosion of stored nuclear wastes at Kyshtym, USSR, in the winter of 1957-58.

Figure 9. EGP initiation of the Chernobyl event. Failure of another giant transmitter near Chernobyl in 1986 eventually caused the eruption of one of the Chernobyl reactors by EGP-pulsing its nuclear fuel rods. When the transmitter failed, the alarmed Soviets shut down the four Chernobyl reactors while waiting for drain-off of the EGP potential by the safety circuits of the disabled transmitter. These circuits finally
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gave way, producing a mild EGP pulse into the earth. Had they failed immediately, all four reactors at
Chernobyl would have violently exploded.

Note: a full explanation of Tom Bearden's involvement in the Chernobyl disaster is recounted in his
latest book "Fer de Lance", 2nd Edition, which can be ordered from this website. Also check out the
First Edition of "Fer de Lance." << 118

TOM BEARDEN QUOTATION END

See as well Bearden, Tom: Fer de Lance 1st and 2nd ed. 119
See as well Bearden, Tom: Starwars Now 120 - to be compared with Farrell, Covert Wars 121.

---xxx---

9-11-2001 - WTT „twin towers“, New York

This event is a so-called „multi-layer-event“, willful CONFUSED by intermixture of lot of „tale-telling“. To me at moment it seems, that in the 9-11-2001-event we see the 3 parties of the „Trilateral Commission“ of David Rockefeller and Zbigniew Brzezinski at work, but this time really SHOCKED – and not only so because of the 3.100 dead, which somewhere in Farrell were explicitly called „SACRIFICE“ - and IF „sacrifice“ to WHOM and to WHICH – probably FALSE - „Gods“.

It seems for instance – as the story goes -, that „building 7“ nearby WTT collapsed out of sheer „overall sympathy“ and together with the hit section in the Pentagon-incident housed the PAPERS concerning a) the ENRON BIG scandal and b) the „missing billions“ from the military-budgets (in Donald Rumsfeld times – not the missing military billions from the Irak wars!) , such, so to say, clearing their bookkeeping problems, to put it politely!

It however may be questionable, what PICTURES were really broadcast in TV worldwide, because it was argued, that it might have been a HOLOGRAPHIC FILM-SHOW from such advanced new TV-technology, that it is not on the markets for sale yet!

IF so, it would be nice, if we could gain certainty from the objections coming from the quarters of PROFESSIONAL pilots, that it was TECHNICAL IMPOSSIBLE to NAVIGATE such great planes by „bloody beginners“ into the buildings in the MANNER PRESENTED.

---xxx---


121 Farrell, Joseph P.: Covert Wars and Breakaway Civilizations, Kempton/Illinnois: Adventures Unlimited 2012
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Even worse it was argued, that SOMEONE seems to have PREPARED the ENTIRE BUILDINGS ready for to bring them down by planful explosions, that would be especially needed to cope technically with the STEEL of the stabilizing construction – which should be EXPLAINED, because it would be „double overkill“, IF TRUE!!!

There however seems to be a rest of one little problem, that there was NOT ENOUGH RUBBISH afterwards, which is: simply missing lots of TONS of DEBRIS.

And here comes in Judy Wood122, who for me sufficient plausibly says something, that NEW WEAPON-TECHNOLOGY was deployed, called „directed energy“, the effect of which is, ANNIHILATION of matter – simply matter and materials vanishing – with but a REST of DUST, making VISIBLE DUSTIFICATION an INDICATOR for the use of this new weaponry, which far more correctly perhaps may be called „modified atom-bombs with the working principle of IMPLOSION instead of EXPLOSION“ - the POSSIBILITY of which was discussed since the appearance of the somewhat strange theories of the somewhat strange personality of John Worrell Keely123, some other ideas of which today are in experimentation by Dale Pond and his teams in web-project „sympathetic vibratory physics“124. Please keep especially sceptic, if reading in Dale Pond of a (Keely) „Love-machine“ and in Anthrowiki on a „Keely-Motor“125.

By now it should have become clear, WHY I choose these 2 incidents for short reporting, without however too much going into the details of applied technologies and relied NEW THEORIES OF FUNDAMENTAL PHYSICS of today, not yet in the course – and schoolbooks: These might be examples of technologies of „breakaway groups“, be they HUMAN or not, engaged in SPACE WAR (of some „private company“ character) or of ALLIES of HUMANS not quite under (human) control! These 2 examples may teach us: „They“ CAN do quite a lot of SURPRISING things – and „They“ very probably DO things – IF EVER IT SEEMS to suite „THEM“.

We learn additional: THE MASSES must not be informed – and if MASSES are allowed to participate, these would have to figure as SACRIFICES only, NOT as planers, NOT as managers!

---XXX---


125 See „Keely Motor“ in Anthrowiki AT URL https://anthrowiki.at/Keely-Motor
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15. Funding – Simulations – Monitoring: Is the John-Hopkins Edu a Desaster Response Center or a HEADQUARTER for warlike “pandemia - campaigning” (see chapter 9.) - Is Corona a TEST? - Something to learn on “mathematics of death”.

In this chapter we will introduce changes in perspective by
- detection of factors of setup of an “integrated management-system” for pandemia(s), showing a SURPRISING ambivalence, whether it may be intended for DESASTER RESPONSE or for WARLIKE “pandemia campaigning” (for “permanent business”), which makes us suspicious, whether the actual given case of “Corona 2020” might be a TEST – with perhaps “something BIGGER” ahead, as for instance under the SCREENPLAY, TIMELINE and SCENARIO of “Anglosaxon mission”126;
- observations on manmade factors in management of diseases, that may be “manmade” itself (socalled “escape from laboratory”), leading to new insights on “mathematics of death” in case of Corona.

---xxx---

To have it short and frontal, we start with the question:
WHAT IS THE FUNCTION of John-Hopkins-University in Baltimore regarding „pandemias“, which obviously has MONOPOLISTIC SPECIAL ABILITIES?
We eventually may recognize, that at John Hopkins Edu are concentrated SEVERAL TECHNOLOGIES for COLLECTING and INTERPRETING INFORMATION, namely socalled GEO-INFORMATION.
This however is NOT directed and restricted to geographical interest, but to MANAGEMENT of a SPECIAL – and rather MODERN – type, which only became clear to me, because I once stumbled upon the „Einsatzführungskommando BW“127 (English: Joint Forces Operations Command, Germany), which is a SPECIAL NEW TYPE of MILITARY HEADQUARTERS raising a LOT of questions to which end such would be needed by an army such „peace-loving“ like the GERMAN Forces under the REGULATIONS and RESTRICTIONS set up by the ALLIED VICTORS of Second World War.

We „cum grano salis“ may say: The new „Einsatzführungskommando BW“ may be compared with the „Great General Staff“ of „Grosses Hauptquartier“ („Grosser Generalstab“) in First World War and with OKW („Oberkommando Wehrmacht“) of Second World War, which TYPE OF ORGANIZATION by the victors of Second World War was FORBIDDEN, to be installed again. In other words: The „Einsatzführungskommando BW“ is a MODERNIZED TOP-LEVEL

126 See page-title „Die Angelsächsische Mission“ in Project Avalon URL
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„Head-Structure“ for BATTLEFIELD WITH COMBINED FORCES, which is BYPASSING those old Allied restrictions for Germany, which Allies after REUNIFICATION suddenly recognized, how USEFUL this new installation would be in INTEGRATED WORLD-BATTLEFIELD for US „full spectrum dominance“\textsuperscript{129}. We may say: WITHOUT my SEARCH and ANALYSING experience regarding the new „German Joint Operations Command“ I never would have asked the right questions, to get an understanding of the facilities installed at John-Hopkins-University for „pandemia monitoring“!

The next step is: IF we have INFORMATION, HOW are they USED, DESCRIPTIVELY or OPERATIONAL? After that we had to ask, whether John-Hopkins-University facilities are PART of something GREATER, which we just for analytical convenience may call here „INTEGRATED SYSTEM“, implying SYSTEM-THEORY – not of the interwar-period of 1920-1939, but of TODAY! - and CERTAIN ADVANCED TECHNOLOGIES APPLIED. (\textit{They for instance have at John Hopkins Edu a SPECIAL GREAT ELECTRONIC MONITOR-SCREEN with SPECIAL SOFTWARE ... so to say, READY and WAITING for INTEGRATION into COMMAND SYSTEMS of Pentagon for JOINT MILITARY actions!})

We especially are on ALARM, if stumbling upon infos, that Rockefeller Foundations and John - Hopkins - University were in 2019 accused of UNETHICAL EXPERIMENTATION ON HUMANS in the years following 1940!\textsuperscript{130}

„SYSTEM“ searched for by now, may be in very short, defined like follows:
- FUNDING (by foundations of chapter 9.);
- SIMULATIONS / exercises (with new technologies) – forming a TIMELINE (which eventually may be used in function of SCHEDULES!);
- MONITORING / „campaigning“ worldwide;
form forming a socalled „control loop“ (German: Regelkreis) with checking EFFECTIVENESS by comparing PLAN- numbers with numbers from REALITY – not to forget to fill in in the TIMELINE costs and profits!

Only by now, we suddenly may have got a glimpse, what REALLY is BEHIND Gates- and Rockefeller-Foundations engaging in installations of John-Hopkins-University!

We understand suddenly: IF THIS SO, it is a question of DEADLY CONCERN, whether Corona – or AIDS/HIV - may be or not „escape from laboratory“ be it unintentionally or be it as INTENDED BIOLOGICAL WARFARE-ACTION. I may especially NOTE here: THIS IS NOT JOKING – and the PUBLIC may feel rising some URGE to get CLEAR about LEGAL RESPONSIBILITIES, WHO EXACTLY from „deep state“ and „shadow government“ with „black budgets“ of „oligarch money“ may be within this „game“ - endangering the PLANET, not just


one single population! And NO, this would not count as Brzezinski “tittytainment”, if John – Hopkins SIMULATIONS are dealing with THEORETICAL 900 MILLION DEAD HUMANS, as in simulation “2018 Clade X”!

It is symptomatic in my understanding, that in the U.S. the question is NOT ASKED, to what extent PRIVATE COMPANIES with huge OLIGARCH MONEY ASSETS may be allowed or not, to WAGE WAR, which is NOT CONTROLLED BY THE STATE GOVERNMENT!

This would pertain to the other standard question regarding the so-called U.S.-system, whether the state administration could do anything, which the oligarchs would not have agreed upon first!

I hinted in several cases already to the PHILOSOPHICAL problem neglected today in lots of cases, what can or cannot be the ORDER-FUNCTION of state.

In other words: With the following analysis, we have figured out the BLUEPRINT for the NEXT pandemic – may be of genetically SELECTIVELY working „flu-virus“ with „carcinogenic“ potentials as perhaps needed for „Anglosaxon mission“131-scenario -, not only KILLING PEOPLE large scale, but AT THE SAME TIME effectuating a HUGE MONEY-DRAIN-OPERATION directed to U.S. oligarch accounts, which may be or not competed by oligarch capitals from other countries.!

What however remains a RIDDLE to me, may be the STRANGE BEHAVIOR of SEVERAL governments, to simply let people die from Corona, doing more or less NOTHING, as was the case in the U.S., in Brazil and especially in SWEDEN. They called it scientifically the attempt for to gain „herd immunity“, but from figures of death toll we more correctly should call it a BIG MISTAKE – if not CRIME against entire nations!

---xxx---
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Sachverhalte:
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Das ist übrigens kein Argument GEGEN die John-Hopkins-Universität, sondern verdeutlicht nur, daß in der HEUTIGEN Gegenwart die naive Unschuld vom Lande nicht funktioniert!

Man würde also als ahnungsloser Besucher in einem Operationsführungszentrum einer europäischen Streitmacht in Frankreich, England und Deutschland, sich vielleicht wundern, daß es da “gar nicht so richtig militärisch zugeht”, sondern daß man da eine SAMMLUNG von VIELEN INFORMATIONSTECHNOLOGIEN hat, die auch nicht alle unbedingt militärische Themen sammeln!


Jetzt brauchen wir BELEGE!

- – source 1: “Johns Hopkins University” in Wikipedia DE URL
- – source 2: “Coronavirus Ressource Center” in: John-Hopkins-University web-platform


133 See „Point Saint Espri“, chapter „Massenvergiftungen“ in Wikipedia DE URL
134 See „John Hopkkins University“ in Wikipedia DE URL
135 See „John Hopkins University“ in Wikipedia IT URL
136 See „John-Hopkins-University, Abschnitt “unethische Menschenversuche“ in Wikipedia DE URL
geleitet und mit Kollegen die Tests in Guatemala an Soldaten, psychisch Kranken, Prostituierten und verurteilten Straftätern vorgenommen.\[11\]^137

Ich denke, wir lernen hier etwas sehr wichtiges: Nicht nur gibt es eine AMBIVALENZ, wo zivile Nutzung aufhört und militärische Verwendung anfängt, sondern es gibt offenbar auch eine ÄHNLICHKEIT der BENÖTIGTEN ROBUSTHEIT DER PSYCHOKOSTÜME.

Ich halte also auch als ERKENNTNIS fest: Auch wenn wir es als "unschuldige Lämmer vom Lande" nicht wirklich mögen, so ist es an sich doch OKAY, daß, wenn in Wuhan/China – und woanders – ein ganzer Stadtteil GEFAHRLICHE BIOTECHNOLOGISCHE FORTSCHRITTPRODUKTE produziert, IRGENDJEMAND ANDERS – also zum Beispiel die John-Hopkins-Universität, USA – sozusagen eine DOPPELTE KONTROLLE durchführt und "noch einmal nachschaut", damit auch ja nichts passiert.

WARUM ist das OKAY? Well, es ist DENKBAR und ingenieurtechnisch SIMULIERBAR, daß IRGENDEINE "heutige grippeähnliche Massenseuche" zum Beispiel 500.000 Tote in Deutschland oder 2.000.000 in den USA verursachen könnte – oder aber noch viel schlimmer eventuell 65.000.000 Tote weltweit.
(Muß man betonen: Planspiel-Simulation „Event 201“ der John-Hopkins-University verwendet worst-case von 65 Millionen Toten …)

Und sehrichtig: Es ist total KORREKT beobachtet, daß wir bis hierhin schon DREI GRÖSSENORDNUNGEN genannt haben, die mathematisch-logisch a) STARK verschieden sind und b) NICHT ZUSAMMEN PASSEN (oder "gegenseitig ableitbar" sind). Das ist nämlich NORMAL, weil WIR ALLE letzlich im UNGEWISSEN herumstochern, wo niemand nichts genaues nicht wissen KANN!


Aber glücklicherweise kann ich eine BESCHREIBUNG der “DESASTER-RESPONSE-SIMULATION EVENT 201“ der John-Hopkins-Universität nachweisen. \[138\]


\[138\] See and compare: Pandemic simulation exercise spotlights massive preparedness gap (Event 201, hosted by the Johns Hopkins Center for Health Security, envisions a fast-spreading coronavirus with a devastating impact); in John-Hopkins-University HUB (news center); author: Katie Pearce, 6.Nov.2019
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AUS DIESER QUELLE darf ich einige Infos extrahieren, die in der üblichen Berichterstattung gar nicht erwähnt wurden.

- Dritte John-Hopkins-Simulation 2018, Clade X[^141] (Clade X exercise simulated theoretically 900 million dead!)

FULL STOP OF ENGINES: THIS TIMELINE WITH DESASTER - SIMULATION EXERCISES – parallel to real-time events! - IS A STRATEGICAL INFORMATION OF UTMOST CONCERN!

IF the integrated PRIVATE COMPLEX of Rockefeller- and Gates-Foundations and John-Hopkins-University, Baltimore is engaged in scenarios with 65 million dead , this would be DOUBLE the amount of „official statistics“ with losses in dead from AIDS/HIV, which CUMULATED SO FAR, as is claimed, to approx. 30 – 35 million dead! And of course „900 million theoretically“ in exercise-simulation „Clade X“ are not quite from this real world, aren’t they?!

SOMEONE in the U.S. REALLY SHOULD ASK THE VERY HARD QUESTIONS! Which question?

Well, the question of PLANNED and WILLFUL MASSMURDER – worse than Hitler, Stalin and Mao!
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Wenn ich das sagen darf: Die fundamentalste Risikovermeidungsstrategie wäre, wenn es auf diesem Planeten KEINE MENSCHEN gäbe … Ich sollte vielleicht auch erwähnen, daß der Finanz-Crash 2008/9 etwas mit einer RISIKO-BEWERTUNGS-FORMEL des DAVID LI zu tun hatte, die KEINE “chinesische Waffe” war, sondern die bloß die mathematischen Bildungslücken der Finanz-Anwender demaskierte.


Wir haben erstens SIMULATIONEN und REALE Ereignisse und eine VERKNÜPFUNG von beiden (2001 und 2019/2020) und wir haben eine FORTLAUFENDE REIHE VON SIMULATIONEN, die möglicherweise / eventuell als eine ZEITREIHE interpretiert werden können, AN DER SICH ANDERE PLÄNE (und Zeitreihen) AUSRICHTEN (sic!) und KALIBRIEREN können. Wer nicht an strategische Analyse gewöhnt ist: DAS IST RICHTIG GEFÄHRLICH!

Klammer auf: Ich sollte wahrscheinlich darauf hinweisen, daß AKTUELLE THEORIEVERSUCHE vom Typ “theory of everything” (TOE) für die Entstehung und Funktionsweise des Universums zwar MANCHMAL ein MULTIVERSUM mit “mehreren Parallell-Universen” SIMULIEREN, die natürlich alle ihre “EIGENE ZEITREIHEN” hätten, daß aber die auf EINSTEIN aufbauenden ZEIT-THEORIEN möglicherweise besser ERSETZT werden sollten durch die ASTROPHYSIKALISCHEN ZEITTHEORIEN des ukrainisch-russischen NIKOLAI KOZYREV, die referenziert sind in a) Ostrander/Schröder: PSI und b) Joseph P. Farrell:

153 See Buike, Bruno Antonio: Das Ende von E=mc2 mit Exkurs: Die Formel des David Li, Neuss 2017 - google books URL https://books.google.de/books?id=ar1GDwAAQBAJ&pg=PA357&dq=Buike+Ende+von+E%3Dmc2&source=bl&ots=xj30T1nil&sig=ACfU3U3qmeJ9Be3QJ6WsbsxasoiMXceCeA&hl=de&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwie0-qRirroAhWGLewKHP2CzwQ6AEwB3oECAkQAQ#v=onepage&q=Buike%20Ende
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philosopher’s stone), die jedoch – aus sehr begreiflichen Gründen – aktuell nicht vollständig publiziert zu sein scheinen. Klammer zu!


Wir erkennen noch etwas: Die VERKNÜPFUNGEN zwischen SIMULATIONS-ZEITREIHE und REALEN EREIGNISREIHEN enthalten ÖKONOMISCHE Komponenten und sogar ökonomische GIGA-Akteure, von denen wir feststellen können als NEBENZWECK ihrer Aktionen, daß sie “interessiert sind an der ANZAHL von Menschen auf diesem Planeten”, was „irgendwie“ selbstverständlich mit den ökonomischen Hauptinteressen besagter Global-Player-Akteure zusammehängen sollte.


Ich verdeutliche die an sich nach KONVENTIONELLEN ANALYSEMASSSTÄBEN UNLOGISCHE VERKNÜPFUNG einer MEDIZINISCHEN-DESASTER-SIMULATION mit GIGA-OEKONOMIE, indem ich ein Video von jenem Peter König156 nachweise – als „abweichende Meinung“ -, der aus der Schweiz kommt und für die Weltbank gearbeitet hat.

Die PHILOSOPHISCHE FRAGE ist klar: ANZAHL DER MENSCHEN war in ALTER Zeit Sache der GÖTTER, Heroen und Halbgötter; aber inwieweit wäre es in Ordnung, wenn HEUTE MENSCHEN mit entsprechender FORTSCHRITTSIDEIOLOGIE selber die Menschenanzahl STEUERN würden?


154 ff – chapter 8 “On Gyroscopes, Songs and Hydrogen Bombs. Kozyrev’s Experiments and Wilcock’s Analogies, p. 171 ff

156 Siehe Peter König zu Corona-Virus und EVENT 201: “Menschen werden gerade getestet!” (Video); in Russia Today, 24.03.2020; URL https://deutsch.rt.com/international/99841-peter-konig-zu-corona-virus/ – siehe “Peter König“ (CH, Weltbank); in Wikimannia AT URL https://at.wikimania.org/Peter_Koenig
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Wir brechen hier ab, um eine VORLÄUFIGE BEWERTUNG zu formulieren.

—xxx—

Versuch Gesamt-Beurteilung:


- Planspiel oder TEST eines zukünftigen ABC-Waffen-Szenarios?

- PLANUNGSSIMULATION der NÄCHSTEN GROSSEN SEUCHE und vielleicht der ULTIMATIVEN Seuche, die “endlich” die Menschennzahl auf diesem Planeten so tief reduziert, daß die Bill-Gates-Fortschritts-Foundations “endlich HAPPY” sein werden?!


- Aber auch ein CAVEAT: VORSICHT! WEDER WELTKRIEGE NOCH WELTWEITE KRANKHEITEN haben bislang TATSÄCHLICH die Menschenanzahl VERRINGERT, die sich IM GEGENTEIL seit 19414 VERDOPPELT hat und auf dem Weg ist zu einer VERDREIFACHUNG! Dieser Gedanke ist ENTSCHEIDEND WICHTIG, weil damit das BEHAUPTETE ENDZIEL der MACHER-Argumentationen ENTFÄLLT, so daß dann ETWAS ANDERES DAHINTER STECKEN MUSS, hinter dieser „STÄNDIGEN PROZENTUAL EHER KLEINEN Verminderung der Menschenanzahl des Planeten“!!

—xxx—

SCHLUSS

- Eine FOKUSSIERUNG auf QUARANTÄNE wäre vor 100 Jahren im 19. Jahrhundert EXTREM FORTSCHRITTLICH gewesen. Aber wenn HEUTE „Quarantäne“ mehr oder weniger die einzige wirksame Maßnahme zum Ausbreitungsstop der Seuche ist, dann muß man mit dem FRAGEN und NACHDENKEN NEU ANFANGEN!

- Die BLOCKIERUNG und/oder VERWEIGERUNG bestätigter WIRKSAMER METHODEN und Medikamente führt zur Notwendigkeit einer STRAFRECHTLICHEN Beurteilung, ob hier eventuell VERBRECHEN GEGEN DIE MENSCHHEIT vorliegen. Hier sind HARTE FRAGEN fällig: WIE haben die CHINESEN mit einem KUBANISCHEN INTERFERON-Krebsmedikament die aktuelle
Corona 2020 / Covid19-Seuche offenbar BESSER gemanagt als der Rest der Welt??! Und selbstverständlich: Kein Mensch würde NORMALERWEISE bei GRIFFE ein KREBSMEDIKAMENT empfehlen??!! WER WIR ALLE BLOSS VERÄPPELT?

- Wer könnte ein INTERESSE haben, 1-2 Jahre EINGESCHRÄNKTE GRUNDRECHTE für REST-Demokratie zu haben? Wird aktuell “teilweise DIKTATUR” geübt und getestet?

- Oder haben wir das ZENTRALE GANZ GROSSE THEATER nicht bemerkt: nämlich ein GIGANTISCHES MONEY-DRAIN als ERNEUTES AUSPRESSEN EINER ZITRONE auf der Südhalbkugel zu Nutz und Frommen der Nordhalbkugel, oder vielmehr der GIGA- und MEGA-Akteure der Nordhalbkugel, was aber noch nicht notwendig auf etwas dumbastige US-amerikanisch-faschistische “white-supremacy” hinausläuft, aber vielleicht könnte.


Ich darf das HART akzentuieren:

Wir haben hier fein säuberlich FESTGESTELLT eine UNVEREINBARKEIT zwischen MEINER antik-griechisch-aristotelische ausgerichteten „Lernsozialisation“, die IM PRINZIP SKEPTISCH BLEIBT und sich NICHT EINLULLEN LÄSST, daß nämlich STAAT etwas ANDERES ERFORDERT als „verdeckte und unkontrollierbare“ PRIVAT-RIESENVERMÖGEN. Dabei ist zweierlei in höchstem Grade bedenklich: Erstens BEHÄUPTET Brzezinski für seine „technotronischen Eliten“ (aus dem Anfangszitat dieses Aufsatzes ganz vorne) eine NICHT-NÖTIGEIGNUNG der RÜCKBINDUNG DER MACHT AN DAS RECHT oder an iorgendetwas anderes (sic!) und diese in einem WILLKÜR-RAUM agierenden „technotronischen Eliten“ sind NIEMALS HAFTBAR und diese „technotronischen Eliten“ müssen KEINE RÜCKSICHTEN auf IRGENDWELCHE MEHRHEITEN nehmen, VOR ALLEM DANN NICHT, wenn diese Mehrheiten nicht über PRIVILIGIERTES ÜBERLEGENSES WISSENSCHAFTLICHES KNOW HOW verfügen, was bei ungefähr 90 % aller Menschen der Fall sein dürfte, zum Beispiel auch bei mir selbst!

Ich weiß nicht, was woanders unterrichtet wird, aber ich habe gelernt: Wenn die MACHT nicht mehr an das RECHT gebunden wird und wenn der STAAT nicht mehr an ORDNUNG und GERCHRITGEIT gebunden wird, dann dann öffnet man Tür und Tor für eine allgemeine VERDURTHEIT, aus der nie und nimmer etwas GUTES herauskommen kann, was der grund ist, wARUM diese KurZESSENZ der geschichtlichen ERFAHRUNG der Griechen und Römer BIS HEUTE auch noch nach 2000 Jahren unterrichtet wird, wenigstens in Deutschland, wenigstens in einigen europäischen Ländern.

Wenn ich das überhaupt noch schüchtern eben schnell sagen darf: Wenn man SOLCHE POSITIONEN NACH HITLER, STALIN und MAO vertritt, dann hat man die angeblichen „Lektionen aus der Geschichte“ NICHT GELERNT und befindet sich möglicherweise auf dem Weg zu einer NOCH SCHLIMMEREN DIKTATUR!

Wie soll ich das bloss höflich sagen: Ich wünsche weder für Europa noch auch für meine Verwandten in den USA oder für irgendjemand sonst die INSTALLATION einer neuen HYPER-DIKTATUR!
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There sadly is something else to be learned from the actual Corona-2020 crisis, which is a MECHANISM in HANDLING and MANAGEMENT of DISEASE, that will in effect lead to TRIPLING the death-toll. If it must be explicitly said, what is illustrated by the following elaboration in German, it may be hinted, that “technotronic elites” of Mr. Brzezinski in cases may not be fully aware of side-effects and/or may be tempted to WILLINGLY FOOL THE PUBLIC about consequences, which would be both add to the desaster.

Now go on: IF someone WILLINGLY is TRIPLING numbers of deadly casualties, this should NORMALLY provoke the call for court trial – shouldn’t it?!

Not to mention, that there seem to be heavy difficulties to DECIDE, which SYMPTOMATIC EXACTLY should count as related to death from Corona – as is the case with all the Corona-testing: IF SYMPTOMATIC and/or “typology of virus” is NOT REALLY CLEAR, test-results would be DIFFICULT to be interpreted CORRECTLY, leading VERY POSSIBLY to LOT of MISJUDGING!

---xxx---
As said before: If we have a FLU calling for CANCER-medication, this should be EXPLAINED in SUFFICIENT detail, because otherwise evil rumors will not cease!

---XXX---

Well! Years ago I – coming from remote rural peasantry – had the great difficulty, to understand the BUSINESS-perspective of MANAGEMENT, especially in at first glance seeming UNLIKELY fields of application!

For instance:
You may think it is an “anti-fascist concert-demo” in the East of Germany – but for the MANAGEMENT it is a new type of “business-model”, partly because otherwise there are not good enough business-opportunities in Eastern Germany.

Now go on:
Normal people would think, it is a “holocaust memorial” - but some observers from Israel have objected, that “holocaust memorials” in meantime have become a “really good business”, and therefore nothing better – for the business folks, of course!!! - could have had happened than “holocaust” (sic! NOT MY IDEA, but an idea by an Israeli!).
WE normally would see NAZI-KZs as TERRIBLE KILLING-machines by a NEW METHOD of “killing by working exhaustively” - but for the NAZI-management it was just a PROFITABLE and BIG SECTOR OF ECONOMY making some people frightening rich!

Now go on:
WE would call it a DESASTER and DISEASE, but the management would see a “formidable business”.

No joking here: WE normally would speak of the “opiate crisis” in the U.S, but they from management would call it such a good business, that U.S companies engaged in MAKING the “opioid epidemic”, such as for instance Johnson & Johnson and Purdue Pharma (of the Sackler family).

---
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If we remember the British “Opium-wars” in China, the Dutch Opium STATE - monopol in Batavia / Indonesia, the increase of opium production in Afghanistan UNDER THE EYES of the international troops - 2001-2020 so far - over there, we eventually might even go as far, as to try, whether the THESIS would be valid, that “STATE is the GREATEST DEALER” of them all! (May it be, that the PROGRESSIVE today cybernetic STATE-machine – not to forget the “NAZI-underground-empire” of Joseph P. Farrell and Richard Hoagland - may be tempted, to change entire nations into something similar to “drug-profit-centers” - especially if we see in 2020 other industries delivering not enough employment opportunities?)

So to make it short here, I will skip a list of all the diseases “managed” by the WHO, which is a LOBBY-group with the participation of MEDICAL INDUSTRIES, paid and bribed to under the brim of the head - which is: TOTALLY IMMORAL! -, because by now it may have become clear already the following: IF someone is intending BUSINESS, he will NOT earn from the HEALTHY, but from the ILL, so that the interest for restricting illness by combating pandemics in cases may become RATHER RESTRICTED.

Within which argument and observation we have an IMPLICIT ACCUSATION OF CRIME, because MAKING PEOPLE ILL by intent and for the SAKE OF BUSINESS, not being concerned about POSSIBLE and REAL CONSEQUENCE of DEATH “by medical treatment” is KILLING and MURDER, at least for the penalty books- and indeed has been accused in some cases successfully!

We may such be led to concluding, that it is ESSENTIAL, to have CORRECT FOCUS of INTEREST here, which is HEALTH – and HEALTH defined as IDEAL STATE within GOD’s CREATION – illness therefore in some very basic ways connected to the “METAPHYSICAL EVIL” - at least in antique philosophy, as prevalent in the old “authentic” CHRISTIAN teachings for instance, stemming from antique Greeks, which by the actions of Alexander and of Emperor Ashoka to INDIA had contact and exchange in surprising EARLY times.

We such are not overly surprised, that we find in the AIDS / HIV-discussions of today at the roots the political demand for CHANGING FOCUS, so to say, trying a RESET from malicious ways of human thinking with manipulated brains, turning again to a NEW VISION OF GOOD, which would stop the PERMANENT INSULT of GOD by IMPERFECTNESS and by ILLNESS, because GOD IS GOOD and even THE GOOD, and in the LIGHT REALMS of GOD there is not and even cannot be PAIN nor ILLNESS.

This said we suddenly may get on alarm, that turning away the focus from HEALTH and PERFECTION and GOOD might be the INTEREST and BUSINESS of EVIL MINDED PEOPLE, not too much concerned with ORIGINAL INTENTIONS OF GOD, if not declared ATHEISTS and SATANIST!

So it is sufficient clear, that DEATHTOLL numbers from worldwide pandemics must be considerably in general, I only hinted to the special case of AIDS/HIV-virus, because of it’s EXCEPTIONAL and EXTRAORDINARY HIGH death-toll of in meantime claimed 30 million dead, which makes it understandable, WHY the POOR countries in meantime DEMAND, that the PRICING for medicals for instance, may be made affordable.
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In other words: The arguments is out there, that the MANAGEMENT of AIDS is not only a REALLY GOOD BUSINESS, but that AIDS is MISUSED for fostering WHITE SUPREMACY, the death of BLACK and COLORED people NOT COUNTING REALLY!

It probably would of no use, to REMEMBER all those “WHITE SUPREMACY” folks, that JESUS CHRIST was from COLORED people as well – and NOT with “white skin”!

My MAIN argument so far may be seen in putting the assumption, that DEATHTOLL by pandemics HAS TWO MAIN CAUSES, which are from the DISEASE ITSELF and from HUMAN MANAGEMENT OF DISEASE, as for instance in DENYING ACCESS to appropriate medical treatment – and even going as far as to BLOCK OUT RESEARCH, that would stop, what was for DECENNIA a REALLY GOOD BUSINESS!

What I am elaborating here however, was not may own idea, but was triggered by an intelligent remark of German minister for development assistance, who is on record, that if we have 1 million dead from Corona, this would imply ADDITIONAL 1 million dead in Africa and 1 million dead in Asia BECAUSE RESOURCES IN MONEY AND EQUIPMENT are WITHDRAWN from OTHER PROBLEMS, so that they are MISSING THERE leading INDIRECTLY to NEW and ADDITIONAL casualties!

In result: If you have Corona 1 million dead – ADD to that 2 million dead in AFRICA and ASIA from effects of CHANGING in DISEASE MANAGEMENT, resulting in a “true” number of death toll of Corona in 2020 by 3 million – which indeed IS something!

This argument we may read in a recent blog-entry, that was written in German!

---XXX---

START „Todesmathematik von Corona 2020“\(^{166}\)

Posted on 09/24/2020 by bbuike

Die mathematische Überlegung lautet:
Wenn an Corona 2020 weltweit 1 Million gestorben sind, dann sind ZUSÄTZLICH in Afrika gestorben 400.000 an Malaria und 500.000 an Tuberkulose plus etliche zusätzliche an AIDS/HIV, was wir für ASIEN extrapolieren, indem wir für Asien ebenfalls grob geschätzt 1 Million ZUSÄTZLICHE Tote einsetzen.

Wir erhalten folgende Gleichung:


Saubere Ergebnisse das – für alle die Leute, die vermuten, daß auf diesem Planeten ZUVIELE Menschen sind und die EUGENTIC, Geburtenkontrolle und solche Sachen wollen, wie zum Beispiel Bill-Gates-Stiftungen und

---
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Rockefeller-Stiftungen – und die TATSÄCHLICH IMMER NOCH an die “malthusianische Bevölkerungskatastrophe” GLAUBEN, wie kleine Kinder an den Osterhasen “glauben”!

Es ist klar: Wenn es ZUVIELE Menschen gibt, so daß gewisse HALBGÖTTER anfangen, sich SORGEN zu machen, dann gibt es vielleicht auch “zuviele Sterne”? Klingt zuerst spassig, ist es aber nicht, denn wir haben heute “US full spectrum dominance” auf unserem Planeten, in unserem Planetensystem und im “outer space” (sic!) – und an der TECHNOLOGIE für “Planeten-Pulverisierung” und “Sternen-Zerstörung” wird AKTUELL schon LANGE “gearbeitet”.

Oh, ich sehe gerade, daß noch die BEGRÜNDUNG fehlt, wie ich auf diese Todesmathematik gekommen bin. Well, ich habe einfach dem aktuellen, noch amtierenden deutschen Entwicklungshilfeminister, Gerd Müller, zugehört.


Zitat 1: >>Der CSU-Politiker warnt: „Allein auf dem afrikanischen Kontinent rechnen wir dieses Jahr mit zusätzlich 400.000 Malaria-Toten und HIV-Opfern sowie eine halbe Million mehr, die an Tuberkulose sterben werden. „Die Pandemie habe auch „eine der größten Armuts- und Hungerkrisen ausgelöst“.<<

Zitat 2: >>Die Gründe seien vielfältig: „Weil die Versorgung mit Lebensmitteln und Medikamenten nicht mehr gewährleistet ist. Weil viele Hilfsprogramme des Westens nicht ausreichend finanziert sind. Weil wir Industrieländer uns so sehr auf die Coronabekämpfung zu Hause fokussieren, dass wir andere Probleme aus dem Blick verlieren.“<<

I perhaps should add here: The THEORY of the “Malthusian Population Disaster” is something more often referred to, if in Roman-Catholic VATICAN circles “population control” is debated.. I nevertheless would like to stress the point, that Mr. Malthus is from start of 19th century - and therefore perhaps may be in need of some UPDATE ... Otherwise it seems, that most people of today do not know anything about Malthusian theories – except that PERHAPS they may be mentioned in courses of “history of economics”. It is obvious, that this remark is related to especially Bill-and-Melinda-Gates-Foundations so much concerned, that there might be “too much people on this planet ...
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Meine BEFÜRCHTUNG ist jetzt: Wenn es eine TODES-MATEMATIK gibt, dann gibt es vielleicht auch TODES-PHÄN.

Ich erkenne aktuell insbesondere eine Möglichkeit zu einer GEPLANTEN TODESREIHENFOLGE:

• ERSTENS (islamische) Todeszone "arabischer Frühling" von Marokko bis Samarkand – präziser: von Algerien bis Afghanistan - CIA, George Soros, NGOs
• ZWEITENS Todeszone Afrika, US-Kommandobereich Africom-Stuttgart (Gegenspieler: FRANKREICH)
• DRITTENS KÜNFTIGE TODESZONE CHINA – scenario “Anglosaxon mission" (source: "project Avalon") (German: http://projectavalon.net/lang/de/anglo_saxon_mission_de.html)

ERGEBNIS: Falls diese dreistufige Todesmathematik zutrifft, kann man VERMUTEN, daß dahinter stehende PLANUNGS-Organisationen und Thinktanks eine AUSLÖSCHUNG von 50 % der aktuellen Menschenanzahl auf diesem Planeten für “wünschenswert” halten (können). Hitler, Mao, Stalin und Pol Pot würden DAS vielleicht bejubeln, was man HEUTE schon alles “kaputtmachen" kann!! Christen, Moslems. Buddhisten und andere eher “traditionell gehirn konditionierten“ Zeitgenossen würden vielleicht auf die GEFahr von UNERLAUBTEN und VERBRECHERISCHEN ÜBERGRIFFEN hinweisen!

Und VIELLEICHT hat der PLANET mit ETWAS GLÜCK eine Aussicht, daß “bloß 30% aller Menschen" sterben – nämlich nachdem gewisse SEHR FORTSCHRITTLICHE Thinktanks mit diesem Planeten “fertig" sind – und sich vielleicht danach eine andere “Spielwiese” suchen (müssen).
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It is not my special focus here, but I may add to the suspected causes of AIDS / HIV and SARS / COVID19 / Corona 2020:

We are NOT surprised, to find in the AIDS and CORONA discussion STRONG factions suggesting and suspecting a release of both as „laboratory escapes“, which would mean, that AIDS and CORONA would be MANMADE in type of BIOLOGICAL WEAPONS, say because of ANGLOSAXON believe in their special type of (fascist) „white supremacy“, in which latter the BLACK, the CHINESE and the SLAVONIC people would not count really – except as dead or as slaves. (Please note the sheer unbearable ARROGANCE!). But during working on my blog-entry „Corona 2020 - Fragen“ I stumbled upon the strange fact, that MEDICATION for AIDS and COVID19 has the COMMON feature, that in both cases there is a relation to CANCER-MEDICATION.

We may however avoid MONOCAUSAL thinking and therefore hint to the AMBIVALENCE, that we cannot be SHURE nor CERTAIN, that CAUSES for those „CANCER-similar“ phenomenology in DESCRIPTION of Aids / Sars / Corona may have as COMMON fault, that TODAY SUPERSCIENCE already has TOUCHED not only the BASICS of the the PHYSICAL UNIVERSE, but the BASIC ROOTS OF LIFE ITSELF, say in type of some sort of BIOLOGICAL DEGENERATION by PHYSICAL DESINTEGRATION (sic! CRUCIAL NEW STRATEGIC PATTERN) of some sort, as for instance as side-effect of ALL the experimentation using the MAGNETIC FIELD of this planet, may be even backfiring to the SUN of our planetary system by WEAPONIZING the POTENTIAL-DIFFERENCE between the PLANET and its – artificially and technologically – IONISIZED and ENERGETISIZED ATMOSPHERE!

Which is NOT my personal idea, but is commented on in Farrell, Covert Wars somewhere and in a remark of an Russian-Orthodox Metropolite (somewhere in Munich) on Corona, I found recently.

But with a certain MINDSET of experimenters such concerns may be overruled easily, as have been overruled the concerns against NAZI and COMMUNIST SCIENCE since around 70-100 years, of which the today U.S. progressive science is only an OFFSPRING, as has been shown by SEVERAL non-German authors!

(Please note: The „useful experimenter“ has such mindset, that he can easily set apart ANY concerns!)

I may hint for all those conspirationalists out there, searching for “long-term-plans” in history, that it MIGHT be, that we all overlooked the possibility, that the (atheist) NAZI- and
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COMMUNIST TYPE OF SCIENCE of the last 70 -100 years may be AS SUCH an OFFSPRING of some sort of “elite plans” covering centuries!

So it is not that difficult to understand, that IF we have a COSMIC SURROUNDING SYSTEM – setup INTELLIGENTLY by whomever -, which is an INTERLOCKED SYSTEM with a DECISIVE KEY-NUMBER-SET with RELATIVELY SMALL TOLERANCE-INTERVALS, we with CERTAINTY may expect, that the set-up of a MANMADE UNIFIED SYSTEM cannot be held LOCAL and COMPARTMENTALIZED totally, so that there MUST BE EXPECTED „certain INTERFERENCE“ from and BACKFIRING of the underlying MOTHER-SYSTEM of “Kosmos”.

Open brackets: I may add from my TRAINED EXPERIENCE spending lot of my free-time in NATURE: IT IS NOT POSSIBLE TO KEEP deployment of ARTIFICIAL EARTHQUAKE and some WEATHER EFFECTS secret REALLY, BECAUSE similar to WHALES communication AROUND THE GLOBE with sound-like SONAR-SIMILAR methods and like communication of ELEPHANTS by DEEP VOICE and INFRASOUND, which latter is a by-effect of EARTHQUAKES, human-BODIES might be „somehow“ receptive to such „exceptional events“ as well, at least to a certain extent!!!

With which I kindly may hint to the possibility, that the SYSTEM-TOLERANCE of the COSMIC-MOTHER-SYSTEM may be RESTRICTED, so that IF we WANT continuation of HUMAN LIFE ON THIS PLANET, we would be better off, to CHOOSE SIDE for the COSMIC MOTHER-SYSTEM – which would be just the NORMAL case, if following the NATURAL line of human life on this planet, prescribed by mother nature itself!

And exactly because of this, I recently started, to AVOID speaking of the possibility of an APOCALYPSE, which is a LITERARY TOPOS in old JEWISH - HEBREW and Christian books, NOT QUITE UNDERSTANDABLE, and instead introduced the re-vival of the old GREEK concept of KATAKLYSMOS, which has the specific connotation at least of MANMADE „disaster“ - such preparing as next step of analysis and thinking, that MANMADE KATAKLYSMOS and APOCALYPSE BY COSMIC FORCES may be seen and UNDERSTOOD as some type of „firing and backfiring“, of „question and answer“, of „action and re-action“!

Because we cannot doubt for one minute only, that top-level scientists engaged by their „private contractors“ for development of TOOLS for MASS-DESTRUCTION for TOTAL WAR, may be UNAWARE of exactly THESE INTERACTIONS OF TWO MASTER-SYSTEMS – of different quality and characteristics! - , we would have to introduce here into our analysis the factor of HUMAN RESPONSIBILITY and HUMAN IMMORALITY resulting finally in HEAVY HUMAN FAULT – which is: FAULT WITHOUT EXCUSE!
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After reading the Wiki on „Monsanto“ in ENGLISH Wikipedia, perhaps others than I may start WONDERING, that all that TOP-LEVEL scientists of Monsanto HEAVILY INTERLOCKED with the U.S. GOVERNMENT and SCIENTIFIC DEFENSE BOARDS may or should have just MISSED or OVERLOOKED, to what end they were aiming! We may even go as far as to SUSPECT, that they INDEED had some sort of DIABOLIC AWARENESS, making all the SWEET TALK of Mr. Brzezinski (and Kissinger and the few other GEOPOLITICIANS) on so-called „technotronic elites“ an ARROGANT CYNICISM NEVER SEEN BEFORE in known history of the last ten-thousand years of this planet, at least not among the humans of that time-period.

To make my point absolutely clear here: If we find PRIVATE OWNED OLIGARCH COMPANIES affecting and destroying the HEALTH of nations by 25% - say by dioxines and PCBs and DDT and the „dirty dozen“176 - , then this would „normally“ count as GENOCIDE according to U.N. DEFINITIONS, in which GENOCIDE starts actually with 20% casualties within a population!

We such are FORCED to CONCLUDE, that TODAY we are dealing with BIOLOGICALLY DEGENERATED BY INTENT CONTINENTS AFRICA, ASIA and LATIN AMERICA! Under the PRETEND of „progress“ - and NO END to this sort of „progress“ in sight!

PLEASE NOTE the METHOD of LYING by FALSE USE of LINGUISTICS: „They“ PRETEND, to improve HEALTH of nations – which nations NEVER WILL SURVIVE longterm this sort of „healthcare“ by „technotronic elites“ with „SUPERIOR and BETTER scientific know how“

Mr. Brzezinski in the casual demeanor and parlance of the higher up from nobility is suggesting – or shall we say: brainwashing“? - the audience.

We may add: IF THEY MUST HAVE HAD KNOWLEDGE OF MALICIOUS EFFECTS BEFOREHAND, they VERY PROBABLY HAD A PLAN and CRIMINAL INTENT?!

Remember all this today TALK and SPECULATION in conspirational books, where to seek for „LONG TERM PLANS“ within HISTORY of the last 200 years?
They are SEARCHING – and didn’t get the OBVIOUS, that there is out there a PLAN, quite easy to understand, which is just KILLING INTENTIONALLY – which is: by what THEY call „progress“ and „science“ and „really GOOD business“! „They“: NOT the „MAJORITY“ of ANY nation – even NOT the „Americans GENERALLY“, but the „VERY FEW“ of self appointed „ELITES“ - not subdued to NORMAL HUMANITARIAN RESTRICTIONS coming from humanitarian CONCERNS!!

The U.S is known for their HUMANITARIAN idea, to point to NAZI-crimes and the crimes of the Soviet-Union – ALL IN THE SAME TIME-FRAME of entering business by Monsanto, United

Fruit, Rockefellers at roughly around 1900 -1914 – but really are BLIND for their OWN heavy faults? They really are as AUDACIOUS, as to accuse others on violation of „HUMAN RIGHTS“ - but really are probably drawing away the attention from their own evildoing only – which, by the way, is a well known human behavior, especially among criminals if in danger of disclosure!

In meantime it became known, that „they“ even shyed not away from killing their OWN folks, as in the Vietnam War by use of „Agent Orange“ (and the Dioxins within) and by poisoning the environment around special chemical facilities in the U.S. itself including the nearby populations, from which easily may be learned, that Mr. Brzezinski might be right in ONE respect, which is, that „they“ from „small elites“ DON’T EVEN KNOW, how to spell the term „HUMANITARIAN RESTRICTION“, especially if facing TOTAL POWER! We thus may remember the proverbial saying:
> POWER CORRUPTS. TOTAL power corrupts TOTALLY! <

16. Massmurder as Business-Model: Look on claimed Farmers' suicides in India, on 25% of Argentine people contaminated with dioxin and other reports from the „new brave world“ of progress

Just „to get the feeling and smell“, I may start this chapter with the following SMALL and SELECTED list from my casual „blog-writings“ on „Massmurder - Business“, in which we find business of „Opioid Crisis“ in the U.S. (as evaluated already), claimed 400.000 deaths (within 20 years?) , in meantime MAIN „cause of death“ with „life expectancy“ in th U.S. since 2015 DECREASING

| business behind „Farmers' suicide in India“, 300.000 in 20 years, and continued since approx. 2014 with 60.000 deaths since – and - may be – actually 20.000 farmer suicides EACH YEAR – PLEASE NOTE: to DEFEND themselves the single GLOBAL PLAYER Monsanto has ARGUED, that farmers „proceeding well“ and „doing all in proper accordance with Monsanto procedures“ had partly dramatic BUSINESS SUCCESS, so that Monsanto itself tried, to ascribe „farmer suicides in India“ to some sort of TRADITIONAL BAD HABIT in rural populations in India. Now, IF SO, IF |
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Monsanto-CLAIMS for SUCCESS CORRECT, we suddenly CANNOT quite UNDERSTAND the COMPLAINING coming from WEST AFRICAN COTTON FARMERS applying Monsanto GMO - COTTON integrated business model! Please NOTE, that I am here NOT referring to STRANGE „tale-telling“, that Monsanto BRIBED SCIENTIFIC PAPERS in MANIPULATING research – we have to assume: the US-GOVERNMENT in the know!

business of „imprisonment“ in U.S. socalled „Justice apparatus“ (partly run by private companies) with LOTS of false sentences and false death penalties in the U.S., summing up to the thousands¹⁸⁰

business of „Contergan-(scandal)“¹⁸¹ Germany based (with some „Nazism“ in it), claimed 20.000 casualties, partly with lifelong physical handicaps

This list is to be expanded to NOT QUANTIFIED death-toll of BUSINESS with tobacco/nicotine, alcohol, sugar over-consummation resulting in diabetes type 2, which are just ACCEPTED BY SOCIETY „businesses with (really) HIGH LETHAL EFFECTS“. We certainly may call the TODAY FOOD-INDUSTRY from agriculture with HIGH TECHNICAL OVERKILL as a DEADLY „invention“ as well, causing MILLIONS of casualties, if not willingly, then out of NON-AWARENESS! (As for instance overconsummation MEAT causing lots of „civilization diseases“…)

I may hint: The crucial thing in this listing is, that we suddenly get ANOTHER PERSPECTIVE, if CONNECTING single factors, that normally are disconnected in the public perception, to just not cause too much stress in the public discussion, which would be bad for business!

---xxx---

START - LIST GERMAN from blog-entry „Massenmord als Geschäftsmodell – solange bis Dharma und kosmische Ordnung reagieren?“¹⁸²
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Opposing Brzezinski’s „technotronic elites“ and geopolitics

E16

>> - TOTE VERURSACHT durch die “Opioid Epedemie” in den USA geschätzt 400.000 in ungefähr 19 Jahren. (Kein Spass: AKTUELL soll ÜBERDOSIS von an sich LEGALEN Drogen in den USA die HÄUFIGSTE Todesursache sein, so daß AKTUELL seit 2015 die STATISTISCHE LEBENSERWARTUNG in den USA SINKT.)
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Ich breche diese Liste hier ab, weil jeder ja selber weiter überlegen kann, wieviele Tote aus Geschäftsmodellen denkbar und möglich und wahrscheinlich sind: durch Tabak/Nikotin-Geschäfte, durch Zucker/Diabetes-Geschäfte, durch Alkohol-Geschäfte. Ich vermute, daß auch durch das Geschäftsmodell "weltweite Migration/Flüchtlinge" viele Menschen vorzeitig zu Tode kommen. (Ich habe zum Beispiel ein komisches Gefühl, daß, wenn uns erzählt wird von 30.000 Menschen, welche die Flucht über das Mittelmeer geschafft haben, uns damit verschlichen wurde, daß 30.000 andere Ertrunken sind oder sein könnten!?)

END - LIST GERMAN from blog-entry „Massenmord als Geschäftsmodell – solange bis Dharma und kosmische Ordnung reagieren?“190

---XXX---

Now we cannot avoid, to just confront ONE SINGLE GLOBAL PLAYER, which is Monsanto191, and a SPECIFIC „product-group“ of VERY PROGRESSIVE „poisons for agriculture“, which are Neonicotinoids192, which are in products with several different names, as for instance Glyphosate193 and Roundup194. (To deal with single picked Monsanto here is of course a simplification. There are other players out there very similar like Monsanto, which however has attracted more attention for certain reasons. One other player in Monsanto’s “agent orange” production was for instance German “Boeringer Ingelheim”, delivering key components!)

185 Compare Bundesverband Contergangeschädigter e.V.: (Contergan) Zahlen Daten Fakten [URL](https://www.contergan.de/images/zahlen-daten-fakten/20140317113301CON_Zahlen-Daten-Fakten_140311_mit_links.pdf)
186 See „Grünenthal-(Unternehmen)“ in Wikipedia DE [URL](https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Grünenthal_(Unternehmen))
188 See „Otto Ambros (Chemiker)“ in Wikipedia DE [URL](https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Otto_Ambros_(Chemiker))
191 See „Monsanto“ in Wiki EN [URL](https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Monsanto)
194 See „Roundup (Herbicide)“ in Wikipedia EN [URL](https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Roundup_(herbicide))
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We however will NOT ENGAGE in UNILATERALISM, because there are multiple players out there causing a DEEP IMPRINT on „mother nature“, such as for instance Quiagen – (Biochemicals) (which is, if I'm not mistaken here, within German BAYER or may be independent) and BASF\textsuperscript{195}, recently on report in trying to counteract a SOY - disaster in India plus engaging in chemical protection of rice, Hoffman-La-Roche and other main players from the CHEMICAL industries, but NESTLE and other players from the FOOD industries as well, influencing for instance set up of Coconut-farms and Eucalyptus-tree forests with heavy input of chemicals.

It is immediately clear and nearly self evident, that ALL those BUSINESSES are causing direct and indirect LETHAL TRAILS, which so far however never have been QUANTISIZED – and for obvious reasons so! Such we have to deal here with MONSANTO, because in this single case, we have some suggestions for quantification, which however ARE NOT COMPLETE ENOUGH for ANY „final judgments“. The audience may be glad, that I SKIP here Monsanto activities in COTTON in WESTAFRICA for instance, which is a desaster of its own there!

If I'm allowed to remark here: Think over the STRANGE efforts around COTTON „overproduction“, which is resulting in „fashion clothing“ WASTE INDUSTRY – and is consuming such a lot of IRRIGATION WATER, that if I'm not mistaken here, the VANISHING of the FORMER GREAT „Aral-Sea“ in Central Asia in the GUS (Kyzyl-kum desert between the rivers Amu Darya and Syr Darya) is directly connected with the expansion of cotton-farming there. We wonder again, that it seems, that they in TURKEY have established a NEW „cotton-based“ textile-industry – as if we have not enough textile-industry in Bangla-Desh and elsewhere. So SOMEHOW it SEEMS, that expansion of cotton-production worldwide is little bit AGAINST REASON again – and, by the way, BLOCKING farmland for much needed food-production!

ALL THOSE players from BUSINESS now would argue to DEFEND themselves, that opponents normally FAIL, to deliver COMPLETE ENOUGH descriptions of problems and especially not delivering sufficient CAUSE-EFFECT-chains.

To illustrate this difficulty of building CORRECT cause-effect rows, which would be needed if trying to fix LEGAL RESPONSIBILITIES, I may fetch from memory the „true cause“ of the Contergan-desaster in Germany, which was, that this medical drug did NOT CAUSE ITSELF disabilities nor stillbirth (with dead babies), but INTERFERED with a NATURAL PROCESS of „abortion“, which NORMALLY would prevent, that such babies with certain disabilities would see the full cycle of pregnancy to final „natural birth“.

So convincing at first glance, this defence seems, it may be objected, that we in any case of unknown failures in technical processes have the „emergency stop switch“ … which however seems no topic in some business of today.
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I am however not going to discuss here, GMO-business - GMO= genetically modified organisms\(^{196}\) - for INTEGRATED BUSINESS CIRCUITS – German: genveränderte Produkte für Geschäftskreisläufe – nor with the attempts of especially the European Union to ban those Monsanto and GMO products (which GMO for instance recently have been legally banned in RUSSIA by new legislation) – nor with the BIG lawsuit against Monsanto in the U.S. - nor with SPECIFIC consequences of Monsanto-activities regarding the worldwide „bee deaths“\(^{197}\) / Bienensterben\(^{198}\) and the „vanishing of 50-70% of singing-birds“\(^{199}\) (based on the vanishing of 70-80% of insects, which are the feed for birds) as for instance in Europe – nor with the PRIVATE campaign of „Monsanto Tribunal“\(^{200}\) (Den Haag 2016/17) nor with so far not researched „sub-lethal synenergetically combined effects“ of Monsanto-products or any other products from bio-chemicals. .

So especially Global Players tend to „touchy“, I may add here cautiously, that Monsanto is not responsible for EVERYTHING – Monsanto has for instance several competitors\(^{201}\) - as for instance NOT responsible for the problem of „nitrate in German ground-water-reservoirs“\(^{202}\), which even provoked in meantime legal counter-measures by the European Communities, which but may not be mixed up with the problem of „nitrate in German drinking water“\(^{202}\).

\(^{196}\) „Monsanto“  chapter „Unternehmensprofil“ n Wikipedia DE URL


\(^{199}\) See  

"Ausgezweitscht. Das Sterben der Singvögel" - WDR TV, 17.09.2016 – Reihe: “w – wie wissen”, -  


\(^{201}\) „Monsanto“, Chapter „Unternehmensprofil“ in Wikipedia DE URL  

[https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Monsanto#Unternehmensprofil](https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Monsanto#Unternehmensprofil)  - We read: „Bedeutende Konkurrenten sind die Firmen Pioneer Hi-Bred International, Syngenta, Dow AgroSciences, Bayer CropScience und BASF-Plant Science. “

We may however WONDER, that Monsanto was in the production of „Agent Orange“, deployed in the Vietnam War and only recently leading to the consequence of setup of help-schemes for at least 200.000 victims of „agent orange“ in Vietnam UNTIL TODAY!

We really WONDER again, that one of the top-managers of Monsanto at some point became a MAIN FIGURE within the Bill – and Melinda-Gates Foundations, which are deep within activities for „birth control“, because they think, there are too much people on this planet!

You hardly will believe, that Monsanto personnel was in MAJOR SCIENTIFIC DEFENSE BOARDS of the U.S. and even was said, to have participated in the development of the first U.S. NUCLEAR WEAPONS, around which was build successfully a „camouflage legend“, as we today have to consider, after some explanations given in Farrell-books!

We however at this point again may not restrict ourselves to UNILATERAL thinking, because, what we observe in a new clarity within the mechanisms of an evolved industrial state with scientific-technological elites like the U.S., we of course should assume to exist SIMILAR in OTHER socalled “developed countries”, as for instance, Japan, Germany, France, Britain, Spain, Italy, Russia, which ALL have backlinks to NAZI-times and times of World War II and therefor must be held under suspicion, that there MIGHT be some sectors within them engaged in SIMILAR “deep state activities” with “shadow government” and “black budgets” as reported from the U.S. ! We may even suspect, that it would need only FEW “co-players” from each of the named countries to form a WORLD WIDE NET with BACKLINKS – but OUTSIDE ANYTHING, normal people would call “normal controls”!

---xxx---

To have it short here, I would like to stress the point, that this essay is focusing on NUMBERS of DEATHTOLL – NOT on searching for SUFFICIENT ENOUGH CAUSE-EFFECT-rows. It however seems ABSOLUTELY clear, that Monsanto INDEED had LEGAL troubles in MORE than just ONE country regarding MORE than just ONE product.

At this point of observations we however would approach the ARGUMENTATIVE DIFFICULTY, to LINK from MONSANTO activities as “reliable enough” CAUSE to the EFFECT of “Indian farmers’ suicides”, not to mention, that in any today complexity we may not expect things as easy as to restricted to MONOCAUSAL explanations instead of MULTI-FACTORIAL analysis.

Well, at first I thought it over to pack the entire CONTROVERSY – forming indeed a CONTRADICTION (sic!), whether Monsanto is responsible for “Farmer suicides’ in India” OR NOT (sic!) into a footnote only. But suddenly I remembered, that we here are in the business of LEARNING techniques of ARGUMENTATION for to separate meaning from “pseudo knowledge and assumption” and knowledge from ignorance, so to PERHAPS some day get a glimpse of “true knowledge” – as we may quote from the Aristotelian epistemological ideal of antique Greek times – it suddenly came across my mind, that this would be a wonderful opportunity to DEMONSTRATE one – of perhaps several – OTHER root of “argumentation”, which are the METHODS FROM RHETORIC, where we have additional TECHNIQUES of the LAWYERS and even POLITICIANS to “make a WEAK cause a STRONG cause” – as elaborated in philosophy
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within the “school of Sophists”\textsuperscript{203} - , which SOMETIMES and in cases may result in something we in the Trump-era to 2020 were confronted with, which is with new name “fake reality” – which in ASIAN philosophies might be called better “ILLUSION”, especially the “illusion of Samsara and Maya” – opposing however nearly everything the Aristotelian approach once was aimed to!

Well, now we may proceed to the UGLY: Life and COSMOS are NO REASONING nor ARGUING of lawyers and other intelligent folks to convince or manipulate others. And IF so, we suddenly may recognize some sort of REASON, WHY I in this essay concentrated SO MUCH on DEATHTOLL numbers! We may say: WHATEVER they are debating, WHATEVER they are TALKING, WHATEVER the public audience may have become overwhelmed with or made drunk by words, COUNTING the DEAD might be come near the FUNCTION OF A FILTER, to get BEYOND just EXCHANGE of ARGUMENTS, which may be beyond possibilities for checking. It however may be noteworthy, that this is coming near not my personal nor any modern idea but the “Hippocratic Oath”\textsuperscript{204} or PRINCIPLE of “primum non nocere”\textsuperscript{205} (add: “secundum cavere, tertium sanare”), which Latin version would translate to something similar to: “If you don’t have CERTAIN KNOWLEDGE not knowing TRUE CAUSES, you NEVERTHELESS may proceed to ACT an the principle, that your acting and doing would NOT HURT and especially NOT VIOLATE the health and life of humans.”

Behind which we see something, what in discussions so far was missing in all the forthcoming by the Brzezinski folks arguing for “technotronic elites”, which is THE COMMON ANTIQUE RESERVATION, that LIFE IS HOLY – but NOT as set by just HUMANS but as part of the COMMANDMENTS OF THE OLD GODS, teaching humans, what humans did not come up with by themselves!

With these very few more theoretical remarks, we would be able to QUALIFY all the TODAY CAREFREE talking about LIFE and DEATH of HUMANS in the MILLIONS, we all got far too much accustomed to since all the mass-slaughter of the 19\textsuperscript{th} and 20\textsuperscript{th} century! THERE ARE LIMITS and BORDERS set by the OLD GODS, which perhaps better should be respected, even if this felt somehow “unreasonable” by TODAY actors and protagonists claiming descendence from OLD HALF-GODS, like the Rockefeller and their claimed ancestor NIMROD, as in footnotes of this essay taken from Farrell, Babylon Banksters.

And thus we may find some sort of CONSOLATION, that it MIGHT be, that all the TODAY HALF-GODS of elites whatever, claiming superiority whatever, ONE DAY may meet someone ABOVE them, someone from SPACE, SUBJUGATING them by FORCE or CALLING them to ACCOUNTABILITY!

Might be a strange idea: Hitler, Stalin, Mao and all the other Half-Gods of today might have DEEP WITHIN a GREAT FEAR! Well, to avert too much burden from the audience, I may be

\textsuperscript{205} See “Primum non nocere” (secundum cavere, tertium sanare) in Wikipedia DE URL https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Primum_non_nocere
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excused, to skip here some more severe consequences from the common Asian teaching on good and bad KARMA nor its Christian parallel condensed to the “Golden Rule” \(^\text{206}\)

(I may hint here in very short, that it is possible, to have some LINK between “primum non nocere” and the “Golden Rule”. \(^\text{207}\))

---xxx---

After these preparations we now may approach the STRANGENESS, that all those VERY CRITICAL folks exaggerating themselves with “Farmers’ suicides in India” in linking those sad events with one single company of “Monsanto” \(^\text{208}\) in the end will meet with the QUITE OPPOSITE STANDPOINT, that those “Farmers’ suicides in India” have only very little to do with Monsanto, but may be more correctly taken as some sort of “bad habit” or “standard behavior” among especially “farmers in India, as “somehow” from “history reasons” - or whatever else!

This however I in MY understandings will contrast with the strange idea, that whatever possible or impossible reasons are CLAIMED, those DEATHTOLL numbers among Indian


\(^\text{208}\) So Monsanto became known for DDT, PCBs, Dioxins (as byproducts), Glyphosat/Roundup and Agent Orange, it should be self evident, that there are OTHER companies not that well known publicly, which OF COURSE are engaged in PROBLEMATICAL productions of problematical chemicals as well. I in very short may hint here, that Boehringer Ingelheim once has been disputed, because it delivered some of the basic components for Monsanto’s “Agent Orange”, to have just one example! See: Boehringer Ingelheim in Wikipedia DE URL https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Boehringer_Ingelheim – within that Wiki see chapter “Negative Wahrnehmung” with subchapter “Lieferung von Grundstoffen für Agent Orange”, subchapter “Dioxin im Werk Moorfleet”, subchapter “Patentstreit für AIDS-Medikament in Indien”
farmers – plus the numbers of very desperate cotton farmers in West Africa applying similar Monsanto-methods – should be REDUCED by whatever seems reasonable, such as for instance certain “Governmental aid-schemes” in FINANCING and IMPROVEMENT OF WATER SUPPLY – especially for DROUGHT conditions (which indeed in meantime seem under way)! We may even go as far as to calculate in a childlike manner, that it might not sum up really, if we choose WATER-HUNGRY crops to be cultivated of all places in SEMI-DESERT climate zones, where there is water ALWAYS in short supply! If we read of COTTON OVERPRODUCTION in the U.S., in Australia, in Roumania (sic!) in the Kyzilkum-desert we furtheron very well might start to wonder, where the PLANERS and MANAGERS of those cotton-enterprises might have got their education in geography from!

With these pious remarks on the backburner, we now may just read and ventilate the following relatively SHORT chapter on “Farmers’ suicides in India” from a Wiki EN and Wiki DE on “Monsanto”, which afterwards readers may compare themselves with two separate essays in Wikipedia EN on the subject to especially “farmers’ suicides” with “general suicide pattern in India” – to which I added very few other selected sources collected from internet and certainly NOT exhaustive on the subject.

START chapter “Farmers’ suicides in India”, from Wiki EN on “Monsanto”

>> In the late 1990s and early 2000s, public attention was drawn to suicides by indebted farmers following crop failures.[181] For example, in the early 2000s, farmers in Andhra Pradesh (AP) were in economic crisis due to high-interest rates and crop failures, leading to widespread unrest and farmer suicides. [182] Monsanto was one focus of protests with respect to the price and yields of Bt seed. In 2005, the Genetic Engineering Approval Committee, the Indian regulatory authority, released a study on field tests of certain Bt cotton strains in AP and ruled that Monsanto could not market those strains in AP because of poor yields. [183] At about the same time, the state agriculture minister barred the company from selling Bt cotton seed, because Monsanto refused a request by the state government to provide pay about Rs 4.5 crore (about one million US$) to indebted farmers in some districts, and because the government blamed Monsanto's seeds for crop failures. [184] The order was later lifted.


211 “Monsanto”, chapter “legal affairs”, subchapter “in India” in Wikipedia EN URL https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Monsanto#India
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In 2006, AP tried to convince Monsanto to reduce the price of Bt seeds. Unsatisfied, the state filed several cases against Monsanto and its Mumbai-based licensee, Maharashtra Hybrid Seeds.[185] Research by International Food Policy Research Institute found no evidence supporting an increased suicide rate following the introduction of Bt cotton and that Bt cotton.[186][187] The report stated that farmer suicides predated commercial introduction in 2002 (and unofficial introduction in 2001) and that such suicides had made up a fairly constant portion of the overall national suicide rate since 1997. [187][188] The report concluded that while Bt cotton may have been a factor in specific suicides, the contribution was likely marginal compared to socio-economic factors. [187][188] As of 2009, Bt cotton was planted in 87% of Indian cotton-growing land.[189]

Critics including Vandana Shiva said that the crop failures could “often be traced to” Monsanto’s Bt cotton, that the seeds increased farmer indebtedness and argued that Monsanto misrepresented the profitability of their Bt Cotton, causing losses leading to debt.[181][190][191][192] In 2009, Shiva wrote that Indian farmers who had previously spent as little as ₹7 (rupees) per kilogram were now paying up to ₹17,000 per kilo per year for Bt cotton.[193]

In 2012 the Indian Council of Agricultural Research (ICAR) and the Central Cotton Research Institute (CCRI) stated that for the first time farmer suicides could be linked to a decline in the performance of Bt cotton, and advised, “cotton farmers are in a deep crisis since shifting to Bt cotton. The spate of farmer suicides in 2011–12 has been particularly severe among Bt cotton farmers.”[194]

In 2004, in response to an order from the Bombay High Court the Tata Institute produced a report on farmer suicides in Maharashtra in 2005.[195][196] The survey cited “government apathy, the absence of a safety net for farmers, and lack of access to information related to agriculture as the chief causes for the desperate condition of farmers in the state.”[195]

Various studies identified the important factors as insufficient or risky credit systems, the difficulty of farming semi-arid regions, poor agricultural income, absence of alternative income opportunities, a downturn in the urban economy which forced non-farmers into farming and the absence of suitable counseling services.[188][197][198] ICAR and CCRI stated that the cost of cotton cultivation had jumped as a consequence of rising pesticide costs, while total Bt cotton production in the five years from 2007 to 2012 had declined.[194]

END chapter “Farmers’ suicides in India”, from Wiki EN on “Monsanto”

---XXX---

START of German Wikipedia on “Farmers’ suicides in India”

>> Bt-Baumwolle und Suizide in Indien


---XXX---


END of German Wikipedia on “Farmers’ suicides in India”

---xxx---

So it is not the main focus of this essay, we may consider it not our duty, to resolve the STRANGE sounding controversy, what may be REALLY behind the keyword of “Farmers’ suicide in India”, except that we so far seem to have understood, that there are some folks out there not shying away from really BOLD methods in business. It may be however added from other source a hint, that it seems, that suicide committed with help of PESTICIDES may be a worldwide phenomenon causing at around 300.000 – 400.000 dead per annum – which however is NO statement on TRIGGERING CAUSES of such suicides!

---xxx---

As next we might confront something even more dangerous, which is a SPECIAL type of damage to the environment not only AROUND Monsanto facilities and plants - as for instance the case of the 20.000 inhabitants of Anniston/Alabama city and/or the case of the small city of Times Beach (with 2.4000 inhabitants) , which was given in the 1980ties up completely, because it had became INHABITABLE , not to mention the exploded Monsanto plant somewhere in Texas with 500 or so dead! - , but the “pesticide-illness” and “pesticide poisoning” impact by only few chemicals – DDT, DIOXINES (mainly as byproducts as for
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instance in “Agent Orange” of the Vietnam war), PCBs and Glyphosate/Roundup on ENTIRE POPULATIONS. We really wonder, what might be behind the fact, that some of those known dangerous chemicals are BANNED in the U.S., Canada and the European Communities – but free for use in ESPECIALLY so-called “underdeveloped countries”, which observation would lead to heavy discussion of “double standards” applied.
I however could not find SUFFICIENT STATISTICS and so-called “reliable numbers”.
Well, we have newly a QUANTIFICATION process in VIETNAM, where it is reported the setup of a HELP-SCHEME for approx. 200.000 DIOXIN-poisoned people in 2020, which says but nothing about the TOTAL of sub-lethal affected dioxin-poisoned people over there.
We however CAUTIOUSLY may search for CONFIRMATION, that in some provinces of Argentine, Paraguay, Peru and Brazil and in some countries of Central America “the percentage of “sub-lethal pesticide-contaminated” people MAY be as high as 20-25% of the TOTAL POPULATION – which probably would, if occurring in Europa or the U.S., be followed by heavy social unrest!

---xxx---

So we are just at it in the moment, I may add here the STRANGE info, that in GERMANY it is estimated, that up to 50% of the agro-production of agro-industry end up in the waste., which is similar in all Western European main player countries.\textsuperscript{219} They indeed have in meantime invented a new activity, which is called „containern“\textsuperscript{220} - sometimes called „waste diving“ -, meaning that people „rescue“ good products from the waste of great market-places.
What is indicated by this STRANGE and DISTURBING info? Well, we seem to learn, that 50% of today agro-products from European agro-industries ARE SUPERFLUENT, NOT NEEDED – at least NOT for the conventional reason, that food should feed people in main place! – and IF not needed as FOOD, then with necessity produced FOR ANOTHER REASON, which Might be – I am not really certain! - to have the market for Agro-MACHINES and Agro-chemicals not to CRASH and CONTINUE BUSINESS.
Which we would count as IMPORTANT ARGUMENT regarding „technotronic elites“, that they not only can be contradicted, but that they engage in OCCUPATION AGAINST REASON - sometimes!

You see, this is an important finding of this essay: THEY are doing within “technotronic elites” quite a lot of VERY complicated things with rather dangerous effects not counting really – and SIMPLY OVERLOOK, that the EFFORT in case of Monsanto-type chemicals is NEAR TO SENSELESS without any REASONABLE SUBSTANCE, because, what is produced with such methods, in the end in industrialized countries will end up in the WASTE.
To which may be added, that CONFLICTS around OIL and GAS similar seem superfluent, because in last decennia were explored HUGE NEW OIL RESERVES, so that a cup of oil should not be more expensive than a cup of water, REALLY!
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Somewhat PARADOX: There is in the RICH countries TOO MUCH FOOD and there is OIL and GAS for EVERYBODY in abundance and enough for centuries.

THEY ARE DOING and CONFLICTING – but WITHOUT TRUE REASONS and therefore to NO AVAL.

It really is felt STRANGE in my understandings, that all those VERY intelligent contributors to the International DEBATING CLUBS of today should have had ESCAPED such MISSING OF REAL SUBSTANCE in CORE FIELDS of actual concerns!?

NOR can I believe rumors, that Monsanto production methods in cases even in the U.S. seem, not to function really any longer – but are not changed, IF SO!

Well, IF we are at it, I may add from another blog-writing, the VERY INTELLIGENT things, they from “elites with superior know how” REALLY are doing in agro-industries, which is:

- There actual in developed countries is NO pigsty and NO cowshed that would “function” without input of DOPING under veterinarian supervision, including heavy use of tranquilizers and antibiotics, which latter better should be restricted for medication of humans for known reasons.
- Actual milk cows are in “re-education”, meaning that BORN VEGETARIANS are forced to take in animal food as for instance from fish-meal (Fischmehl), not to speak of input of growth hormones in milk-production from cows. It even seems, that Canadian “Holstein-cows” have been “technically changed” in such ways, that they would not be able to take in enough energy by just sending them to the grass-pasture. Meaning the following: If we have in India an average of 2000-5000 kg per cow in milk, the Canadian “turbo-cow” is expected to bring 11000-15000 kg – which is BEYOND THE POSSIBILITIES OF MOTHER NATURE BY SYSTEM!²²¹
- As for instance in Germany we have LEGAL REGULATIONS FORCING the farmers to take in SEWAGE SLUDGE CONTAINING HEAVY METALS (schwermetallhaltige Klärschlämme), to which is added pig manure - liquid and as artificial compost - (Schweinegülle - flüssig und als künstlicher Kompost) which results in such an OVERLOAD, that we have not only a NITRATE-problem in German soil, but a nitrate over-saturation affecting in meantime the groundwater-reserves, which awakened the European Communities, setting Germany under legal punishment for that!

THEY from industries and big business call it “superior know how” applicable (normally!) ONLY by “special trained ELITES! (sic!) , others argued, that it seems that such the NATURAL BARRIERS OF THE NATURAL IMMUNE SYSTEM in cows and swines has been damaged and affected, so to prepare the spreading conditions for so far UNKNOWN new diseases and animal- pandemic, such as for instance BSE (Rinderwahnsinn, mad cow disease) and swine-flu (Schweinegrippe).

What has been shown so far, might be summarized to the following, , that we have a GAP between CLAIMS by and DESCRIPTIONS of the “technotronic elites” applying “superior scientific know how”, putting them OUTSIDE any NORMAL LEGAL RESPONSIBILITIES as
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stated within our core-quotation of Brzezinski from the start of this essay – but MISSING any SIGN to REPAIR damage and CHANGE DIRECTION of dangerous operations, so that we may go as far as to CHANGE THE QUALIFICATION of our Brzezinski core-quotation: This is NO “real analysis” but Brzezinski is reporting the SETUP of an AGENDA with NO INTENT to FIT IN INTO NORMAL REGULATIONS FOR NORMAL HUMANS.

Before getting exaggerated as is done in all these “guided revolutions” of today, set up by those in power themselves, I may hint to the following, which I just seem to have learned in meeting recently with MILAREPA one of the really (tantric) great yogis of Tibetan history, who started as ill-humored criminal and black magician. MILAREPA was NOT changed by legal authorities or anything else coming from OUTSIDE! It seems, as a commentator from India in youtube put the words, as if HE COULD NOT CONTINUE, because his ACTIONS triggered the start of a PROCESS WITHIN, because some “fundamental structure” of the DHARMIC UNIVERSE was ill affected by such gigantic PSYCHOPATHIC actions!

The question however may be, that nobody knows HOW MANY “changing Milarepas” this planet can bear and tolerate – before exploding!

---xxx---

17. RESUMEE

At the end of this essay, we may recall, what we DID and – may be - have accomplished:

We isolated a short STATEMENT coming as TEXT and then started to PROBE that text by seeking for OTHER TEXTS to SURROUND such “problematical FELT” at first only statement with those OTHER TEXTS forming sometimes EXCURSIONS, for to try to finally have some sort of lists with PROS and CONS, in the HOPE, such to better become able to MAKE UP OUR MINDS, if not to prepare for DECISION MAKING, that may or may not lead to PROPOSALS for ACTING.

This is so much CONVENTIONAL a procedure, that we must not deal here with the WEAKNESSES and the PROFITS being immanent by chosen method in more detail.

But as conventional our METHODICAL APPROACH may be, we in the process of research and sighting were SURPRISED and even SHOCKED by what we found out!

Whatever the MERITS of “technotronic elites” may be, it seems, that it could not excluded, that those “EXEMPT from law by SUPERIOR scientific know how” elites of Brzezinski geopolitics seem to have missed some DEADLY CONSEQUENCES of all their CLAIMED “scientifically progressive actions”, summing up to REMARKABLE HIGH DEATHTOLL in ABSOLUTE NUMBERS, but those numbers not great enough for anything like BRINGING DOWN THE NUMBERS of TOTAL POPULATION of this planet, even not really being sufficient, to meet the demands of Bill Gates proposals, for to “cut short the INCREASE of population”, say by 10-
15%, so that the GROWTH of TOTAL planetary human population from 6 billion to 9 billion may be “flattened LITTLE bit”.

To put it with other words: It MAY BE and it SEEMS, that whatever the NUMBERS actually are, the DEATH TOLL is never near to TOTALLY EXTINCTION, but near to some sort of “harvesting”, or “skimming”, similar to similar to “skimming cream from milk” (German: Sahne abschöpfen). It however would be okay, if normal readers may become shocked, if they are kindly informed, that the earthquake of Tangshan 1976 was a side-effect from manmade “crossing interference”, which would be by far more easier to bear an information, if there were not reported approx. 600.000 dead plus more than 600.000 injured in just ONE SHORT INCIDENT! But the argument as such would be correct: Even if the city of Tangshan was hit with 50% demolition and loss of lives, this of course can not count as “GENOCIDAL action” against an entire nation ...

It however may not be excluded, that the NUMBER of PARTIAL HUMAN POPULATIONS affected by POISONING production methods may be in cases 20-25%, which would mean TENDING to “genocidal side-effects”, at least in “partial sub-sectors”.

Such STRANGE – and VERY “progressive! - EFFECTS, just skipped normally in sources perhaps as “tittytainment” of Brzezinski type? - after reading George Orwell’s “1984” and Aldous Huxley’s “Brave new world” and the books of Gordon Rattray Taylor cannot surprise really, because those writers have elaborated and projected an OVERALL TENDENCY within our “scientific technological progress” more or less CORRECTLY, namely that it may turn out to tend to “killing not really softly”, but - may be - with some smell of “self-murder” – which “self-destructive touch” we however normally would seek in the departments of mental illness, say as some sort of extreme and fatal “self-reflexivity”, in which “progress is annihilating progress from within”!

During research we found additional some hints, that the ORGANIZATION and MANAGEMENT of such progress ignited by “technotronic elites” may be problematical from the roots, namely that such “technotronic elites” are nested within PRIVATE COMPANIES and OLIGARCH FINANCIAL COMPLEXES, which is: OUTSIDE ANY “conventional” “checks and balances” for to have proper CONTROL by STATE and GOVERNMENT, at least if such aimed to FUNCTIONS of ORDER and JUSTICE and therefor LAW.
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We from Continental European experience with the great dictatorships of the 20th century immediately would be now on ALARM, if finding something “outside control, order and law” – which but may be somewhat an OLD FASHIONED reaction, because we today HAVE such STRANGE things, like “deep state”, “black budgets” and “shadow governments”, which of course especially are OPEN to different type of INFRINGEMENT, even infiltration by not favorable “space-people” not excluded automatically!

We with Continental European learning socialization DEEPLY are SHOCKED, if DISCLOSING a PATTERN of a ZONE of 8000 km WAR DEVASTATION AND POVERTY in, what I called, the “Islamic belt” from Maroc to Afghanistan – which may be INDICATIVE for what they from “technotronic elites” REALLY are plotting for AFRICA to come, for which was setup in 2007 the new US-AFRICOM Headquarters in Stuttgart/Germany, to make the “round of strategic players” there more complete, in which we find France, the European Union, China and, may be, India (which is engaged already at the “Horn of Africa” offshore Somalia and Eritrea with maritime forces against so-called “pirates of the sea”).

---xxx---

We could additionally hint to the strange thing, that PROGRESSIVE TODAY TYPE OF SCIENCE seems to have touched the BASIC FUNDAMENTS OF biological LIFE and of PHYSICS, leading to BIOLOGICAL DEGENERATION AND PHYSICAL DESINTEGRATION. This VERY EARNEST PROBLEM may become more evident, if adding to research lecture authors Klaus Piontzik and Fosar/Bludorf. In very short: If we take the SCHUMANN-frequencies as a BASIC SET of EIGEN-FREQUENCIES of the PLANET, influenced by and depending on diverse SUN-activities, these eigen-frequencies are BASIC TO ALL LIFE on this planet, BECAUSE they deliver some sort of SPECIFIC WATERMARK IMPRINT on all life of this planet, EXCLUDING that such frequency-defined life CAN EXIST in OTHER SET OF EIGEN-FREQUENCIES, at least NOT LONGTERM. This topic however need FURTHER STUDY and cannot explained fully enough in this essay focused on a more GENERAL overview! If it must be added: I personally tend to take author Piontzik seriously, because of MATHEMATICS applied!

---xxx---

So that we must not end with such a SAD result of SEVERE and EARNEST concerns, I added a chapter “outlook”, in which we will meet with some fundamental stuff, Brzezinski and his colleagues from “geopolitics” are just skipping, if not missing by POOR INTENT – or omitting by some SINISTER INTENT!

---
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As said at end of last chapter: WE RESIST the SEDUCTION by which lots of well-meaning people today have been captured, to engage in “changing activities”, because, as seems within the story of the Tibetan master-yogi MILAREPA, CHANGE CANNOT BE TRIGGERED OTHER THAN FROM WITHIN and that ESPECIALLY VIOLATION OF DHARMA and COSMIC ORDER CANNOT OTHER THAN TO PROVOKE CHANGE.

But IF so, why to have this essay elaborated?

Because homework and training are necessary?! Because we had to learn to distinguish between what they SAY and CLAIM and what they DO! Because we all needed some sort of UPDATE, to get closer to recognition of STATE OF ART!

---xxx---

GEOPOLITICS and WORLD-PLANS of technotronic elites seem to be REALLY targeted to:
- white supremacy racism,
- killing colored people,
- producing a DEVASTATION ZONE of 8000 kilometers in the ISLAMIC BELT,
- collaboration with SELECTED ALLIES from SPACE PEOPLE in exchange for SUPERIOR TECHNOLOGY,
- threatening the PLANET by WILLFUL earthquakes (that may provoke unforeseen vulcanism) and WEATHER control (backfiring on „mental level“ of entire populations, even among animals and plants).

THUS it may turn out, that especially the essay “Brzezinski, Zbigniew: Between two Ages. America’s Role in the Technetronic Era ; New York: The Viking Press 1970” may be used or misused as some sort of BLUEPRINT FOR THE DEVIL, for to develop a SCREENPLAY leading to some sort of SUPER-DICTATORSHIP, in which Amazon’s „alexa“ spysystem, “google speak” and web-cam software are NEEDED to give THOSE IN SUPERPOWER knowledge about the ongoings in human bedrooms!

On the other hand we cannot be sure absolutely, whether Brzezinski is MISLEADING people, so that they might not easily recognize, what might be possible threads IF – stress on “IF”! - PERHAPS dealing with “superior space-people outside human control”, which in very short may be listed here:
– REDUCTION AND CONTROL OF NUMBERS OF HUMAN RACE,
– SACRIFICE AND FOOD FOR SOME SPECIAL NON-HUMANS,
– DEPOPULATION of great geographical aerea AND CONCENTRATION of HUMAN RACE in REARRANGING HER DISTRIBUTION on this planet EARTH (as for instance in new Megacities).
– NOT DISCUSSED has been the possibility, that CHANGING IN ENVIRONMENT AND CLIMATE may or may not make necessary to INTERFERE SOMEHOW with HUMAN RACE GENOM to ADOPT BETTER TO NEW ENVIRONMENTAL CHANGES., which are or are not prepared for Non-Human settlements on surface of Earth.
I may add the CAVEAT, this is only ONE voice in the TURMOIL of voices dealing with FUTURE, because ALL we humans would like to know, HOW a BETTER LIFE on this planet and its prospected “space-colonies” may be possible or impossible, if not endangered. And NO, there never has been a “good old time”, in which “everything has been better” – except in human IMAGINATION. HUMAN life on this planet at least in some thousands of years has been full of hardships – if not slavery under OLD Gods, even was faced with consequences from natural disasters, which only recently in history writing have been recognized, such as for instance the influence of CERTAIN “great outbreaks” of CERTAIN volcanos, as for instance the outbreak of TAMBORE/Indonesia 1812, Hekla/Island 1846, Krakatau/Indonesia 1883, to which may or may not be added the outbreak of Pinatubo/Phillipines 1991.

To make it pretty clear here: I myself are NOT FINISHED with LEARNING and just this morning after sudden UPDATE had to CHANGE one of my most liked assumptions, so that I DON’T know. And we really should become VERY SKEPTICAL if there is ANYONE, claiming, that he or she WITH all necessary CERTAINTY can tell the final destination of this planet.

Open brackets: It is felt strange, that lots of contributors are convinced only of their own ideas and missing the quite trivial thing, that among humans normally is DEBATE, ESPECIALLY when it comes to “FINAL DESTINATIONS OF MANKIND”. Dare we say, that the OUTLOOK for “FINAL OUTCOMES” within Brzezinski, Kissinger, Rockefeller and Gates proposals and scenarios may fall short the expectations of ANY nation with certain memories from their AUTOCHTON religious traditions!? Close Brackets!

You see, we humans normally take not even into our so much clever calculations, that this planet is home to OTHER LIFEFORMS as well, which ALL follow the path of development, which was somehow injected into them! Or where has the thought been thought, that it may be, that one day, humans may be ACCUSED in a “court of space civilization” of DESTROYING the existence of those other lifeforms, say by plastic-waste in the oceans, say killing with rests of defect fishing-equipment in use today. In front of such “court of space civilization”, what they from “technotronic elites” are doing on SHARKS and DOLPHINS may be called MASSACRE and even SENSELESS MASSACRE – even out of THOUGHTLESSNESS!

So in ALL MODESTY: I myself can ask as weak human QUESTIONS only. Which questions?
For instance these questions:
Should we follow anybody committing heavy crime, including massmurder on humans?
Should we follow anybody, who is not such free, that he openly can declare, WHICH EXACTLY are their ALLIES?
Should we follow anybody, engaging this planet in SPACE-BATTLES and SPACE-WARS on the behalf of an – so far - UNSEEN „alley from the stars“?
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Would there be ANYBODY finally AGREEING, to the installation of a never seen before “scientific-technically” TOTAL DICTATORSHIP – and be it out of just, what SEEMS to come near some sort of QUESTIONABLE - at least claimed - “convenience”? 

I may at this point remember Sokrates, who asked, what his “Daimonion” might be really, used to answer, that the “Daimonion” COULD NOT TELL HIM, WHICH COURSE OF ACTION TO CHOOSE, BUT ALWAYS INTERFERED HINDERING HIM, IF TEMPTED TO PERNICIOUS WAYS, that better should be avoided!

So in the end of the end, we might not get further, than to express our displeasure, if we find, that those GEOPOLITICIANS as backed by so much clever ELITES of whatever psychotic or non-psychotic sort, just are CONFRONTING us with their AGENDA, as if the “egg of Columbus”! Those Brzezinski folks may have a HARD CHECK WITH REALITY, if recognizing, that their CONCEPT of “full spectrum dominance” is a THEORY only and in the end may turn out near a “holey Swiss cheese” (German: löchriger Schweizer Käse) – which however would not imply automatically, that this consideration may come in time, to prevent half the planet to be destroyed just because of PROUD UNAWARENESS, which we might consider the sister of STUPIDITY!

AFTER this shock of self-knowledge, we may suddenly remember, what in Brzezinski and Kissinger and some others is MISSING, is just skipped, which is namely ALL THAT, that POSSIBLY can OPPOSE the Brzezinski elites!

Which in a certain sense would count as just NORMAL: EVERYBODY of us is seeking and selecting, what will support his views – not what might spoil the picture! So we NEED TRAINING, to do just that, which is, to QUESTION OUR OWN selection from arguments, WHETHER THEY MIGHT STAY VALID if CHECKED and PROBED!

So we better do NOT SKIP lightheartedly Christian, Muslims, Hindu, Japanese and Chinese traditions on OWN VERY OLD ALLIES in the worlds of HEAVENLY GODS and “non-physical spirits” and their own, RELIGIOUS and TRADITIONAL connections to the skies, that PROTECT mankind and -so far – did NOT EXTERMINATE her.

This argument we need perhaps in slightly other words: If we have all the NEW EVIDENCE of MASSIVE ACTIVITIES around our SUN delivered by the SOHO-space-telescope of NASA and other subsequent following SUN-projects, it might turn out, that it is just the other way round, that to give HUMANS on this planet a DIDACTICALLY SHOCK it might be sufficient, to WITHDRAW A LITTLE BIT, the PROTECTIVE SHIELD from planet Earth temporarily!

Or put slightly other again:
If WEAK mankind has somehow SURVIVED Hitlerism, Stalinism and Maoism, the planet probably will engage in the NEXT GREAT BATTLE to overthrow U.S. based TECHNOCRACY of technotronic elites, as conceptualized by actual US-lead RATHER SMALL ELITES of perhaps not more than 100.000 scientific people worldwide – which would signify a tremendous increase since the times of Einstein, who entertained a worldwide company of perhaps 200 colleagues only!
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It is not our subject here, but we today HAVE “scientific SECTS” and we today have examples, that dangers coming from that direction indeed had been counteracted on – partly the very hard way!

Well, with the permission of the audience I may cut short here a LIST WITH EXAMPLES from history of this planet, which would CONTRAST, if not contradict Brzezinski, Kissinger and similar folks in other nations! Such LIST OF EXAMPLES from history might trigger a process of DESILLUSION.

To have a DIDACTICALLY SHOCK here, I may recollect even from the nearly turned to “teethless paper-tiger” CHRISTIAN teachings, what really WOULD oppose those TODAY CLAIMED ELITES – as for instance:
Followers of Jesus Christ MUST NOT reject ANY people
- because of the color of their skin (don’t tell that all the white racists in the U.S. nor in South-Africa!),
- because of their NATIONALITY nor SOCIAL STATUS,
- because of their GENETICS.
Followers of Jesus Christ are „no slaves of anybody“ nor „powerless oppressed entities to a DESPOT or DICTATOR or TYRANT“, but entitled with the RIGHT to INHERIT a special PARTICIPATION with the DIVINE JESUS CHRIST.

If I am allowed to add here: In a scientific sense it is rather UNPRECISE, to use the term “WHITE SKIN“, because it is NOT REALLY the COLOR WHITE, but a MENTAL CONSTRUCT for DEFINITION OF GROUP-COHERENCE, so that we one day perhaps will prefer, to speak of “bright versus dark” tempered skins, indicating not GENERAL TERMS like “race”, which is a MENTAL CONSTRUCT again, but reflecting the BIOLOGICAL fact of “families” and “tribes”, which are BASIC to ALL humans – NOT EXCLUDING ANYBODY from the GREAT HUMAN FAMILY, which in MEGALITHIC TIMES of Matriarchate once was considered ONE FAMILY ONLY – which seems to be backed by NEW RESEARCH from GENETICS, where we seem to have have ONE EVE-tribemother and only 4 – 7 other MAIN tribe-mothers, which all has to do with the MITOCHONDRIAL genetics inherited only from females and NOT by the MALE genetics of the Y-Chromosome!

So in the end of the end we have elaborated a CLEAR ALTERNATIVE, to CHOOSE from:

Do we intend to follow the EXAMPLE of the MEGALITHIC times, which had a GLOBAL CULTURE, mainly proceeding PEACEFULLY and in RELATIVE prosperity WITHOUT FAMINE?

OR would anybody prefer, what is MISSING in all those today offered trials of think-tanks, which are the pictures from TODAY IRAK, where people have their WAR AFTERMATH STONEAGE already, without proper water supply, without proper electricity for the people, without proper housing – and NO INTENT whatever and wherever, to change that to better!

To get finished here:
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If we manage to stay SOBER reading all this terrible interesting new stuff of the Geopoliticians and their new science and weaponry, we suddenly may recognize, that we had VALID ALTERNATIVES from ANTIQUITY all the time – be they from India, from China, from the OLD-type Christianity – to delve into to start further studies to continue, what is unchanged the core of KALOKAGATHIA, which is, to PROTECT DHARMA and KOSMOS – and not to engage in MANMADE KATAKLYSMOS provoking as answering reaction APOCALYPSE!

If this perhaps overdone little bit, we at least perhaps may agree some day far ahead in an “more enlightened future” whatever, that SPYING on peoples’ bedrooms might turn out, to have NOTHING to do with PROGRESS whatever, but on the contrary more correctly may be called “regression into infantilism of puberty”, with which NOBODY ever will succeed, to MASTER “future of mankind” WHATEVER.

Well, “alexa”-technology spying in bedrooms: Where, please, is the great difference to Nicu Ceaușescu, chief of „Securitate“ and son of Nicolae Ceaușescu, watching in his private cinema sex-films hours and hours?

---xxx---

Such we by now would have reached the originally intended END of this essay.

However, deep within me remained a rumor, that something in the very attitude of those geopoliticians and claimed elites around Brzezinski, Kissinger and few others, should not be left unchallenged. This my “feeling” perhaps may be verbalized by a phrase used recently by Greta Thunberg, if I remember correctly, in her speech delivered in the forum of the United Nations on behalf of her movement “Fridays for Future”, which was: “HOW DARE THEY…”

Indeed: HOW DARE all these so much clever “world analysts”, to flatten their audience with MONSTROSITIES showing a BRUTALITY beyond anything we thought, we got used to?! If TRUE, that the tsunami and earthquake of Indonesia, 2004, really were MANMADE by “technotronic elites” feeling FREE of any moral obligations, to send in one night 200.000-300.000 people to sudden death: WHERE IS THE OUTCRY?

Please, WHERE IS THE OUTCRY of all those “well informed” JOURNALISTS, so much experienced in all that “investigative” stuff?

If WHO and Gates-Foundations are in malpractice to under pretend of vaccination FAKE black women in Africa into UNWANTED contraception: WHERE IS THE OUTCRY?

We can make it short here: THERE ARE NO OUTCRIES!

We instead are supposed, to follow outline-presentations in type of coldblooded “university-lectures” on “strategies” and “thinktank-games” dealing with methods, to take mankind hostage for BIG BUSINESS only!

Mulling all this INCREDIBLE stuff over and over, it became more and more obvious to me, HOW MUCH is MISSING in Brzezinski proposals and Kissinger geostrategies.
I started THINKING and RE-THINKING again – and suddenly recognized, that “FULL SPECTRUM DOMINANCE” by its very nature CANNOT become COMPATIBLE with ANYTHING “people by themselves would have agreed to FREELY”- IF the United States the best thinkable thing with most merits for the people, WHY should there be a need for DOMINANCE?

Or at least: Are Confucius / Master Wong, Saraswati or Krishna, Buddha and Jesus Christ preaching DOMINANCE? Such I decided, that we should have after the tea an outlook!

---xxx---

18. Outlook

At the end of this essay, that never was planned to touch such heavy stuff, we met with on our way, we may feel little bit drunk by all the wonderful things, the Orwell-1984-people and the Brzezinski “technotronic elites” today can accomplish, so that I thought it over, how we can reestablish the socalled “critical distance” so not to get wrapped up too much by just one author, even if such author representing and condensing some major line of actual thinking on top-level subjects, such as for instance “geopolitics”.

And suddenly I remembered, that “geopolitics as such” is a NEW WORD of our times traced back normally to Halford MacInder and/or former Reichswehr-General of First World War Karl Haushofer, who via his Doctor-student Rudolf Hess with some probability was in the process of Hitler writing his “Mein Kampf”, - that but the SUBJECT itself is NOTHING NEW at all, because GLOBAL PLAYERS with interests covering huge parts of the globe are no invention of our times.

We may think here especially on Emperor Karl V. , who reigned on both sides of the Atlantic in Central Europe and in South- and Central-America or on Emperor Ashoka, who united nearly the entire of the half-continent of India under Buddhist rule, or on the Hellenistic Kingdoms following the death of Alexander, the Great, not to mention the Empire of the CHOLA dynasty that started in Tanjur / Tanjore in the very South of India, but eventually waged war against the regents of what today is Malaysia and the islands of JAVA and Borneo, approximately 3000-4000 kilometers far away! We may even remember in this context, that China was first time united in 3rd century BEFORE Christ, Qui Shihuangdi reigning 247-210 BC. And we may not forget here the MONGOL EMPIRES of Genghis Khan and Kublai Khan.
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Open brackets: In those EXAMPLES from ANTIQUITY, there is as some DECISIVE factor in ANY attempt for “foundation of great empires”, that this cannot be accomplished by HUMAN ACTION solely, but would DEMAND, what may be called a “MANDATE OF HEAVEN”227, which latter in CHINA had to be REFRESHED every now and then, the Emperor in person making a pilgrimage to a certain temple on a certain holy mountain ... Close brackets!

---XXX---

Missing in this impressive list of forerunners and examples of what today is called with the neologism “geopolitics” was so far the ROMAN EMPIRE for a decisive reason: In a certain sense the ROMAN EMPIRE “exists” until today and the “last rest” of those Romans of old may be considered the today PAPACY in Rome, which is insofar remarkable, as the Papacy is not only holding the memories of the successors of the Antique Roman Empire, which are the Byzantine Empire and the Holy Roman Empire of German Nation, but has preserved a TRULY WORLD PERSPECTIVE not only under aspects of just WORLDLY POWER, but under aspects of SPIRITUAL “power” as well, putting the Papacy, whatever may be brought forward with regard to its today decline and weakness, in an exceptional position of holding the WEALTH OF HISTORICAL EXPERIENCE of nearly 3000 years, hardly to be found elsewhere – EXCEPT perhaps in the near to incredible long era of the Pharaonic Egyptian Kingdoms – which again in a “certain sense exist” until today, because the CHRISTIAN RELIGION228 as basic to the Papacy recently has been shown, if not proved, to incorporate NEARLY ALL THE BASIC CONCEPTS of the PHARAONIC EGYPTIAN RELIGION – even if this sounding incredible at first! (The COPTIC Christians of Egypt preserved even rests of the DEMOTIC language and writing system of “old Egypt” ...)

It is purely by good luck, that we today have an example, that this ROMAN PERSPECTIVE within WORLD ANALYSIS is LIVING, not dead or extinct nor erased, as may be shown by the speech delivered by Pope Benedict XVI in the German Parliament (Bundestag) during his visit to Germany in September 2011, which is rather a CONDENSED text, everybody for himself may do the proper analysis for.

Well: Brzezinski, Kissinger and “full spectrum dominance” against Pope Benedict XVI. exploring the DIVINE teachings of Jesus Christ: WHO WILL WIN? (Who CAN win?)

I may assume, that it really might become comforting, if we suddenly recognize, that within all this SHOCKING lectures on MONSTROSITIES on a DAILY BASIS, as Farrell somewhere puts the words, that there is SOMETHING else than just George Orwell, Aldous Huxley, Brzezinski, Kissinger, Rockefellers and Bill Gates! We may take this observation as CORE INSIGHT from this essay!
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We might not escape all those “technotronic elites” just being restricted normal folks ourselves excluded from access to “superior scientific know how” as at command for the “technotronic elites”. BUT there IS something else, than what they are DOING EVIL and CLAIMING only – at least if we listen to OTHER TEACHERS coming from QUITE other backgrounds and NOT entertaining in LINGUISTIC NONSENSE, as for instance the “Orwell double thinking”, in which “they” think, it would be possible to utter, that “war shall be called peace”. I repeat: Such utterance is BLOODY NONSENSE and in times of the Library of Alexandria never ever would have been accepted – even if nobody today would be able to STOP such nonsense it!

I personally may hint to an unforgettable autobiographical reminiscence to this speech of Pope Benedict XVI., which is the mention of young designed King Salomo asking GOD – his GOD – for guidance, but NOT in the ways of TODAY management methods, but ASKING GOD for to grant a KNOWING HEART, enabled to DISTINGUISH BETWEEN GOOD AND EVIL, which would be in the end between RIGHT OR WRONG.

We today hardly would believe, that we encountered in school such text from Old Testament of the Hebrew Bible somewhat aged 14 or so and at that time my personal reaction to this text was quite enthusiastic, that I would do, as King Salomo did.

In which anecdote we may see some sort of evidence for the old teaching what the OLD HISTORY WRITERS were aimed to, which was to GIVE EXEMPLA of RES GESTAE from DOINGS OF THE important HISTORICAL PROTAGONISTS, so that we may grew following and learning their ways – not the ways restricted to human banalities.

In all diplomatic politeness I may hint here, that it would be really difficult in my understandings, to reconcile this story of young King Salomo with style, flavor and content of Brzezinski and Kissinger writings.

Which again we might consider a strategical insight of this essay!

Even worse, if not disastrous may be considered the little word “LAW” within the title of this speech of Pope Benedict XVI. IF we have extracted from Brzezinski correctly, that he is granting “technotronic elites” EXEMPTION from LAW because of – claimed! - “superior scientific know how”, we perhaps eventually would start along the line of the ROMAN TRADITIONS to think it over, whether it would be MORE CORRECT, to state, that, IF SOMEONE would claim SUPERIOR KNOWLEDGE – and therefore AUTHORITY! - this would become visible by the fact, that such person would be MORE eager to follow the LAWS, under the supposition however of GERMAN – and Continental European - LAW PHILOSOPHY, that LAWS are some sort of CONDENSED RESULT from PHILOSOPHICAL PROBLEM-ANALYSIS!

In EXACTLY THIS SENSE, we find ESPECIALLY in the writings of New Testament, that it is STRESSED there, that JESUS CHRIST, the SON OF GOD – and therefore certainly someone, that would be eligible for Brzezinski’s “technotronic elites”? - was SUBDUE and OBEDEDIENT to the JEWISH LAW, which is such an ELABORATED LAW-CORPUS hardly to be found in any other parts and traditions of this planet.

Such we would run into a quite brutal confrontation:

Shall we follow regarding the UNDERSTANDINGS of the FUNCTION and VALUE of LAWS Brzezinski or Jesus Christ (- as evaluated by Pope Benedict XVI.)?

Which again we note here as STRATEGICAL INSIGHT of this entire essay!
I may repeat it, because it is DIRECTLY directed against Brzezinski and other today folks like for instance NAZI – SS - Thinktanks: The TRUE meaning of ELITE would be, to see them MORE EAGER to FULFILL the LAWS – at least if the example of Jesus Christ in New Testament - and it's interpretation taken valid and EARNEST! NIL ALIUD! NOTHING ELSE!
Such Mr. Brzezinski better should explain, WHY he CAN have other meaning at all! Perhaps he thinks - or is? - MORE INTELLIGENT than the New Testament?

With these short introductory remarks, the audience may give me pardon, that I skip here giving reference leading to teachings of CONFUCIUS / Master Wong or to the extraordinary rare “handling of state” in the old Tibet before the expulsion of the Dalai Lama in 1959, who afterwards introduced a lot of REFORMS for ADAPTION to our modern times, HOWEVER IN ACCORDANCE with BUDDHIST TEACHINGS – NOT putting ELITES whatever OVER the teachings of Buddha!

---xxx---

DOCUMENT START – Listening Heart and Foundation of Law – Pope Benedict XVI. At german Parliament Sept. 2011

ADDRESS OF HIS HOLINESS BENEDICT XVI
Reichstag Building, Berlin
Thursday, 22 September 2011

The Listening Heart
Reflections on the Foundations of Law

Mr President of the Federal Republic,
Mr President of the Bundestag,
Madam Chancellor,
Madam President of the Bundesrat,
Ladies and Gentlemen Members of the House,

>> It is an honour and a joy for me to speak before this distinguished house, before the Parliament of my native Germany, that meets here as a democratically elected representation of the people, in order to work for the good of the Federal Republic of Germany. I should like to thank the President of the Bundestag both for his invitation to deliver this address and for the kind words of greeting and appreciation with which he has welcomed me. At this moment I turn to you, distinguished ladies and gentlemen, not least as your fellow-countryman who for all his life has been conscious of close links to his origins, and has followed the affairs of his native Germany with keen interest. But the invitation to give this address was extended to me as Pope, as
the Bishop of Rome, who bears the highest responsibility for Catholic Christianity. In issuing this invitation you are acknowledging the role that the Holy See plays as a partner within the community of peoples and states. Setting out from this international responsibility that I hold, I should like to propose to you some thoughts on the foundations of a free state of law.

Allow me to begin my reflections on the foundations of law [Recht] with a brief story from sacred Scripture. In the First Book of the Kings, it is recounted that God invited the young King Solomon, on his accession to the throne, to make a request. What will the young ruler ask for at this important moment? Success – wealth – long life – destruction of his enemies? He chooses none of these things. Instead, he asks for a listening heart so that he may govern God’s people, and discern between good and evil (cf. 1 Kg 3:9). Through this story, the Bible wants to tell us what should ultimately matter for a politician. His fundamental criterion and the motivation for his work as a politician must not be success, and certainly not material gain. Politics must be a striving for justice, and hence it has to establish the fundamental preconditions for peace. Naturally a politician will seek success, without which he would have no opportunity for effective political action at all. Yet success is subordinated to the criterion of justice, to the will to do what is right, and to the understanding of what is right. Success can also be seductive and thus can open up the path towards the falsification of what is right, towards the destruction of justice. “Without justice – what else is the State but a great band of robbers?”, as Saint Augustine once said. We Germans know from our own experience that these words are no empty spectre. We have seen how power became divorced from right, how power opposed right and crushed it, so that the State became an instrument for destroying right – a highly organized band of robbers, capable of threatening the whole world and driving it to the edge of the abyss. To serve right and to fight against the dominion of wrong is and remains the fundamental task of the politician. At a moment in history when man has acquired previously inconceivable power, this task takes on a particular urgency. Man can destroy the world. He can manipulate himself. He can, so to speak, make human beings and he can deny them their humanity. How do we recognize what is right? How can we discern between good and evil, between what is truly right and what may appear right? Even now, Solomon’s request remains the decisive issue facing politicians and politics today.

For most of the matters that need to be regulated by law, the support of the majority can serve as a sufficient criterion. Yet it is evident that for the fundamental issues of law, in which the dignity of man and of humanity is at stake, the majority principle is not enough: everyone in a position of responsibility must personally seek out the criteria to be followed when framing laws. In the third century, the great theologian Origen provided the following explanation for the resistance of Christians to certain legal systems: “Suppose that a man were living among the Scythians, whose laws are contrary to the divine law, and was compelled to live among them ... such a man for the sake of the true law, though illegal among the Scythians, would rightly form associations with like-minded people contrary to the laws of the Scythians.”[1]

This conviction was what motivated resistance movements to act against the Nazi regime and other totalitarian regimes, thereby doing a great service to justice and to humanity as a whole. For these people, it was indisputably evident that the law in force was actually unlawful. Yet when it comes to the decisions of a democratic politician, the question of what now corresponds to the law of truth, what is actually right and may be enacted as law, is less obvious. In terms of the underlying anthropological issues, what is right and may be given the force of law is in no way simply self-evident today. The question of how to recognize what is truly right and thus to serve justice when framing laws has never been simple, and today in view of the vast extent of our knowledge and our capacity, it has become still harder.

How do we recognize what is right? In history, systems of law have almost always been based on religion: decisions regarding what was to be lawful among men were taken with reference to the divinity. Unlike other great religions, Christianity has never proposed a revealed law to the State and to society, that is to say a juridical order derived from revelation. Instead, it has pointed to nature and reason as the true sources of law – and to the harmony of objective and subjective reason, which naturally presupposes that both spheres are
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rooted in the creative reason of God. Christian theologians thereby aligned themselves with a philosophical and juridical movement that began to take shape in the second century B.C. In the first half of that century, the social natural law developed by the Stoic philosophers came into contact with leading teachers of Roman Law. Through this encounter, the juridical culture of the West was born, which was and is of key significance for the juridical culture of mankind. This pre-Christian marriage between law and philosophy opened up the path that led via the Christian Middle Ages and the juridical developments of the Age of Enlightenment all the way to the Declaration of Human Rights and to our German Basic Law of 1949, with which our nation committed itself to "inviolable and inalienable human rights as the foundation of every human community, and of peace and justice in the world".

For the development of law and for the development of humanity, it was highly significant that Christian theologians aligned themselves against the religious law associated with polytheism and on the side of philosophy, and that they acknowledged reason and nature in their interrelation as the universally valid source of law. This step had already been taken by Saint Paul in the Letter to the Romans, when he said: "When Gentiles who have not the Law [the Torah of Israel] do by nature what the law requires, they are a law to themselves ... they show that what the law requires is written on their hearts, while their conscience also bears witness ... " (Rom 2:14f.). Here we see the two fundamental concepts of nature and conscience, where conscience is nothing other than Solomon's listening heart, reason that is open to the language of being. If this seemed to offer a clear explanation of the foundations of legislation up to the time of the Enlightenment, up to the time of the Declaration on Human Rights after the Second World War and the framing of our Basic Law, there has been a dramatic shift in the situation in the last half-century. The idea of natural law is today viewed as a specifically Catholic doctrine, not worth bringing into the discussion in a non-Catholic environment, so that one feels almost ashamed even to mention the term. Let me outline briefly how this situation arose.

Fundamentally it is because of the idea that an unbridgeable gulf exists between "is" and "ought". An "ought" can never follow from an "is", because the two are situated on completely different planes. The reason for this is that in the meantime, the positivist understanding of nature has come to be almost universally accepted. If nature – in the words of Hans Kelsen – is viewed as "an aggregate of objective data linked together in terms of cause and effect", then indeed no ethical indication of any kind can be derived from it. A positivist conception of nature as purely functional, as the natural sciences consider it to be, is incapable of producing any bridge to ethics and law, but once again yields only functional answers. The same also applies to reason, according to the positivist understanding that is widely held to be the only genuinely scientific one. Anything that is not verifiable or falsifiable, according to this understanding, does not belong to the realm of reason strictly understood. Hence ethics and religion must be assigned to the subjective field, and they remain extraneous to the realm of reason in the strict sense of the word. Where positivist reason dominates the field to the exclusion of all else – and that is broadly the case in our public mindset – then the classical sources of knowledge for ethics and law are excluded. This is a dramatic situation which affects everyone, and on which a public debate is necessary. Indeed, an essential goal of this address is to issue an urgent invitation to launch one.

The positivist approach to nature and reason, the positivist world view in general, is a most important dimension of human knowledge and capacity that we may in no way dispense with. But in and of itself it is not a sufficient culture corresponding to the full breadth of the human condition. Where positivist reason considers itself the only sufficient culture and banishes all other cultural realities to the status of subcultures, it diminishes man, indeed it threatens his humanity. I say this with Europe specifically in mind, where there are concerted efforts to recognize only positivism as a common culture and a common basis for law-making, reducing all the other insights and values of our culture to the level of subculture, with the result that Europe vis-à-vis other world cultures is left in a state of culturelessness and at the same time extremist and radical movements emerge to fill the vacuum. In its self-proclaimed exclusivity, the positivist reason which recognizes nothing beyond mere functionality resembles a concrete bunker with no windows, in which we ourselves provide lighting and atmospheric conditions, being no longer willing to obtain either from God's wide world. And yet we
cannot hide from ourselves the fact that even in this artificial world, we are still covertly drawing upon God’s raw materials, which we refashion into our own products. The windows must be flung open again, we must see the wide world, the sky and the earth once more and learn to make proper use of all this.

But how are we to do this? How do we find our way out into the wide world, into the big picture? How can reason rediscover its true greatness, without being sidetracked into irrationality? How can nature reassert itself in its true depth, with all its demands, with all its directives? I would like to recall one of the developments in recent political history, hoping that I will neither be misunderstood, nor provoke too many one-sided polemics. I would say that the emergence of the ecological movement in German politics since the 1970s, while it has not exactly flung open the windows, nevertheless was and continues to be a cry for fresh air which must not be ignored or pushed aside, just because too much of it is seen to be irrational. Young people had come to realize that something is wrong in our relationship with nature, that matter is not just raw material for us to shape at will, but that the earth has a dignity of its own and that we must follow its directives. In saying this, I am clearly not promoting any particular political party – nothing could be further from my mind. If something is wrong in our relationship with reality, then we must all reflect seriously on the whole situation and we are all prompted to question the very foundations of our culture. Allow me to dwell a little longer on this point. The importance of ecology is no longer disputed. We must listen to the language of nature and we must answer accordingly. Yet I would like to underline a point that seems to me to be neglected, today as in the past: there is also an ecology of man. Man too has a nature that he must respect and that he cannot manipulate at will. Man is not merely self-creating freedom. Man does not create himself. He is intellect and will, but he is also nature, and his will is rightly ordered if he respects his nature, listens to it and accepts himself for who he is, as one who did not create himself. In this way, and in no other, is true human freedom fulfilled.

Let us come back to the fundamental concepts of nature and reason, from which we set out. The great proponent of legal positivism, Kelsen, at the age of 84 – in 1965 – abandoned the dualism of “is” and “ought”. (I find it comforting that rational thought is evidently still possible at the age of 84!) Previously he had said that norms can only come from the will. Nature therefore could only contain norms, he adds, if a will had put them there. But this, he says, would presuppose a Creator God, whose will had entered into nature. “Any attempt to discuss the truth of this belief is utterly futile”, he observed.[4] Is it really? – I find myself asking. Is it really pointless to wonder whether the objective reason that manifests itself in nature does not presuppose a creative reason, a Creator Spiritus?

At this point Europe’s cultural heritage ought to come to our assistance. The conviction that there is a Creator God is what gave rise to the idea of human rights, the idea of the equality of all people before the law, the recognition of the inviolability of human dignity in every single person and the awareness of people’s responsibility for their actions. Our cultural memory is shaped by these rational insights. To ignore it or dismiss it as a thing of the past would be to dismember our culture totally and to rob it of its completeness. The culture of Europe arose from the encounter between Jerusalem, Athens and Rome – from the encounter between Israel’s monotheism, the philosophical reason of the Greeks and Roman law. This three-way encounter has shaped the inner identity of Europe. In the awareness of man’s responsibility before God and in the acknowledgment of the inviolable dignity of every single human person, it has established criteria of law: it is these criteria that we are called to defend at this moment in our history.

As he assumed the mantle of office, the young King Solomon was invited to make a request. How would it be if we, the law-makers of today, were invited to make a request? What would we ask for? I think that, even today, there is ultimately nothing else we could wish for but a listening heart – the capacity to discern between good and evil, and thus to establish true law, to serve justice and peace. I thank you for your attention! <<
OPPOSING BRZEZINSKI’S „TECHNOTRONIC ELITES“ AND GEOPOLITICS
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With this example of “learning by contrast” we again have reached a point to close this essay! In VERY short I however may add here, that nobody with necessity must share the VISION of the FINAL DESTINATION, that “somehow” is in writings of geopoliticians and “world analysts” of today – NOT considering ANYTHING from old teachings on METAPHYSICS – if not religion – whatever. Again I may chose here from the wealth of traditions I have been born into, not referring to Buddhist or Hindu traditions, in which I, by the way, are not learned nor trained beyond understanding-level of beginner.

Starting with the “lamb” in the Gent-Altar by Jan van Eyck I will build a line of thought ending with a SPECIFIC concept of “peace”, which perhaps might be compared with the “tea ceremony”, but which is QUITE SOMETHING ELSE than the “eternal peace” in the understandings of Immanuel Kant231, which I surprisingly met again in a coursera MOOC-
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course at the University of Tokyo – and with which I feel some unease resulting from the 
BREAK with conventional metaphysics Immanuel Kant introduced and which was – and is -
debated by the Roman Church right from the start of introduction in 18th century!
As philosopher by profession Robert Spaemann recently put it in a TV-interview in essence: 
“The presentday weakness, if not ceasing, of Christians does NOT mean, that Christian 
teaching has been proven false!”

Hopefully it became evident, that this statement of Pope Benedict XVI. is not just another 
“standpoint”, if compared with geopoliticians of the sort of Brzezinski, but another quality – 
and it should be questioned, whether the world can become a better place, if just skipping the 
contribution of the “religious leaders” of this planet, reflecting not only another “thinking” and 
“reasoning”, but another HUMAN EXPERIENCE and even “cultivation practise”. In this respect 
it may be problematical, that within the West-European contaminated cultural contexts even 
the awareness normally is missing, that the MAJORITY of this planet MAY HAVE ANOTHER 
VISION than the GEOPOLITICIANS in style of Brzezinski and his “technotronic elites”, a 
MAJORITY listening to Buddhist teachers, among which the Tibetan Dalai Lama, Hindu 
teachers, Confucian teachers and Islamic teachers, the names and statements of which to the 
average US- and European newsreader normally remain UNKNOWN nearly COMPLETELY – 
which IS a problem., especially the problem of UNAWARENESS and PARTIAL METAPHYSICAL 
BLINDNESS.

Please note, that I am not going as far, as to DISQUALIFY the Brzezinski type of “Western 
geopoliticians” as restricted to some sort of “nihilistic hedonistic materialism” only, relatively 
far away from any philosophical importance, because it may be, that viewed from the OLD 
TRADITIONS OF ASIA, “Western geopolitics” may seem sometimes simply IRRELEVANT!
But I would agree, that calling “automobile motor-cars” and “space-programs” and even the 
“progressive Western type” of agro-industries IRRELEVANT would need some “muscle flexing” regarding the use of brain first!

So that we may not end up with the really dark outlook of a general poisoning of the planet by 
PROGRESSIVE SCIENCE in near future, I may be allowed to pick from the enlightened 
painters of West-European traditions views on something beyond Brzezinski and beyond even 
the Pope. I feel entitled to do so because of an old recommendation coming from the side of 
socalled “East-Christian-Orthodoxy”, which says, that in cases HUMAN LEARNING is 
supposed to start with MEDITATIVE VIEWING the MOTIFS as preserved within Christian 
ICONOGRAPHY!
To sit down, get calm, view and internalize may be considered just the contrary they today 
assume the appropriate thing to do in all these today “debating clubs”, as for instance the 
Davos World Economic Forum, the “Club of Rome”, the St. Petersburg International Economic 
Forum and LOTS of others.

I nevertheless would like to hint finally to the paintings on the socalled “Gent altar” by Jan van 
Eyck, today in St. Bavo Cathedral of Gent/Belgium, that underwent a complicated restoration 
recently, in which they restored the “Lamb on the altar” – from the Biblical Book of
“Apocalypse of St. John” (called with other name: Secret Revelation of St. John), which suddenly showed a HUMANLIKE face, perhaps inventing us to “visual interaction” of whatever sort.

I selected this motif simply because I just newly stumbled upon it.
I secondly chose a topic from the so-called (Christian) “Apocalypse” of St. John, to hint to the possibility, that everything they today ASSUME in today ASTRONOMY and COSMOLOGY might be MISSING something IMPORTANT, which due to the RESTRICTIONS of human brain and human understandings by the OLD SAGES was put into PICTURES, as for instance the PICTURES of Apocalypse regarding the “Second Coming of Christ”.

From this special “apocalyptical LAMB” we may extract especially the possibility, that there might be ANOTHER TYPE of RULE and ANOTHER TYPE of ROYAL COURT, different from any “NEW WORLD ORDER” within “Alternative Three” or under “Anglosaxon Mission” or the Orwell-1984-scheme or whatever else, what actually is debated of MANMADE proposals and concepts for a “spacy future of mankind”.

pic: Cathedral of St. Bavo, Gent, Jan van Eyck, Genter Altar, The Lampb with humanlike face - after renovation

---XXX---

If this Papal message of John Paul II. felt too long or too demanding, we perhaps may go as far as to CONDENSE this essay IN THE LIGHT of the CHRISTIAN joy and Orthodox "radost" of GOD ENTERING HUMAN FLESH to the:

S'nami Bog! - Immanuel! - God with us!

From which is generated the Russian Orthodox:
"С нами Бог, разумейте языцы, и покоряйтесь, яко с нами Бог!"
С нами Бог, разумеите язици и покоряйтесь: Яко с нами Бог.
God is with us! Understand this, O nations, and submit yourselves for God is with us.

---xxx---

233 Il Papa Giovanni Paolo II / Jan Pawel II, all’Angelus il 14 dicembre 2003 (III Domenica di Avvento) – in web of “La Santa Sede” (Vatican), web of John Paul II., Italian version URL http://www.vatican.va/content/john-paul-ii/it/angelus/2003/documents/hf_jp-ii_ang_20031214.html – English Version: JOHN PAUL II, ANGELUS Third Sunday of Advent, 14 December 2003 URL http://www.vatican.va/content/john-paul-ii/en/angelus/2003/documents/hf_jp-ii_ang_20031214.html – from where we read: (2) “To know that God is not distant but close, not indifferent but compassionate, not aloof but a merciful Father who follows us lovingly with respect for our freedom: all this is a cause of deep joy which the alternating ups and downs of daily life cannot touch. 3. An unmistakable feature of Christian joy is that it can go hand in hand with suffering, since it is based entirely on love. Indeed, the Lord who “is near”, to the point of becoming man, comes to fill us with his joy, the joy of loving. Only in this way can we understand the serene joy of the martyrs even amid trial, or the smile of saints, full of charity for those who are suffering: a smile that does not offend but consoles.”
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Thus it seems indicated by one of our main painters of old, that RENDERING ONESELF UNTO GOD even may put to ease the TURMOIL and EXAGGERATION placed by this essay – such envisioning PEACE, the METAPHYSICAL PEACE, not from this world - nor restricted to just the Christians only!


Such I I outspokenly have opposed, that “peace” is NOT “full spectrum dominance” of WHOMEVER – which in the end may turn out a “holey Swiss cheese” – NOR the silence, IF this planet may have been turned by WHOMEVER to a GIGANTIC GRAVEYARD! The consolation however, which may be drawn from the Mahabharata, is, that it seems, that even the ANCIENT COSMIC WAR OF THE OLD GODS could not turn this planet totally into a graveyard!

But as strange as it may seem at first glance we finally do NOT conclude here with criticism on Brzezinski geopolitics, but in the end may THANK Mr. Brzezinski, that he gave us an opportunity, to evaluate, what the entire planet is supposed to undergo in the NEAR future. This might be considered, to be said enough!

С нами Бог!
---xxx---
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19. Result-Set for engineers - Ingenieurtechnischer Ergebnis- und Lösungssatz

What we met so far seems, that in this essay we had a lot of disparate pieces, not fitting really together – info-pieces, that even very probably may be correlated with standpoints and ideologies, if not religions, that cannot be reconciled really.

The feeling of some unease may increase, if someone would start asking, HOW ALL THIS CAN BE at all?
We have NO OUTCRIES – at least no SUFFICIENT outcries - leading to CHANGE, we have instead long years without SUFFICIENT correcting the course and approach – except that some of problematical chemicals today are nearly everywhere out of production, which does not mean really a lot, because they have been partly replaced by chemicals similar or far more dangerous.

So in the end, we would have to conclude, that THIS ESSAY is something, what it should not be, which is: a RARE attempt – where there should be LOTS of other writers - to get to underlying problems and to connect the dots. Which however is not quite plausible, because EVERYBODY with A- and O-Levels or Baccalaureat or Matura or Abitur should be able to do the basic research, that is collected here, even if not exhaustive.

So, please: HOW CAN IT BE, that we have NO INTEREST, where there should be ALARM?

Instead we are invited, to deal with the Brzezinski idea of “tittytainment” in type of some extension to the old Roman principle of “bread and games” – HOWEVER with intentionally missing the information, that TODAY the COMPUTER-GAME industry has become one of the most profitable and very widespread businesses ever, not to mention the BIG BUSINESS with SPORT GAMES. Well, the noble-man old type would hunt hares, wild boars, deer (German: Hasen, Wildschweine und Rehe) and today I have met personally with folks, that are in gamer-guilds playing all day long at the computer!

These may be enough preparation for the audience, to understand, WHY I tend at moment to the following STRATEGICAL ASSESSMENT, which is just one sentence:

If elites whatever deny to become updated by education, they must be exchanged.
Wenn Eliten für Weiterbildung nicht erreichbar sind, dann muß man sie auswechseln!

The German audience may take for instance for such „update-courses especially for elites“ author Schockenhoff, E.: Zur Lüge verdammt? (something similar to: „Sentenced to LYING FOR EVER?) - just to start with!
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20 Appendix: “Waging the hearts in the scales of Tahuti” – premodern metatale from 1st Pharaonic Dynasty of Egypt – English / German

In jungle great elephants do great things – without asking first, especially not asking humans! The question is, why this should be other, if HUMANS TRY to do “great things” – after leaving jungle?

Put slightly other the words, our question may transform to:
WHERE DOES ALL THAT MORALISM IN HUMAN HISTORY COME FROM?

We normally do not recognize, that Karl Marx, the French Revolution and the pietist-presbyterian Pilgrim-Fathers landing on the shores of what today is called United States were MORALISTS, that had CERTAIN “concept of GOOD” on their backburners, from which they “somehow” drew the JUSTIFICATION to IMPOSE on FELLOW HUMANS MORAL RULES whatever, to “better” approach their “IDEAL OF PARADISE”.

Folks like Brzezinski, Kissinger, Gates - Foundations, Rockefeller - Foundations and others in other countries are showing a GREAT CERTAINTY, that their attempts for ENGINEERING NATURE, HUMANS, SOCIETY and SPACE are “quite okay”, not calling really for TOO MUCH mulling over CONCERNS whatever.

Sometimes during writing this essay I really felt, as if I, the little observer at the edge of the gaming-field, belong to the small rest, that at least feels UNCERTAINTY and UNEASE?!”

I asked already, WHERE THE OUTCRIES are – but everybody else seems to be QUITE CONVINCED, that “DOING THINGS” should CONTINUE without adding too much burden from too much asking questions! So the IMPRESSION is, that folks from today PROGRESS really “somehow” are CONVINCED of what they do - may be at least in that sense, in which we find, that Hitler-SS folks and “true Marxist communists” were BELIEVING FOLLOWERS, of what they THOUGHT, was GOOD or at least “OKAY BEYOND QUESTIONING”.

Thus it seems not quite reasonable, WHY humans throughout history DID NOT GIVE UP such strange institutions like “police” and “prisons” and “courts” for to deal with “criminals”, which latter often we find pleading “NOT GUILTY”. Strange to observe, but it happened really: TOP-NAZIS in the Nuremberg courts after second World War OFTEN pleaded “NOT GUILTY”!

Well, I mentioned already the case of MILAREPA, who “somehow” turned from a great psychotic criminal to one of the greatest yogis of Tibet, which I learned somewhere from Indian commentators in youtube - videos. They INDEED had a STRANGE argument trying to EXPLAIN and giving REASONS for the TURNAROUND of Milarepa, which otherwise seems outside any comprehension, running similar to the following:
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THERE IS SOMETHING IN THE VERY BASIC STRUCTURE OF THIS VISIBLE UNIVERSE, THAT INEVITABLY will start to HINDER a man like Milarepa to just CONTINUE for EVER with SHOCKING and OFFENDING and HARMING OTHERS.
I may hint to the following STRANGE thing, IF such statement hold TRUE: The average observer coming from Continental-European contexts normally would assume, that becoming a BETTER PERSON, starts with some sort of INSIGHT from which the WILL is activated to make a DECISION, to CHANGE or at least to LEAVE the FORMER COURSE OF ACTIONS, if not starting out of FORCEFUL social sanctions.
But the above argument says something other, which is: NO, THE STRUCTURE OF THE UNIVERSE at first will AT SOME POINT begin to HINDER, that an “evildoer” – at least in the perception of others - like Milarepa could continue.
Please NOTE: Here is CLAIMED, that MILAREPA, the MIGHTY black magician, at some point COULD NOT continue.

There are other claims out there:
a) Especially me “metaphysical masters” coming from Asian contexts are said, that they will know and interfere somehow, if a “tshela” / pupil will deviate ion psecific “false” directions.
b) We have written acount of Rabbi Nachman\textsuperscript{235} of Bratzlaw from good old Europe, telling that Rabbi Nachman was PUNISHED SEVERELY for “telling from higher metaphysical realms, what he knew, never should have been spoken about” – at least not with “consent given before by proper authority”.

From which we really should take the WARNING: IF we get some impression, that Brzezinski, Kissinger, Gates-Foundations, Rockefeller-Foundations and some folks from other nations are PRETENDING, that we must NOT ANTICIPATE “heavy consequences” TOO MUCH, it is to ourselves, to ask deep within, whether this “carefree approach” CAN be valid at all, if dealing with problems of the entire planet and space! At least everybody may ask himself, WHAT someone may be after, if suggesting, that the INBUILT KILLING BARRIERS within man should become OVERRULED by WHATEVER!

Otherwise I may hint here to the strange fact from history, that the mentioned already socalled “10 Mosaic commandments” in Old Testament of the Christian Bible are NOT THE OLDEST examples for LAW-GIVING, but are especially precedented by a) the “Codex Hammurapi” or “Code Hammurabi” (on a stele from stone), which is attributed to Hammurabi 1\textsuperscript{st} of approx 1754 BC from Mesopotamia, and by b) the Pharaonic Egyptian concept of “waging the hearts in the scales of Tahuti (=Thot) under aspect of evaluation of MA’AT”, which until today is the basic concept of the socalled “Christian” “judgement of the dead”, in which we find something strange, that seems spread WORLDWIDE, which is a COUNTING OF GOOD AND EVIL ACTIONS, which by the way is basic to HINDU and BUDDHIST concepts of KARMA, from which results the course of REINCARNATIONS by some sort of IMPLICIT NECESSITY.

Which all has as COMMON background, that there is something EXPLICIT in place in the universe and in the entire antique world, which is the EXISTENCE OF THE OLD GODS – as MORAL AMBIvalENT they may appear themselves in cases!

We even have to go as far here, as to state, that the MILLENNIA are "s somehow convinced" of GODS whatever, especially of GODS ABOVE MAN, sometimes even GODS, that CREATED man, so that the SPAN OF TIME, in which we find TODAY various concepts of ATHEISM, where there is declared, that there “shall not be something like GODS”, not the “(claimed) DEAD Gods ” nor “Gods counting really” is relatively young in appearance and even little bit restricted geographically, say mainly to West-European contaminated cultural contexts.

The reason, my reason, to delve into such strange reminiscences from old antiquity is even more strange, which is, that we TODAY have in NASA not only all these VERY DISTURBING names taken from antique mythology, especially the GREEK and the PHARAONIC EGYPTIAN mythology, but that Richard Hoagland could explain to an incredulous world of today natural scientists and engineers, that INDEED we should assume the existence of a FREEMASON-fraction within NASA, eager to set and follow RITUAL ALIGNMENTS in time and space (and therefore locations / destinations) taken ESPECIALLY from RARELY KNOWN old Egyptian texts. We feel not calmed down really, if we find in Richard Hoagland narratives something counter-balancing said Freemason-fraction, which is a fraction from “NAZI-underground-empire”, so to say “predators among themselves”.

With these few remarks we may have revealed enough, what is in all those very advanced quarters of science in NASA and among “technotronic elites” of Brzezinski and other geopoliticians kept under wrap, which is a at first glance strange PHARAONIC EGYPTIAN connection, which we now will take as excuse for the presentation of a FICTIONAL resemblance of something, that in ORIGINAL Egyptian texts very probably would be called “the waging of hearts in the scales of Tahuti (Thot) for evaluation of MA’AT”, which we really should ASSUME, that it is KNOWN WELL in all quarters of today space-activities and circulating among all strategical writers and their bureau-staff like Brzezinski and Kissinger!

We such have reached the following question, to which we even do not expect an answer, which is: IF the SCALES OF TAHUTI KNOWN even in the U.S. at NASA, WHY Brzezinski, Kissinger, Gates- and Rockefeller-Foundations DO NOT REFER TO them, especially if we find, that US-space-programs so much fond of OLD EGYPT (in the quoted already Richard Hoagland narratives)? My question is little bit rhetorical: NON-MENTION here indicates, that we have to search for HIDDEN AGENDAS including fabricating public opinion and manipulating and MISLEADING people. The INEVITABLE consequence in any court trial would be clear nevertheless: “technotronic elites” CANNOT HAVE ANY EXCUSE, if they KNOW or if they deny knowledge of what they MUST HAVE KNOWLEDGE OF!

After such pious considerations, we now may approach a SPECIFIC version of the “waging of souls in the scales of Tahuti”, which is: a FICTIONAL version from a FICTIONAL book, namely a FICTIONAL NOVEL, pretending to be the NARRATIVE of the REINCARNATIONAL LIFE of the Princess Merit-Neith (Meri-Neyt), in which is REFERENCED her father as “Za Atet” (Athotis or Aha in Egyptology), her brother “Neyah” as “Wadshi” (King “Snake” in Egyptology) and some others. The today “rational enlightened” reader of course will REJECT nearly automatically ANY allegations leading to the concept of “reincarnation”, so that we, in presenting this text nevertheless, will have to stay content, that lots of people will not agree, that this FICTIONAL NOVEL might be from the CATEGORY of what librarians call “covert literatur”, which means: FICTIONAL appearance as DISGUISE for REAL INFORMATION from REAL LIFE.

If so, things get easy for me as author and reporter: If “reincarnation” does not exist as phenomenon from reality, nobody can defend her – and we may enjoy a “nice story” here in type of “machal” or “parable” to get the grey matter between the ears working and thinking and speculating!
Upon the same scroll shall be recorded the Weighing of the Heart by the Forty-two Assessors of the Dead. When the traveller reaches the end of his journey, he finds himself upon the bank of a river, and before him he sees a boat, which is the Boat of Time in which he must take passage. But before the decks allow him to set foot upon them, he must call them by name; and he must name the oars, or they will not row him; and he must name the prow, or it will not lead the boat along the river. He journeys in the boat over the dark water until the river down-plunges into the Great Caverns. Here he is beset by demons, which assail him in their shapes of terror, but if he is without fear, they cringe back into the shadows. Then he disembarks upon a quay where seven steps lead up to a great door. He must call upon the bolts by their name, and the hinges by their names, and he must know the secrets even of the planks that make it. At the hearing of their names, the door opens before him, and he passes through into a great hall of audience, where, seated on their thrones, are the Forty-two Assessors of the Dead. They soar above him into the shadows and their faces are beyond his sight, for he is in a valley among the mountainous Gods. Each in his turn shall challenge him; and if he cannot answer them in truth, saying, 'By the Feather of Truth, thee have I conquered', then shall the floor open under his feet and he shall be in darkness until he emerges from his mother's womb. And in his conquering, the virtues shall enter into him and the evils shall enter the strength of their overthrowing into his heart. Upon the four sides of the hall are the Assessors upon their thrones. And the first shall challenge him, saying: Hast thou treated thy body wisely and considerately, even as thy creator cherished thee in the days of thy youth? And the first shall challenge him, saying: Hast thou treated thy body wisely and considerately, even as thy creator cherished thee in the days of thy youth? And the second shall say: Hast thou lived out the full span upon Earth that the Gods allotted thee? And the third shall say: Hast thou kept thy body as a clean garment unstained by the River of Filth? And the fourth shall say: Hast thou lain only with the woman whom thy spirit loveth also? And the fifth shall say: Art thou free of the knowledge of the body of thy mother or thy daughter or thy sister or thine aunt? And the sixth shall say: Hath no man been unto thee as a woman? And the seventh shall say: Is there any animal that can call thee husband? And the eighth shall say: Have thine hands taken that which was not theirs to hold? And the ninth shall say: Hast thou eaten of food until thy belly was tormented and cried out against thee, or taken of strong drink until thy will was the slave of thy body? And the tenth shall say: Hast thou severed the silver cord of any in violence?

And the eleventh shall say: Hath thine anger been just, and the flail in thine hand been as the Flail of

---xxx---
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Pharaoh?
And the twelfth shall say: Hast thou looked upon the rich and the skilled and known not envy?
And the thirteenth shall say: Hath thine heart been untorn by the claws of jealousy?
And the fourteenth shall say: Hast thou spoken no evil except of evilness itself?
And the fifteenth shall say: Hast thou left no plough idle in the furrow when the seed was ready for sowing?
376
And the sixteenth shall say: Hast thou lusted after knowledge for those things that were not for thine ears or for thine eyes?
And the seventeenth shall say: Hast thou seen thy giant shadow upon the wall and thought thy semblance mighty?
And the eighteenth shall say: Hast thou turned from the right path when it was beset with danger?
And the nineteenth shall say: Hast thou chained thyself to Earth with fetters of gold?
And the twentieth shall say: Hast thou looked upon the things of Earth until thine eyes were blinded?

---xxx---

And the twenty-first shall say: Hast thou been upright in thy dealings in the market-place?
And the twenty-second shall say: Hast thou shown gratitude to all who have befriended thee upon thy journey, whether it be thy com-panion, or the pomegranate that refreshed thee when thou didst thirst?
And the twenty-third shall say: Hast thou given bread to the poor and the fruits of thy vineyards to the weary?
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And the twenty-fourth shall say: Hast thou closed thy mouth against falsehood?
And the twenty-fifth shall say: Hast thou been so prudeful of thy wit that thy wisdom was clouded?
And the twenty-sixth shall say: Hath thy friendship been a strong rock in a desert of shifting sands?
And the twenty-seventh shall say: Hast thou chained thyself to no man with the shackles of hatred?
And the twenty-eighth shall say: Hast thou known no sorcery nor polluted thyself, and hast thou kept thy body thy dwelling-place alone?
And the twenty-ninth shall say: Hast thou brought contentment to the heart of thy mother and honoured thy father's house?
And the thirtieth shall say: Hast thou honoured all true priests?

---xxx---

And the thirty-first shall say: Hast thou remembered the Gods throughout thy journey and asked their counsel?
And the thirty-second shall say: Hast thou closed thine ears to wisdom that speaks in a loud voice?
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And the thirty-third shall say: Hast thou quenched with thy wisdom the thirst of the parched for truth?
And the thirty-fourth shall say: Hath thy power been used only for the Light?
And the thirty-fifth shall say: Hast thou been a sword in the Army of Horus?
And the thirty-sixth shall say: Has thou led any man upon the path that leadeth not to freedom?
And the thirty-seventh shall say: Hast thou a vision of thyself in thine heart in honour?
And the thirty-eighth shall say: Hast thou known thine own heart and been a true scribe of all thy works?
And the thirty-ninth shall say: Dost thou know that the end of one journey is but the beginning of another?
And the fortieth shall say: Hast thou remembered the plants, which were once thy brothers, and quenched their thirst and tended them so that they flourished?
And the forty-first shall say: Hast thou been to all animals as thy master is to thee, using wisdom, kindness, and compassion unto them who were once thy brothers?
379
And the forty-second shall say: Canst thou say in truth, 'I have never worked man nor beast beyond his strength. I have known that all upon Earth are my fellow-travellers and I have succoured them upon their
Then he shall no longer hear the sonorous voices of the Gods, and in the silence his own voice shall ring forth, saying, 'Thee have I conquered, for upon Earth there is no sinful one, no sorrowful one, no suffering one, through any act of mine.'

Then this Hall of Truth shall be as the noonday, made luminous by the pure clear flame of his spirit; and if all the winds of Earth should gather their forces upon this flame, still would it burn serenely undisturbed. He no longer sees the Gods towering above him, for he has become of their stature, and to him their faces are as though he looked in a true mirror and saw his own countenance, for he is a brother in their semblance.

Then before him he sees the Great Scales of Tahūti. Upon the one side is his heart in the form of the jar of his maat and upon the other side is the Feather of Maat. And they are poised each to each in perfect balance, for upon both sides there is Truth.

And the walls open before him like a great gateway, and he walks forward into the light of the Celestial Fields, where the corn that stands seven cubits high awaits his garnering. <<

DOCUMENT END “waging the hearts in the scales of Tahuti”, English

pic: scene from Egyptian “Book of the Dead”
Auf derselben Schriftrolle soll auch geschrieben stehen, wie die Zweiundvierzig Räte des Todes die Herzen wägen. Denn hat der Wanderer das Ende seiner Reise erreicht, steht er am Ufer eines Flusses, und vor sich sieht er ein Boot, welches der Nachen der Zeit ist, und in diesem Nachen tritt er die Überfahrt an. Doch ehe er seinen Fuß darauf setzt, muß er das Deck mit Namen rufen, sonst trägt es ihn nicht; und er muß die Ruder nennen, sonst rudern sie ihn nicht; und den Namen des Stevens muß er wissen, sonst führt dieser das Boot nicht den Strom entlang. Im Nachen der Zeit fährt er dann über das dunkle Wasser, bis es sich in die Großen Grotten ergießt. Und hier drängen sich die Dämonen um ihn und bedrohen ihn in schrecklicher Gestalt; bleibt er jedoch frei von Furcht, weichen sie zurück in die Finsternis. Dann steigt er an Land an einem Kai, wo sieben Stufen zu einer großen Pforte führen. Und er muß ihre Riegel bei Namen rufen und ihre Angeln kennen und das Geheimnis der Bohlen wissen, woraus sie geziemt ist. Hat er alle diese Namen genannt, schwingt das Tor auf, und er betritt eine weite Halle, wo ringsum auf ihren Thronen die Zweiundvierzig Räte der Toten sitzen. Und sie erheben sich gewaltig über ihn in der Dunkelheit, und ihr Antlitz ist nicht zu erkennen, und wie in einem Tal steht er zwischen berggleichen Göttern.

Und nun befragt ihn ein jeglicher der Reihe nach, und antwortet er ihnen nicht wahr mit den Worten: «Bei der Feder der Wahrheit, dich habe ich überwunden», dann tut

---
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sich der Boden unter seinen Füßen auf, und er stürzt hinab
das Dunkel, wo er haussen muß, bis daß er wieder aus einer
Mutter Schoß hervorgeht. Und hier harren seiner sowohl
die Tugenden als auch das Böse, und je nach der Größe
seiner Niederlage werden sie sich seines Herzens bemäch-
tigen.

Und es wird der erste Rat ihn anrufen und also sprechen:
Hegtest du deinen Körper mit Klugheit und Bedacht,
gleichwie dein Schöpfer dich hegte in den Tagen deiner
Jugend?

Und der zweite wird sprechen:
Lebtest du die Spanne auf Erden, welche die Götter dir
zugemessen?

Und der dritte wird sprechen:
Hieltest du deinen Körper unbefleckt von Unrat gleich
einem reinen Gewand?

Und der vierte wird sprechen:
Lagest du allein bei einem Weibe, welches auch dein Geist
liebte?

Und der fünfte wird sprechen:
Erkanntest du deine Mutter als Weib oder deine Tochter
oder deine Schwester oder deine Tante?

Und der sechste wird sprechen:
War dir kein Mann wie eine Frau?

Und der siebente wird sprechen:
Bist du frei von der Vermischung mit Tieren?

Und der achte wird sprechen:
Griff deine Hand nach etwas, das nicht dein war?
UND DER NEUNTE WIRD SPRECHEN:

AßEST DU VON SPEISEN, BIS DAß DEIN MAGEN SICH IN PEIN WIDER DICH EMPORTE, ODER TRANKST DU VON BERAUCHEN DEN GETRÄNKEN, BIS DAß DEIN WILLE DER SKLAVE DEINES LEIBES WARD?

UND DER ZEHnte wird sprechen:

ZERSCHNITTEST DU DEN SILBERFADEN EINES MITMENSCHEN IM ZORN?

UND DER ELFTE WIRD SPRECHEN:

WAR DEIN ZORN RECHTFERTIG UND DIE GEißEL IN DEINER HAND WIE PHARAO’S GEißEL?

UND DER ZWÖLFTE WIRD SPRECHEN:

SCHAUST DU AUF DIE REICHEN UND AUF DIE KUNDIGEN OHNE SCHELSUCHT?

UND DER DREIZEHNTE WIRD SPRECHEN:

WURDE DEIN HERZ JE VON DEN KLAUEN DER EIFERSUCHT ZERRISSEN?

UND DER VIERZEHNTE WIRD SPRECHEN:

SPRACHEST DU NIE BÖSES, ES SEI DENN VON DEN BÖSEN SELBST?

UND DER Fünfzehnte WIRD SPRECHEN:

RUHTE DEIN PFLUG JE UNTÄTIG IN DER FURCHE, WENN DAS KORN DER AUSSAAT HARRTE?

UND DER SECHZEHNTE WIRD SPRECHEN:

GELÜSTETE ES DICH JE NACH WISSEN, DAS DEINEN OHREN ODER DEinen AUGEN NICHT BESTIMMT WAR?

UND DER SIEBZEHNTE WIRD SPRECHEN:

SAHEST DU DEINEN SCHATTEN RIESENGRÖß Auf DER MAuER UND GLAUBTEST DICH MÄCHTIG WIE DIESER?
Und der achtmillionte wird sprechen:
Wchtest du je ab vom rechten Pfad, da dort Gefahr lauerte?

Und der neunzehnte wird sprechen:
Bandest du dich mit goldenen Fesseln an diese Erde?

Und der zwanzigste wird sprechen:
Schautest du auf die irdischen Dinge, bis daß deine Augen geblendet waren?

Und der einsundzwanzigste wird sprechen:
Warst du redlich im Handel auf dem Markt?

Und der zweieinzwanzigste wird sprechen:
Erwiesest du denen Dankbarkeit, welche dich labten auf
derer Wanderung, sei es dein Weggefährte oder der Granatapfel, wenn du Durst verspürtest?

Und der dreiundzwanzigste wird sprechen:
Gabst du dem Armen von deinem Brot und dem Ermüden von den Früchten deines Weingartens?

Und der vierundzwanzigste wird sprechen:
Versiegeltest du deine Lippen vor der Falschheit?

Und der fünfundzwanzigste wird sprechen:
Warst du so stolz über deinen Verstand, daß deine Weisheit sich trübte?

Und der seisundzwanzigste wird sprechen:
War deine Freundschaft ein Fels in der Wüste treibenden Sandes?

Und der siebenundzwanzigste wird sprechen:
Kettetest du dich an einen Menschen mit den Schäkeln des Hasses?
Und der achtundzwanzigste wird sprechen:
Obtest du je Zauberer oder beklecktest du dich oder ließest in deinem Leibe einen anderen hausen?

Und der neunundzwanzigste wird sprechen:
Schenktest du dem Herzen deiner Mutter Zufriedenheit, und hieltst du deines Vaters Haus in Ehren?

Und der dreißigste wird sprechen:
Achtetest du alle wahren Priester?

Und der einunddreißigste wird sprechen:
Gedachtest du auf deiner Wanderung immerdar der Götter und fragtest sie um Rat?

Und der zweiunddreißigste wird sprechen:
Verschloßest du deine Ohren je der Weisheit, welche mit tönender Stimme spricht?

Und der dreiunddreißigste wird sprechen:
Stilltest du mit deiner Weisheit den Durst der nach Wahrheit Dürstenden?

Und der vierunddreißigste wird sprechen:
Wirktest du mit deiner Kraft einzig für das Licht?

Und der fünfunddreißigste wird sprechen:
Warst du ein Schwert in Horus’ Heerschar?

Und der sechsunddreißigste wird sprechen:
Wiestest du je einem Menschen den Weg, der nicht in die Freiheit führt?

Und der siebenunddreißigste wird sprechen:
Trugst du ein geehrtes Bild deiner selbst in deinem Herzen?
Und der achtunddreißigste wird sprechen:
Erkanntest du dein eigenes Herz, und verzeichnetest du getreulich alle deine Taten?

Und der neununddreißigste wird sprechen:
Warst du stets eingedenk, daß das Ende einer Erdenwanderung der Beginn einer neuen ist?

Und der vierzigste wird sprechen:
Gedachtsest du der Pflanzen als deiner einstigen Brüder, und stilltest du ihren Durst und hegtest du sie, auf daß sie erblühten?

Und der einundvierzigste wird sprechen:
Behandeltest du alle Kreatur, wie dein Herr dich behandelte, und zeigtest du Klugheit, Freundlichkeit und Erbarmen denen, die einst deine Brüder waren?

Und der zweiundvierzigste wird sprechen:
Kannst du in Wahrheit sagen: Weder Mensch noch Vieh ließ ich arbeiten über seine Kraft, denn ich wußte, daß sie alle meine Weggenossen auf Erden sind, und ließ ihnen Hilfe angedeihen auf ihrer Wanderung?

Alsdann wird der Mensch die klingenden Stimmen der Götter nicht länger hören, und in dem Schweigen wird seine eigene Stimme ertönen und also sprechen: «Dich habe ich überwunden, denn es ist auf Erden weder ein Sünder noch ein Trauernder, weder ein Leidender noch ein Geplagter durch eine meiner Taten.»

Dann wird die Halle der Wahrheit sein wie zur Mittagszeit, strahlend erhellst von der klaren Flamme seines Geistes, welche nicht flackert, entfachten auch alle Stürme dieser Erde ihre Kraft gegen sie. Und es thronen die göttlichen Räte nicht länger in Erhabenheit über ihm, denn er wuchs zu ihnen empor; und er schaut ihr Antlitz, welches ihm wie
With these few remarks from Pharaonic Egypt, they in NASA and elsewhere – as for instance among Freemasons or other “magical esoterism” - are so much fond of, we may feel free, to left behind all the NOISE and TURMOIL coming from the quarters of “full spectrum dominance” geopolitics whatever, to add a final argument, why we in all the trials for RE-ENGINEERING OLD EGYPTIAN TECHNOLOGIES (sic!) – as indicated by the Farrell\(^{241}\) trilogy on the Great Gizeh Pyramid (which is NOT from Cheops, as is shown in Zecharia Sitchin\(^ {242}\))

---XXX---
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sufficiently, in spite of some others debating nevertheless) must NOT become overly concerned.

In the Zecharia Sitchin narratives for re-consideration of the entire SUMERIAN history in the light of TODAY science, we found, that approx. in the year 8670 BC the VICTOR of the SECOND WAR AT THE PYRAMIDS, which was the OLD ANUNNAKI-GOD NINURTA – Lord of Nippur/Mesopotamia - removed ALL the CRYSTALS from the GREAT GALLERY, which were 27 pairs, and partly destroyed them, which insofar has the characteristics of some sort of “irreversibility” inasmuch as some of those destroyed chrystals were ARTIFICIAL or NOT FROM THIS PLANET – as is claimed in this story.

If we now continue to the assumption, that the Pyramids of Gizeh originally were NOT built for use as WEAPONS, we seem in reach of the following conclusions:

a) The so far UNKNOWN ORIGINAL purpose by the action of NINURTA in 8670 BC – and probably without deployment of QUANTUM-COMPUTERS – cannot be restored.

b) A secondary function as WEAPON however, as in the “Two Wars at the Pyramids” in OLD history by the action of Ninurta in 8670 BC may be considered IMPOSSIBLE FOR EVER.

c) In as much as the Gizeh Great Pyramid is a ROTATING (by movement of the planet) SPECIAL GEOMETRY of VORTEX-TYPE – maybe related to SPECIFIC TORUS-MODELS, we may not exclude the possibility, that this ROTATIONVORTEX CONTINUES its ENERGETIC function within a) the worldwide distributed MANY pyramids on THIS planet – but “certain” correlations and effects with POSSIBLE PYRAMIDS on OTHER BODIES within our SOLAR SYSTEM cannot be excluded.

I may put here a final NEW THESIS: We wonder, that in the debate, WHETHER the FACE OF THE GIZEH-SPHINX is showing a DECISIVE PERSON from history or not, so far it seem not taken into consideration, that the CHANGED HEAD of the Sphinx from possibly former >head of Lioness “Mehit”< head to HUMAN face may show the FACE OF NINURTA, the ANUNNAKI-GOD, WHO CHANGED THE COURSE OF HUMAN HISTORY IN BLOCKING CERTAIN ROADS to certain weaponizations of the Great Pyramid of Gizeh!

Even if temperaments of course are different, I would like to express explicitly my GRATITUDE to the OLD GOD from the SUMERIAN ANUNNAKIS with name NINURTA, Lord of Nippur / Mesopotamia herewith, VICTOR OF THE SECOND WAR AT THE PYRAMIDS, that ended around 8670 BC!

---

Whatever they have speculated, it was overlooked, that this face MAY belong to the VICTOR OF THE 2\textsuperscript{nd} WAR at the PYRAMIDS, that ended in 8670 BC according to Zecharia-Sitchin-narratives, which was the ANUNNAKI-GOD NINURTA, Lord of Nippur/Mesopotamia.

Now think it over: Do they from NASA / ESA and NAZIS and Freemasons and from Asian fraction of the "trilaterals" of Brzezinski and David Rockefeller REALLY think, that they might be able to outwit one of the leading OLD ANUNNAKI-GODS of SUMER and EGYPT?

--- END of essay-text ---
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